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Abstract
Renewable energy resources are essential to realize a sustainable society and
a clean environment. In virtually all energy scenarios, solar power will supply
a significant fraction of the world energy demand within a few decades. This
energy transition can be significantly supported and accelerated when the power
conversion efficiency of solar cells improves. This will bring down the costs per
delivered unit of energy and thereby solar cells become even more financially
competitive with burning fossil fuels. The efficiency of solar cells is related to their
absorptance. Conventional solar cells do not absorb all the sunlight; instead they
reflect a fraction to space. This reflection loss is one of the causes preventing solar
modules from achieving their potential energy conversion efficiency.
This thesis focuses on two optical solutions for improved absorptance of light in
solar modules: internal and external light trapping. For internal light trapping the
solar cell is internally modified to guide the light, while for external light trapping
optical elements are applied on top of the cell.
Internal light trapping is demonstrated in a nano-crystalline silicon solar cell
by applying an array of glass nano-cylinders that is over-coated by silver at the
backside of the cell (chapter 3). Due to the geometry and refractive index contrast
of these three materials, the light scatters when it interacts with this back reflector.
By total internal reflection in the silicon, most of the scattered light will travel
a much longer distance through the cell compared to a flat cell. This leads to a
significant increase in the absorptance and thereby an increase in cell efficiency.
The second part of this thesis describes various aspects of external light
trapping. In an external light trap the light that reflects from the solar cell is recycled
in a cage between the solar cell and a mirror above the solar cell. A lens is used
to guide the light into this cage through a small aperture in the mirror. The light
reflecting from the solar cell is now reflected back to the cell leading to an enhanced
efficiency. A successful demonstration is shown of a 3D-printed external light
trap on top of a nano-crystalline silicon solar cell (chapter 4). Furthermore, the
opportunities for external light trapping on a large area are explored by making an
array of lenses which is tested on an organic solar cell (chapter 5). Finally, a series
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of external light traps is fabricated by an industrial milling process and tested on
top of a crystalline silicon solar cell (chapter 6). The results pave the way towards
the commercial application of external light trapping on solar modules (chapter 7).
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

The earth is a beautiful and hospitable planet to live on. However, some solutions
are urgently required to ensure the earth remains equally livable for the time to
come. Our current energy management puts a heavy burden on the environment.
To sustain a clean environment it is key to adapt our energy generation and consumption. The availability of powerful, clean, and economical viable technology is
essential to establish a renewable energy infrastructure. Solar panels are one of
the most promising technologies to facilitate this energy transition. The goal of
this thesis is to explore novel methods for light trapping in solar panels that can
improve their power conversion efficiency and economic competitiveness. Here,
we first briefly explain the consequences of our current energy system and discuss
several motivations to work on renewable energy before we focus on the potential
of solar energy as a source for renewable energy for the future.

1.1

Global Environmental and Energy Challenges

Important motivations to further develop renewable energy resources (renewables)
are the environmental benefits, low-cost availability, and the abundance of these
resources, as will be described here.
Environmental Benefits. Figure 1.1a shows the increase of the global carbondioxide (CO2 ) level of more than 40 percent during the last centuries. This increase
is mainly attributed to the burning of fossil fuels1 and such an increase does not
come without environmental impact. A major fraction of the CO2 is dissolved into
oceans and affects the ocean’s wild life due to acidification by the uptake of CO2 .
The CO2 that remains in the atmosphere results in a radiative imbalance of the
earth, thereby increasing the global temperature. Figure 1.1b shows the measured
9
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Figure 1.1: (a) Measured CO2 level (ppm) in the atmosphere over the last centuries.
Data obtained from reference.3 (b) Global average temperature since the year 1850.
The red curve shows the global mean surface temperature anomaly. The data is relative
to the “normal" climate conditions between 1961 and 1990. The black solid curve is a
smoothing spline through the data. Figure adapted from IPCC report.1

increase in global average temperature after the industrial revolution. The global
temperature increased by ∼0.8 ◦ C since the year 1880. The radiative imbalance is
expected to result in more extreme climate conditions than we have experienced
so far.2 Besides these negative global environmental effects, the burning of fossil
fuels results in severe smog in cities, which severely impacts the life expectancy of
many people.
To prevent these negative consequences from occurring, it would be wise to
prevent climate change from becoming even more extreme in the next decades.
The effective emission of CO2 and that of other greenhouse gases has therefore
to be reduced, and finally to be virtually eliminated. The net CO2 (equivalent)
emission from renewables is much lower than that of fossil fuels and therefore they
are well suited to achieve this (close to) zero emission target.
Low-cost and Abundant Availability. It is becoming increasingly more difficult
to exploit fossil fuels: the cost and energy required to extract them from the earth
has increased significantly over the years and this is not expected to change in the
future. Interestingly, the energy stored in the natural reserves of coal, oil, and gas is
equivalent to no more than the global irradiance by the sun in just around 20 days.
The current way of generating energy from fossil fuels can thus only be sustained on
a short time-scale. On the other hand, renewable energy resources are sustainable
and abundantly available. Moreover, their exploitation cost will drop over time
due to progressing technology and economies of scale. The local deployment of
renewable energy makes countries (energy) independent. Thereby, it prevents
abuse of political power between different nations and ensures energy security.
Most readers of this thesis will be accustomed to the present-day relatively low
and affordable prices of energy. However, the contrary is true for many people
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Figure 1.2: (a) Spectrum of the sun as a function of the wavelength (and photon energy).
The blue curve shows the power spectrum and the red curve shows the photon spectrum.
(b) Thermal emission of a black body according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law as a
function of the temperature. For reference, the emission by several “daily objects” is
roughly indicated (assuming an emissivity of 0.9). Generally, the emissivity of such
objects (except metals) is 5-20% lower than that of a black body. The indicated temperature of a solar module indicates a typical nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT)
of 48 ◦ C at an irradiance of 800 W/m2 .

living in developing countries that pay much more per unit of electrical energy
coming from diesel-fired power plants. Cheap availability of renewable energy
can resolve energy poverty and enable a sustainable economic growth of these
countries, and thereby the global economy becomes more resilient.

1.1.1

Thermal Radiation and Climate

Thermal Emission - From the Universe to the Earth and Back Again. Due to
thermonuclear fusion at the core of the sun, the surface of the sun has a temperature
of around 5800 K. At this temperature, the charged particles continuously oscillate,
the associated acceleration results in electromagnetic radiation. Figure 1.2a shows
a standardized solar spectrum4 as received at earth. The blue curve shows the
irradiance (or energy intensity) in units of W/m2 /nm and the red curve the photon
flux in units of number of photons/s/m2 /nm. The highest irradiance of the
spectrum is at a wavelength of ∼500 nm and the highest photon flux is at ∼650 nm.
Fig 1.2b shows the thermal radiation of a black body according to the StefanBoltzmann law: P =AεσT 4 , for an emitting area (A) of 1 m2 with an emissivity (ε)
of 1. It also shows the radiative emission by a solar cell at typical outdoor
conditions; a large fraction of the sunlight not converted into electricity heats
the module and escapes via radiation (assuming5,6 ε=0.8 to 0.9); another major
part is lost via convection. The surface of the sun emits an impressive intensity of
around 63 MW/m2 due to its extremely high temperature.
On the ∼150 million kilometer long journey of the sunlight towards the earth,

12
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the light diverges and the intensity is reduced to ∼1.35 kW/m2 at the top of the
earth’s atmosphere. As the light travels through the atmosphere, the (direct) flux
is reduced further due to absorption and scattering in the air. A fraction of the
incoming radiation is reflected by both the atmosphere and the earth surface
to outer space. The remaining fraction is absorbed by the earth, and thermally
radiated at much longer wavelengths of ∼5-50 µm.
The transmission of light by the earth’s atmosphere depends on the wavelength
of light. For example, CO2 is relatively transparent for wavelengths up to 1.5 µm, but
it has several absorption bands at longer wavelengths where the earth is radiating.
For this reason, CO2 forms one of the essential greenhouse gases that enable a
hospitable temperature on a large area of the world; without these gases it would
be around 33 ◦ C colder than it currently is. An increase of the level of CO2 (and/or
that of other greenhouse gases such as methane) results in a (temporal) radiative
imbalance: the incoming power exceeds the power emitted by the earth (as a
system) and thus the global temperature will rise. This increase in temperature
results in an increase of the thermal emission by the earth (Fig. 1.2b).
Due to the imbalance of the incoming and outgoing radiation, the earth heats
up until a new equilibrium (or radiative balance) has been reached. The earth’s
surface is currently absorbing ∼0.85 W/m2 more than it is emitting;7 this power is
roughly comparable to the power consumption of four mobile phones on every
square meter of earth’s surface. Thereby, the temperature and the associated
thermal emission (Fig. 1.2b) of the earth increases until a new (time-averaged)
radiative equilibrium has been established. Therefore, even if we stop emitting
greenhouses gas today, the temperature (and the sea level) will still continue to
rise for several decades in the future.7

1.1.2

The (Only) Solution: Making Supply and Demand of Energy
Sustainable

The following three action points need to be realized to establish a more sustainable
energy supply and demand of our society.
1. Reduce CO2 Emission per Generated Joule. For example, the emission of
CO2 per unit of energy can be reduced by improving the power conversion
efficiency of power plants and by switching from coal to (less polluting)
natural gas. The use of renewables (almost) eliminates the emission of CO2 .
2. Improve Energy Efficiency of Systems. Make energy consuming devices
more efficient to get more useful work per unit of energy. Examples are
improved energy efficiency of car engines, lighting, computers, and improved
insulation.
3. Smart Energy Usage by End Consumer. The energy consumption can
be significantly reduced by adapting our lifestyle and by using smart(er)
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control systems. Energy conservation can be most effective for people living
in developed countries,8 as it is relatively easy for them to reduce their
consumption without severely impacting their quality of life. Examples of
smart energy usage are car sharing; reduced consumption and recycling of
goods; smart heating and cooling management of buildings; and taking a
bike instead of a car.
Each of these points can make a significant contribution to a sustainable society
and therefore they all deserve serious attention. Research on renewable electricity
generation addresses the first action point. Among the most promising renewable
energy conversion techniques are wind energy, hydro-power, sustainable biomass
combustion, and solar power. This thesis envisages making a contribution to the
development of solar energy by exploring new concepts for reaching enhanced
conversion efficiencies.
Implementation of New Technologies. The worldwide introduction of several
modern technologies in society happened within a relatively short time span of
a few years to a decade. However, such a fast transition is not expected for the
relatively conservative energy market if current policies do not change drastically. It
is a common misconception that a breakthrough is needed to give the deployment
of photovoltaics (PV) a boost. Currently, renewable energy can be generated fairly
economically and it will only become even more competitive. Therefore, the
success of integration of renewables is becoming more and more dependent on
political hurdles than on technological barriers. Fortunately, the political will
to make the transition towards renewables is increasing as was highlighted by
the United Nations Climate Change Conference 2015 (COP21).9
Cost of Photovoltaics and Advantage of High Efficiency. Over the last decade,
relatively small, incremental improvements of solar cells found their way into
the market. No major, fundamental changes were made to the module design of
the bulk solar market. Similar incremental progress towards higher conversion
efficiency is expected in the next decade.10 This incremental progress of c-Si
technology becomes increasingly more difficult to continue as we are closing the
gap with the theoretical maximum efficiency; to make a big leap in efficiency a
radical change to the current solar module design needs to be implemented. The
largest change in the solar cell market was the impressive reduction of cost, mostly
driven by economies of scale. With increase of market size, the module cost will be
pushed downwards even more along the PV learning curve: historically, for every
doubling in production the module cost dropped by about 21%.11 The average
efficiency of the sold solar modules increased by around 0.3% (absolute) per year.12
In the end, the price of solar electricity will not become as cheap as that of
fossil fuel based electricity; it will become much cheaper. Experts forecast that the
price of solar power will drop to 4-6 €ct/kWh in 2025, and 2-4 €ct/kWh in 2050 in
many regions of the world and thereby it will be the cheapest form of electricity.13
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Currently, the cost of the module forms around 20 to 40% of the total system cost.
The remaining fraction comes from the cost from the balance of system (BOS)
components, such as the cost for mounting of the solar modules, the wiring and
the power inverter. Due to this all-time low cost-share of the solar module in the
total cost, the potential costs reduction of solar electricity coming from a further
cost reduction of the solar module is limited. Consider this extreme example: if the
solar module would be for free, the cost of the generated electricity would "only"
reduce by 20 to 40%. On the other hand, the cost per unit of electricity (e.g. kWh)
scales (in first order) inversely proportional to the efficiency of the solar module.
For this reason, increasing the power conversion efficiency is currently a very
important cost leverage for the total system cost of installed solar power.14,15

1.2

Solar Irradiance

Solar Irradiance Map. Figure 1.3 shows a world map of the global horizontal irradiation (GHI). The GHI includes both the direct and diffuse illumination. In the Netherlands the GHI is ∼ 1 000 kWh/m2 /year, while in the Sahara ∼2 700 kWh/m2 /year. For comparison, the global average energy consumption per person is ∼22 100 kWh/year and for people living in the Netherlands the
average is ∼54 000 kWh/year.16
The current world energy consumption is ∼18 TW16 and is expected to grow
by one-third to 2040.8 To cover the current world’s energy consumption using
solar modules with an efficiency of 20% in geographical areas with high irradiance (2 700 kWh/m2 /year), an area in the order of ∼630×630 km2 would be
sufficient, which is just 4% of the Sahara. Solar energy thus not only offers a solution
for our current energy needs, but can also meet the growing energy demand from
the developing countries.

1.3

Conversion Technologies of Solar Energy

The radiation from the sun can be converted into other useful forms such as heat
and electricity in several ways, I describe four of them.
Solar Thermal. Using solar energy to make hot water for domestic and
industrial usage is relatively simple and also efficient; as a rough indication ∼40%
to 50% efficiency can be realized for a flat plate collector in the Netherlands.
A flat plate collector or evacuated tube collector can be used to absorb a large
fraction of the sunlight to heat water that can be used residentially and industrially.
The hot water can also be used to power air-conditioning, for example by using
an absorption refrigerator. The power conversion efficiency of solar thermal is
generally significantly higher than that of solar panels, although this depends

1.3. Conversion Technologies of Solar Energy
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Figure 1.3: Geographical map of the global horizontal irradiance.17 The yearly
irradiance is determined by the local climate and the geographical location. Used
under c license.

significantly on how efficiently the hot water is used. However, heat is a much less
versatile form of energy than (entropy-free18 ) electricity. The direct use of solar
heat can therefore only cover a limited fraction of our energy need.
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP, or Concentrated Solar Thermal).
For CSP, mirrors are used to concentrate light on a small area that obtains
a high temperature. The heat is used to power a heat engine, such as a steam
turbine or Stirling engine. The limiting thermal efficiency† of these systems is
around 85%.18 However, in practice the efficiency is around 15-32% due to various
losses. Diffuse light cannot be concentrated.18 Therefore, CSP is mostly interesting
for geographic regions17 with a high amount of direct irradiance.
Photovoltaics (PV). The operating mechanism of photovoltaics is fundamentally different than that of solar thermal and CSP. Instead of being based on heat, it is
based on the energy distribution of the electrons in the semiconductor material of
a solar cell. The photovoltaic effect thereby offers a more direct energy conversion
to electricity than CSP and can be effectively applied in most geographical regions;
also in regions which a high amount of diffuse light. Crystalline silicon is the widest
deployed material for photovoltaics. Photovoltaics can be combined with solar
thermal in a single module, but this hybrid form is currently not widely deployed.
Hybrid solutions combining PV and CSP are being explored.19
Concentrated Photovoltaics (CPV). Higher conversion efficiencies can be
T

thermal efficiency (ηthermal ) is given by ηthermal =1− THC , with TH the temperature of the heat
entering the engine and TC that of its surroundings. However, due to the presence of an absorber (which
also radiates back to the sun) the optimal temperature of the absorber should be used instead of
the TSun .
† The

16
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obtained by concentrating sunlight on a highly efficient (but generally also relatively
expensive) solar cell. However, this CPV technology is slightly more complicated
than conventional photovoltaics and its current market share is relatively small. It
also requires a high amount of direct irradiance as for CSP.
Need for Storage. To have dispatchable‡ solar energy, the availability of lowcost energy storage is essential. Without energy storage, the economic value per
kWh of photovoltaic electricity reduces significantly when the regionally generated
solar power is in the order of the regionally consumed power. Finding a low-cost
technology for energy storage is therefore essential to continue the successful
development of photovoltaics. Furthermore, it is likely that electricity prices for
the end-consumers will be flexible in the future. This stimulates demand site power
management and thereby improves the balance between generation and demand
of electricity. Alternatively, the balance between supply and demand of electricity
can be improved by connecting different electricity grids to form larger super grids.

1.4

Light Trapping in Solar Cells

The absorption of sunlight is one of the factors that determine the power conversion
efficiency of a solar cell. To improve the absorption of light in a silicon solar cell
one generally guides the light such that a large fraction of the light is internally
trapped within the solar cell.
Incoupling and Refraction of Light. Figure 1.4 shows the interaction of an
un-polarized beam of light at the interface of air and a (absorption-free) material
with a refractive index (n) of 3.5 (resembling a slab of silicon). Figure 1.4a shows
a series of rays coming from the air at different angles of incidence. The color of
the reflected and refracted rays corresponds to the associated incoming ray. The
length of the arrows represents the intensity of the rays. Around 70% of the light is
transmitted into the silicon for most angles and the remaining light is reflected.
Figure 1.4b shows a series of rays coming from the silicon at a range of angles
of incidence. Light coming from an angle smaller than the critical angle (θc ) is
both refracted out of the cell (roughly 70%) and internally reflected (roughly 30%).
Light with an angle larger than the critical angle is completely internally reflected
at the flat air-Si interface. In a flat solar cell the propagation direction of light
within the solar cell does not exceed (θc ) and therefore the light is not internally
trapped (radiatively emitted photons form an exception to this statement). In
chapter 3 we show a method to scatter the light within the solar cell which enables
total internal reflection leading to enhanced absorption.
‡ Dispatchable power means that one can provide the required amount of power to the grid regardless
of e.g. the time of day and weather conditions.
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Figure 1.4: Interaction of unpolarized light with a flat interface of air and a medium
with a refractive index n =3.5, which roughly resembles silicon for wavelengths from 7001200 nm. The interaction is shown for both light coming from the air (a) and
silicon (b) side of the interface, for a range of angles of incidence (θi ) indicated by
different colors (the colors do not represent physical colors). (a) Incoming light on an
air-Si interface is both reflected and refracted. The length of the arrows represents
their (interface) intensity with respect to the incoming light (outer ring is 100%).
Corresponding colors represent (fractions of) the same incoming ray. The intensity of
the reflected light increases with θi , while the intensity of the refracted light decreases
with θi . The angle of the refracted light does not exceed the critical angle θc . (b) Light
coming from the Si side with θi <θc is partly refracted out of the Si and internally reflected.
Rays coming from larger angles (θi <θc ) are totally internally reflected.

Reciprocity Principle. One of the properties of light is its reciprocity, which has
important implications for the optics within a solar cell. The reciprocity principle
can be illustrated as follows. Consider a ray with intensity Ii and fixed polarization
that is traveling from position A to B (for example from air to silicon, see figure 1.4a)
and arrives with a fraction f of intensity at B. If the direction of light is now reversed
and we start with intensity Ii and same polarization at point B, than an equal
fraction f will end up at A. This principle will be used in chapter 4 of this thesis to
illustrate that if the (angular averaged) probability for light to enter the solar cell is
reduced then, due to this reciprocity principle, the probability for light to escape
from the light trap is equally reduced.
Illustration of the Critical Angle. Figure 1.5a shows a photo taken from the
bottom of a swimming pool by a fish eye camera. Rays coming from above the water
surface can enter the water and only propagate to the camera if they hit the water
within the acceptance cone, see the circular area marked by (θc ). The reciprocity
principle dictates that if the camera emits a light ray, then it can only escape out
of the water within this cone. This cone is therefore also called the escape cone;
outside this cone the light is completely internally reflected by the water surface.
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Figure 1.5: (a) Underwater photo of a swimming pool.20 Light entering the water within
the escape cone (circular area above the dashed black line) is partly transmitted into
the water and thereby you can look outside the pool (you see the lamps on the ceiling
of the building). The critical escape angle for water is ∼42◦ . Outside this cone, the light
is totally internally reflected: one can see the image of the stripes on the bottom of the
pool at the water surface due to reflection. The dashed orange line marks the outer
border of the water surface, which is a symmetry plane in this photo. (b) Sketch of the
view in a flat slab of a material with a refractive index (n) of 3.5 (this roughly resembles
a slab of silicon) in air. For most angular directions the light is completely internally
reflected at the Si-Air interface; only the light that travels in a relatively small angular
cone of ∼16◦ will partly escape outwards.

Total internal reflection also occurs in a slab of silicon. However, a much larger
fraction of the light is totally internally reflected due to the relatively high refractive
index of 3.5 of silicon. If we could take a photo from inside a flat slab of silicon
facing a light source, it would look like the illustration shown in Figure 1.5b: an
illuminated center within a completely dark surrounding.
Light can be trapped in the solar cell by total internal reflection. If light is
completely randomized within the solar cell, the averaged path length of light
within the cell can be enhanced by a factor of 4n 2 .21 However, this enhancement
limit is only valid if there is no absorption; in case of absorption the path length
enhancement is significantly less than 4n 2 . Light can be randomized in the solar
cell in various ways. Generally, a pyramidal texture is realized by etching the
surface of c-Si solar cells. Incoming light is refracted into oblique angles into the
solar cell at the pyramid facets. This mechanism is based on geometrical optics.
However, this type of texturing cannot be applied to solar cells with a thickness
less than the typical dimensions of the etched texture. Moreover, the texturing also
has a negative effect on the electrical characteristics and thereby reduces the cell
performance as will be explained in the next chapters.
In the first part of this thesis we demonstrate a nano-structure that scatters the
light internally and can be applied on solar cells that cannot be effectively surface-
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textured. The scattering by this nano-structure is not based on geometrical optics
but on scattering of light due the refractive index contrast of the different materials.
In the second part of this thesis, we demonstrate a novel alternative approach of
light trapping. Instead of modification on the solar cell level, we focus the sunlight
by a parabolic concentrator through an aperture in a highly reflective cage. This
external light trap is placed on top of the solar cell and directs the reflected light
back to the solar cell and improves the power conversion efficiency.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques
The optical components presented in this thesis are not off-the-shelf available,
therefore the components were fabricated in-house. Some companies offer glass
lenses and parabolic concentrators. However, to make an external light trap one has
to properly connect the concentrator to a reflective cage. The use of a 3D-printer
and an industrial milling machine were found to offer high design flexibility. In this
chapter we provide some background information on these fabrication processes
and the measurements of the solar cells with an external light trap.

2.1

3D-Printing External Light Traps

Figure 2.1 shows an Ultimaker Original 3D-printer. A thermoplastic filament is
located at the backside of the printer. A material feeder presses the thermoplastic
into the bowden tube, which is connected to the extrusion head. This extrusion
head moves in the horizontal plane and is powered by the indicated engines for
the x and y direction. The heated thermoplastic is printed on the printing platform.
To obtain a proper bonding of the plastic, Scotch 3M Blue Tape 2090 is applied to
the platform. The print was cut loose from the platform and cleaned with ethanol
to remove any residual tape. This platform moves in the vertical direction by the
leadscrew.
The thermoplastic is printed on a platform that moves one step (of ∼100 µm)
downwards after finishing each layer. The width of the print line is among others
determined by the diameter of the nozzle (ø∼400 µm). The print head heats a
thermoplastic called Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) to a temperature of
around 260 ◦C. The molten thermoplastic is extruded and deposited as a line on
the printing platform. The track of the head depends on several settings like the
diameter of the nozzle, layer height and filling fraction. The thermoplastic attaches
21
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Backside:
Filament holder
Material feeder

Bowden tube (filament inside)
Extrusion head
Engines for x, y movement
Printing platform
Leadscrew (z-direction)

Figure 2.1: An Ultimaker Original 3D-printer. The indicated components are described
in the main text. Figure adapted with permission from Ultimaker.

to the platform and/or the already printed part and solidifies. The compound
parabolic concentrators (CPCs) and the cage as presented in the thesis are printed
from ABS. A movie of the printing process can be seen here.22 More details on the
printing process can be found in the assembling manual.23
The printing process starts by making a CAD design of the external light trap
for which we used OpenSCAD.24 Cura,25 a so-called slicer, converts the CAD file
to ∼105 print lines depending on various print settings such as the diameter of the
nozzle and the speed of the extrusion head. For example, the extrusion speed of
the molten plastic is calculated by the slicer as a function of these settings.

2.1.1

Smoothening & Silver Coating

Chemical Smoothening. For the smoothening of the objects made of ABS, acetone
was put into a jar standing on a heated stove above the boiling point of acetone (T ∼
90 ◦C). After several minutes, acetone condensate emerges at the (relatively cool)
glass jar. Then, the 3D-printed light trap is inserted into the jar for several minutes
and exposed to the acetone vapor. This process is repeated several times. The
initial temperature of the printed object is critical, as the warm and saturated
vapor condenses quickly on cool surfaces. An ice pack was used to reduce the ABS
temperature before inserting the model into the jar. The main smoothening occurs
in the first seconds due to heavy condensation of the acetone. The acetone dissolves
the ABS surface. The liquidized ABS on the surface lowers its surface energy by
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forming a smooth surface. The experimental results are shown on page 58 and 81.
To compare the accuracy of the fabricated traps with that of commercial light
traps, we ordered several traps made from different materials from a commercial 3D-print company. The accuracy of the commercial parts was not better
than that of our prints. Moreover, as they were not made of ABS, smoothening is
relatively difficult and/or dangerous as (even more) toxic solvents have to be used.
The lack of a proper smoothening method is a common bottleneck for 3D-printing
optical parts. When an un-smoothened print is metalized, it stays dark gray and
absorbs severely. Other dominant thermoplastics such as Polylactic acid (PLA) are
generally more difficult to smoothen than ABS.
Silver Coating. The edges of the CPC are steep and therefore unidirectional
evaporation of metal is less suited. Moreover, the temperature during evaporation
can deform the CPC; sputter coating is better suited. Therefore, the light trap was
metalized with 400 nm of silver using an EMITECH K575X sputter coater.

2.2

Spectral Response

The opto-electronic response of a solar cell for each wavelength is generally
described using the external quantum efficiency (EQE). This quantity describes the
ratio between the number of collected charge carriers to the number of incident
photons of a certain wavelength. The EQE is unity if the light is completely
absorbed in the active layer and all generated minority carriers are collected.
To measure the EQE one uses a monochromatic light source. Monochromatic
light can be realized as a broadband light source (Xenon arc lamp or supercontinuum laser) with a monochromator or filterwheel. Alternatively, one can use a
series of LEDs with a different wavelength. Typically, the cell is illuminated by a
small collimated monochromatic beam, with a diameter of a few millimeter. The
intensity of this beam is relatively small and therefore a chopper and a lock-in
amplifier is used to improve the signal to background noise ratio. No voltage was
applied over the cell during the measurements and there was no bias light.
Illuminated Area. The EQE is an area independent quantity. When a diverging
beam of light is used, it does (in first order) not matter whether the solar cell is
placed somewhere at the beginning of the beam (when the beam spot is relatively
small and has a relatively high intensity) or on a place further on the beam
path (with larger spot size and lower intensity). In both cases the total number of
incident photons on the solar cell is equal.
External Light trap. For the results presented in chapter 4 and 5 several external
light traps were fabricated. When a light trap is placed on top of the solar cell
the EQE of the solar cell itself does not change, as the EQE is a property of only
the solar cell. However, the EQE of the system as a whole changes. The EQE of
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the solar cell with an external light trap (EQE trap ) is defined as the number of the
total number of collected charge carriers, divided by the number of incoming
photons at the top of the CPC. When a photon travels several times through the
solar cell (due to the light trapping) the photon has, instead of just one chance,
several chances to be absorbed. Thereby, the absorptance increases resulting in
a higher system response (EQE trap ) than cell response (EQE). On the other hand,
when the concentrator absorbs a fraction of the light EQE trap will be lower than
the EQE of the bare cell, this will be illustrated in more detail in chapter 6.
For a proper measurement of EQE trap the size of the beam has to be smaller
than the opening of the concentrator, otherwise we would lose photons. At the
same time, the response of the solar cell with the external light trap depends on the
illumination position of the beam. For example, when a beam is oriented normal
to a specular reflective solar cell (so parallel to the concentrator axis), the reflected
light is not trapped but escapes directly through the aperture. When the beam is
directed on the concentrator, most of the light that reflects is trapped. The beam
has a diameter of few millimeter. Therefore, the EQE that was determined is an
average system response over the beam area.
EQE and Homogeneity. Solar cells are sensitive to the homogeneity of the
irradiance as will be further explained in chapter 6. This sensitivity depends
on the type of solar cell, the average intensity and the variance of the intensity.
When the average intensity is low, the cell response is not affected. Actually, this
is generally the case for EQE measurements as only a small area is illuminated.
Inhomogeneously distributed high intensities can negatively impact the cell
response.

2.3

Milling of External Light Traps

For chapter 6 we fabricated external light traps by an industrial milling process.
The concentrators and light cages are milled out of an aluminum rod by a milling
cutter machine (Fehlmann P90). The milling head is shown in figure 2.2a. A cooling
liquid (a mixture of water and oil) is used to cool and lubricate the workpiece, see
Figure 2.2b. The liquid also helps to reduce the stickiness and to get rid of the
aluminum chips that are released during the milling.
The fabrication involves several steps. First a roughing cut is performed to make
the rough basic shape of the concentrator and to remove most of the material. Next,
a finishing cut is performed using a smaller ball mill. The workpiece (which will
become the concentrator) slowly rotates below the fast rotating ball mill, while
the ball mill translates radially inward and downwards along the intended surface
shape. If the ball mill would move layer-by-layer on circular tracks, there would be
some places with a discrete vertical step. This leaves an unwanted artifact in the
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Figure 2.2: (a) Close-up of the milling head located inside the milling cutter machine.
(b) Milling process of the external light trap. The aluminum rod that will become the
concentrator is fixed in the setup. Various bits are used for the different fabrication
stages of the concentrator. A beam of cooling liquid is used to carry away heat generated
during the milling and to remove the released metal chips during the milling. (c-e) Top
view of the concentrators with different concentration factor (C =3−9×).

workpiece. To prevent these discrete steps, the milling cutter moves along a spiral
track, which can be realized by tilting the concentrator by ∼2 degrees.
Bottom-side. For the bottom-side of the concentrator, a center drill is used to
make a starting hole in the workpiece in which a larger-sized drill bit fits. Hard
metal round bits were used for to achieve a smooth surface. Higher accuracy can
be realized by using a diamond drill on a lathe.
Polishing. The milling process leaves small grooves in the surface of the
concentrator. These grooves reduce the reflectance and thus the performance
of the concentrator. Scratches lead to elevated absorptance of the metal surface
and can also reflect or scatter the light in unintended directions. By polishing, the
peaks on the surface are flattened by making new (small) scratches. In general, the
polishing of hollow objects is much more difficult than convex shapes as one can
not use conventional lapping techniques for hollow surfaces. To smoothen the
hollow surface, we placed the work piece in a lathe. While the work piece rotated we
inserted a cotton swab and polishing abrasives to reduce the surface roughness. To
obtain smoother surfaces one could consider the use of an intermediate overcoat
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layer to smoothen the surface. Many paints produce a very smooth surface
due to surface tension in a similar way as was observed in the smoothening of
the 3D-printed parts.
Polishing bottom. The flat bottom of the concentrator was manually polished
by lapping on a flat plate. The grain size of the lapping powder was reduced in
steps from 5 µm to 0.5 µm.
We could have used the aluminum base material as a reflector. However, the
initial reflectance of silver is higher than that of aluminum.26 A challenge for silver
coatings is to prevent the natural tarnishing process. Only a few nanometer of silver
sulfide will already severely reduce the reflectance.27 Therefore, we performed the
measurements directly after the deposition of the silver coating. The tarnishing
can be overcome by protecting the silver by a transparent dielectric coating, such
as half a wavelength of silicon monoxide, also named protective silver.28
___________________

Chapter 3

Plasmonic Scattering Back
Reflector for Light Trapping in
Flat Nano-Crystalline Silicon
Solar Cells

Artistic impression of light scattering by a plasmonic scattering back reflector. The
scattered light is trapped in the cell, leading to an enhanced optical absorptance and
solar cell performance.
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PSBR for Light Trapping in Flat Nano-Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells

Summary. Most types of thin film solar cells require light management to achieve
sufficient light absorptance. This chapter demonstrates a novel scattering back
reflector for flat, thin film hydrogenated nano-crystalline silicon (nc-Si) solar cells.
This scattering back reflector consists of an array of silica nano-cylinders in a metal
sheet. Typically, nc-Si:H solar cells are grown on textured substrates that scatter
the incoming light. However, it is challenging to grow defect-free nc-Si:H layers
on top of such (nano)-structured substrates. Here, a high-quality nc-Si:H layer
is grown on a flat superstrate. On top of this, we apply a plasmonic scattering
structure composed of a periodic array of dielectric nano-cylinders, which is
overcoated by silver. The use of a flat plasmonic scattering back reflector (PSBR)
circumvents silicon growth defects and prevents the associated reduction of
the open circuit voltage, while on the other hand the scattering improves the
short circuit current. The PSBR is fabricated over a large area using substrate
conformal imprint lithography (SCIL). Optical modeling is performed using
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to determine the absorptance
in the active layer of the cell. A particle swarm optimization algorithm is used
to optimize the PSBR geometry, such that the photocurrent is maximized. We
fabricated a 1 micron thick nc-Si:H cell and experimentally demonstrate a current
improvement of 32% compared to a flat reference cell, without affecting the open
circuit voltage. The PSBR structure is not only effective for nc-Si solar cells, but can
also be applied to other types of thin film superstrate solar cells.

3.1

Introduction

The flexibility and low cost of thin film solar cells makes them attractive for a
wide range of applications, such as building integrated photovoltaics,29 and power
generation for mobile devices. However, the design of these cells is challenging, as
there is a conflicting interplay between their electrical and optical properties. From
the optical perspective a thick solar cell is ideal, while from the electrical and cost
perspective a thin cell is beneficial.30 This dilemma can be solved by improving
the diffusion length of the charge carriers, or by improving the absorptance.
Like many thin film solar cells, hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si)
suffers from this opto-electrical dilemma.31,32 Thick (>2 µm) nc-Si:H solar cells
have a relatively low open circuit voltage (Voc ), low fill factor (FF), and require long
fabrication times. Thin cells (∼1 µm) have been shown to have ∼4% higher Voc
and ∼7% higher FF, but they only absorb a small fraction of the solar spectrum.33,34
The Jsc of the record-efficiency nc-Si:H cell is only 67% of the limiting value given
by the Shockley-Queisser model,35 one of lowest fractions of all major solar cell
materials. Therefore, light trapping is required to enhance the optical absorption
in thin nc-Si:H solar cells, especially for long wavelengths (λ>600 nm).36
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Efficient light trapping inside the cell has been demonstrated by depositing
the solar cell on textured substrates, like textured aluminum doped zinc oxide37–39
ZnO nanorods on flat silver,40 textured Ag films,41,42 and honeycomb patterns.39,43
However, growing nc-Si:H on textured substrates commonly results in growth
defects, apparent as voids, short-circuiting pinholes and cracks in the nc-Si:H
layer which increase the charge carrier recombination rate and can even lead to
excessive shunting.39,44–49 On the contrary, layers grown on flat substrates do not
show such defects, but they are hindered by a lack of light trapping. The best of
both worlds can be achieved by combining a flat, high quality, nc-Si:H layer and
a flat light scattering layer. This combination facilitates both the electrical and
optical requirements and can therefore result in high cell performance. Another
advantage of the flat architecture is that nc-Si:H can be grown at higher deposition
rates on flat substrates than on textured substrates, without inducing excessive
material defects.50,51
Recently, light trapping in flat substrate solar cells has been demonstrated using
the flattened light-scattering substrate (FLiSS) concept.52,53 For the FLiSS cell, a
composite of two dielectric materials (such as ZnO and amorphous Si) is flattened
by chemical mechanical polishing, after which a flat nc-Si:H layer is grown on
top. However, the FLiSS concept is not suitable for superstrate cells, which are
industrially more interesting as the front glass offers high transparency, UV stability,
and moisture protection.54
Here, we present a plasmonic scattering back reflector (PSBR) that provides
efficient light trapping in flat absorber layers, in the superstrate cell configuration.
The PSBR is similar to a plasmonic hole array, which is known to support surface
plasmon resonances,55 which can result in strong local electric fields inside the
voids,56 and has a large scattering cross section with a tunable resonance wavelength.57–59 The benefits of such hole arrays have been successfully demonstrated
in substrate solar cells of which the deposition is not significantly hindered by
surface textures, for example organic60–62 and a-Si solar cells.63,64
First, a crack-free nc-Si p-i-n solar cell is grown on flat, ZnO-coated glass. Next,
a square array of dielectric nano-cylinders is printed on the backside of the flat
silicon layer by substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL),63,65–71 which is
subsequently overcoated by silver to form the PSBR. The refractive index contrast
between the metal and dielectric material gives rise to plasmonic light scattering,
while the flat design enables high nc-Si:H material quality.
The generated photocurrent of a thin nc-Si:H PSBR cell is compared to that of
two reference cells: a flat reference cell and a reference cell deposited on a textured
superstrate. Due to scattering by the PSBR, the Jsc improves by 3.7 mA/cm2 with
respect to the flat reference cell. The Voc of the PSBR cell is comparable to that
of the flat reference cell, while the textured reference cell shows, as expected, a
reduced Voc due to cracks. The results demonstrated here are generic and can be
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the fabricated solar cells. (a) Flat nc-Si:H solar cell. (b) nc-Si:H
cell grown on top of textured aluminum-doped ZnO. Voids can occur due to the texture.
(c) Flat cell with a plasmonic scattering back reflector (PSBR) consisting of a square array
of SiO2 nano-cylinders in a matrix of Ag. The dashed yellow lines sketch the electrical
path of the electrons via the conductive Ag. The red circles illustrate the plasmonic
scattering by the PSBR. The inset shows a top view of the flat PSBR.

applied to a wide variety of thin film, superstrate solar cells.

3.2

Design and Fabrication of the Solar Cells

We compare three different cell designs as shown in Fig. 3.1. The three designs
incorporate nc-Si:H p-i-n layers grown on a glass superstrate. The thickness of the
intrinsic nc-Si:H layer is ∼1 µm. The cells have an optically thick Ag layer at the
backside, which functions both as a back reflector and contact. The fabrication
details are provided in Supplemental Section 3.5.
Figure 3.1a shows the flat reference cell in which light travels through the cell
without being scattered (except some scattering on the grain boundaries72 ). The
flat design allows for high material quality.
The textured reference cell (Fig. 3.1b) is grown on textured aluminum doped
zinc oxide (ZnO:Al). The different growing crystal facets approach one another without forming a good physical interconnection, as indicated by the short-circuiting
pinholes. Due to the (partially) conformal growth on top of the random front
texture, the interfaces between subsequently deposited layers are also textured,
and thereby scatter the incident light. An 80 nm thick ITO layer is used as a back
dielectric spacer to achieve a high E-field in the Si layer.73
Figure 3.1c shows the cell with the PSBR at the backside. The PSBR is applied on
a flat nc-Si:H layer. The PSBR is an array of silica (SiO2 ) nano-cylinders overcoated
with silver. A thin continuous layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) prevents silver dif-
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Figure 3.2: (a) Illustration of the soft conformal imprint lithography used to fabricate
a square array of nano-cylinders. (b) Top view SEM image of the imprinted silica
nano-cylinders. (c) SEM image of a FIB cross section of the PSBR solar cell.

fusion into the silicon and forms an etch barrier between the nc-Si:H layer and
the PSBR. The conductive silver in between the silica nano-cylinders is used to
contact the cell, similar to the contacting scheme of the ‘passivated emitter with rear
locally diffused (PERL) cell.74 The size and geometry of the nano-cylinders array
were optimized for maximized scattering into the nc-Si:H layer using numerical
simulations.
Figure 3.2a illustrates the SCIL procedure to fabricate the PSBR. First, a master
pattern is fabricated on a c-Si wafer using laser interference lithography. This
patterned wafer can be used to produce a multitude of stamps. Next, a stamp is
fabricated from this master which consists of a bi-layer of two different types of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).75 A layer of liquid silica (sol-gel) is subsequently
spin-coated on top of the ITO backside of the solar cell and the SCIL stamp is
applied. After 30 minutes of curing at ambient conditions the sol-gel has solidified
and the stamp is removed resulting in a silica nano-pattern on the substrate.
A thin residual layer of silica remains in between the silica nano-cylinders,
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Figure 3.3: Measured current density versus voltage of the flat (red), textured (green), and PSBR(blue) solar cell under AM1.5G illumination. An improvement
of 3.7 mA/cm2 of the short circuit current density of the PSBR cell is observed compared
to the flat cell, while the Voc is identical.

which is removed using a CHF3 based reactive ion etch (RIE). Figure 3.2b shows
a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) top view image of the imprinted silica
nano-cylinder array. The imprint shows only a few defects, which demonstrates
the large-area uniformity of the SCIL process. Figure 3.2c shows a SEM image of
a focused-ion beam (FIB) cross section of the PSBR. The nano-cylinders have a
diameter of ∼240 nm, a pitch of ∼325 nm, and a height of ∼70 nm. The metal
covers ∼57% of the total area. The imprinted nano-cylinders are slightly tapered as
a result of the non-perfect anisotropy of the RIE. Due to semi-conformal growth,49
the shape of the nano-imprinted cylinders propagates through the evaporated Ag
layer resulting in half dome like shapes at the surface of the Ag. Finally, a thin layer
of aluminum is applied by thermal evaporation to prevent oxidation of the Ag layer.

3.3

Results and Discussion

We determined the performance of the fabricated solar cells by measuring the
current density versus voltage (J-V ) characteristic, EQE and optical absorptance.
Figure 3.3 shows the measured J-V characteristics of the flat, textured, and
PSBR solar cell under AM1.5G illumination.
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The flat nc-Si:H cell has relatively high FF, which indicates high material quality.
However, the current is low as light escapes from the cell due to the absence of
a proper light trapping scheme. The textured cell shows a slightly higher short
circuit current (Jsc ) than the flat cell due to the light scattering at the textured
interfaces. The Voc is significantly lower compared to the flat reference cell as a
result of the poor material quality due to growth defects induced by the texture.
The strongly increased charge carrier recombination can also reduce the FF and Jsc .
This demonstrates that conventional textures have drawbacks when optimizing
light trapping in nc-Si:H cells.
The PSBR solar cell shows the best performance. The Jsc improved by
3.7 mA/cm2 with respect to the flat reference cell, which indicates efficient light
scattering into the active layer. The efficiency of the PSBR cell is 4.1%, which
is significantly higher than the 3.5% of the flat reference cell. Moreover, these
results demonstrate that the current is effectively transported through the narrow
conductive silver paths in between the silica nano-cylinders. Although the cell
performance is slightly hindered by shunt resistance, it is important to highlight
that the shunt resistance of the PSBR cell is similar to that of the flat reference cell,
while the shunt resistance of the textured reference cell dropped significantly due
to the poor material quality. Finally, the Voc of the PSBR cell equals that of the flat
cell, which demonstrates the benefit of flat, high quality nc-Si layers. We note that
the overall efficiency of the cells used in this study is relatively low due to the low
nc-Si:H quality. However, they serve as a good model system as all cell geometries
were made using highly reproducible deposition conditions.
Spectral performance: EQE and Absorptance. To investigate the current
enhancement of the PSBR cell in more detail we measured the spectral performance
of the completed cells. Figure 3.4 shows the absorptance and the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of the flat, textured, and PSBR solar cell.
The flat cell shows 80-90% absorptance at short wavelengths (<600 nm). Due
to parasitic absorptance in the p -type doped nc-Si:H layer, the EQE is significantly
lower than the absorptance in this spectral range. For longer wavelengths, the
absorptance drops to around 30%. Fringes appear due to Fabry-Pérot interference
in the front ZnO:Al layer (for wavelengths <∼550 nm) and in the optically thick Si
layer (at longer wavelengths).
The textured cell shows a high absorptance of 60-90%, even at the long
wavelengths where the nc-Si:H is only weakly absorbing. However, the EQE is
relatively low compared to the absorptance, especially at short wavelengths. We
attribute this to poor internal collection efficiency (ICE) of the charge carriers
generated at the top of the solar cell. This low ICE clearly reflects the difficulty
of growing high quality nc-Si:H layers on a texture, inevitably leading to material
defects such as cracks.39,44–49 Moreover, sharp features in the surface of the metal
contact layer lead to strong parasitic plasmonic absorption.76–78 Another loss
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Figure 3.4: (a) The absorptance and (b) the EQE of the flat cell (red), the PSBR cell (blue),
and the textured solar cell (green). The EQE is measured at 0 V, without bias light.

mechanism that is enhanced by the texture originates from the increased optical
path through the parasitically absorbing p-layer as a result of the scattering by
the front texture. The amplitude of the fringes in the EQE is significantly reduced
compared to that of the flat cell. This is due to the randomization of the wave vectors
inside the cell caused by random scattering at the textured interfaces. Texturing
the front ZnO:Al layer induces scattering not only at the front interface, but also at
the consecutive nc-Si/ITO/Ag interfaces due to the semi-conformal growth of the
subsequent layers. The absorptance of the PSBR cell at long wavelengths is lower
than that of the textured cell. This is partly due to improved light incoupling at
the ZnO/Si interface and the better light scattering at the three material interfaces
of the textured cell. The random interface facilitates scattering over a broad spectral
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range. However, even though the absorptance is better, the device performance of
the textured cell is worse.
The PSBR cell exhibits the highest overall EQE. Due to the light trapping, both
the absorptance and the EQE are significantly higher than those of the flat cell for
wavelengths longer than 700 nm. At wavelengths beyond 800 nm additional sharp
peaks are observed, which have been reported before;79 their origin is discussed in
the next section.
Optical Modeling and Simulated Absorptance in Silicon Absorber. We used
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to obtain a detailed understanding of the optical mechanisms involved in the scattering and the waveguiding in
the PSBR cell. The geometry of the PSBR solar cell was optimized using the particle
swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), see Supplemental Section 3.5.1. We found
the following optimal parameters of the square array of silica nano-cylinders for
the PSBR cell: a diameter of 248 nm, a pitch of 339 nm, and a height of 139 nm.
Due to experimental constraints the realized PSBR geometry differed from the
calculated optimum; the realized height is around 70-90 nm. The PSO algorithm
also showed that for optimal absorptance in the intrinsic Si layer, the ITO should be
as thin as possible. The light trapping due to scattering by the PSBR is better when
the light is scattered in, or close to, a material with a high refractive index such as Si,
as this gives rise to larger scattering angles. Also, the PSBR gives rise to strong field
intensity in the near-field of the PBSR, and therefore it is beneficial to have the Si
layer very close to the PSBR. However, to prevent undesirable Ag diffusion into
the Si we used a 20 nm ITO barrier layer in the experiment. The minimum thickness
can be further optimized.
We also simulated the absorptance of the PSBR cell with the experimentally
realized geometry. Figure 3.5 shows the absorptance in the intrinsic nc-Si layer
of the flat and the PSBR solar cell. For long wavelengths, the PSBR cell shows a
significant increase in absorptance. Generally, when a rough scattering layer is
applied, the light is randomized and thereby these fringes are smoothed. Here,
distinct absorptance peaks appear on top of the Fabry-Pérot interference fringes
which are strongly correlated to increased absorptance in the Ag nanostructure of
the PSBR. These additional sharp peaks are due to a complex interplay between
the PSBR and the cell caused by a combination of wave-guiding, interference and
scattering, as we discuss in the next section.
Resonances in the PSBR Solar Cell. To obtain a detailed understanding of
the absorption in the cell, cross sections of the electric field intensity (|E 2 |), and
separate field components are shown at two distinct absorptance peaks in Figs. 3.6a
and 3.6d. The intensity profiles indicate a complex interplay of different resonance
mechanisms. Therefore, we also plotted the E x and E z component (E y =0),
see Fig. 3.6b, c, and Fig 3.6e, f, respectively. The E x component at 801 nm reveals
a strong E -field within the nano-cylinder, while this is not the case at 895 nm.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated absorptance within the intrinsic layer of both the flat cell (red)
and PSBR solar cell (blue). Sharp absorptance peaks are observed in the PSBR cell. The
dashed line shows the total absorptance in the structured Ag of the PSBR cell. The black
crosses mark some absorptance peaks for which both the i -layer and PSBR structure
have a corresponding wavelength.

This has a strong effect on the profile of the E -field within the Si. Interestingly,
a “checkerboard” pattern arises in the E z field plot. The E-field of the incident
light is directed along the x -axis, so E z is zero. Therefore, a strong E z component
indicates lateral propagation through the solar cell which indicates coupling to
waveguide modes.
Above each silica nano-cylinder there are two rows of extremes of the electric
field. Due to the periodic grating of the PSBR the scattering pattern has a
well-defined set of spatial frequencies. As a result, only a subset of the eigenmodes
in the cell structure can be occupied, namely those which have an in-plane wave
vector (k x ) that matches the periodic pattern of the PSBR. The conservation of
the in-plane momentum dictates that these eigenmodes have an integer number
of wavelengths in each unit cell of the grating.
Optical Scattering Processes and Interference Phenomena in the PSBR Solar
Cell. The interaction of an electromagnetic wave with the PSBR in a nc-Si:H solar
cell involves several (wavelength-dependent) interference and scattering phenomena, which form the origin for light trapping. Figure 3.7a shows scattering of
light by a single particle. For a periodic array of scatterers, the interference of
the scattered light results in a diffraction pattern, see Fig. 3.7b. In the far field,
light is diffracted according to the grating equation with several grating constants,
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Figure 3.6: Plots of (a, d) |E |2 in units of (V/m)2 , (b, e) real part of E x , and (c, f) real part
of E z in (V/m) at two strong absorbing wavelengths: (a-c) λ0 =801 nm and (d-f) at λ0 =
895 nm. The interfaces of the different materials in the cell are indicated by white lines.
E z is plotted for three unit cells, a characteristic checkerboard pattern arises due to
scattering and wave guiding.

p
including the pitch (p ) and the diagonal pitch ( 2p ). For periodic arrays, the
scattering is a superposition of the scattering by both the Ag pattern and the silica
nano-cylinders. Figure 3.7c illustrates three phenomena. First, light is attenuated
as it propagates through the Si layer, and so the interaction with the PSRB is
determined by the fraction of the light that is not absorbed in a single cell pass.
Second, the cell is an optical resonator and supports Fabry-Pérot interference
modes. These modes are determined by the thickness of the constituent layers
and their refractive indices. Third, the electromagnetic field distribution inside the
cylinders depends on the wavelength. The electric field at a perfectly flat mirror
is zero,73 however, due to the nano-pattern geometry and losses in the metal,
the PSBR behaves as a metamaterial mirror with non-zero E -field at its surface.
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Figure 3.7: Simplified overview of the different scattering and interference mechanisms
involved in the solar cell with a PSBR. (a) A single particle spatially scatters light to the
active layer. (b) An array of these scattering particles gives rise to diffraction of light
into the active layer. (c) The layer structure of the cell supports Fabry-Pérot resonances,
leading to fringes in the absorptance spectrum. (d) Ray optics representation of
waveguiding in the nc Si:H solar cell. Light is totally internally reflected when the
angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle θc . Waveguiding occurs if the indicated
ray ¶ and · interfere constructively. Each waveguide mode propagates at a specific
mode angle within the thin Si slab, although only a subset of the available guided modes
is populated in the PSBR cell.

Therefore, the optical interaction with the PSBR is wavelength dependent and a
non-zero E -field is observed in the ITO, directly above the Ag “ridges” in between
the nano-cylinders (see encircled regions in Fig 3.6c). Figure 3.7d illustrates
waveguiding in the silicon layer. The supported optical modes are determined
by the thickness of the Si layer and the cladding layers.80,81 When the planar
component of the wave-vector of light scattered into a specific mode matches
to a grating constant of the PSBR array, light is efficiently coupled into such a mode
and strong absorptance occurs in the active layer.
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Scattering in a solar cell can originate from for example plasmonic67,82 and/or
Mie scattering.66 The scattered light propagates towards the top of the cell. Light
hitting the Si/ZnO or ZnO/glass interface at an internal angle larger than its
associated critical angle is trapped by total internal reflection (TIR). Effectively, the
critical angle for TIR of the silicon layer is not affected by the presence of a TCO
layer on top of the cell. Light traveling upwards in the Si layer of the cell at an angle
larger than the critical angle (of a Si/air interface) will effectively be totally internally
reflected: either completely at the Si/TCO interface, or else the light transmitted
to the TCO layer is totally reflected at the TCO/air interface. Interestingly, the
critical angle a Si/air interface is only around 16◦ , so only small scattering angles
are needed to get total internal reflectance.
Small deviations, in the order tens of nanometers, in cell thickness and refractive
index will drastically change the resonance conditions in the cell, thereby the
absorptance peaks will shift significantly. This explains the observed difference
between the peak width and wavelength between the simulated and experimental
data. However, the simulations help to comprehend the complex interplay
between the indicated optical phenomena, which results in the sharp absorptance
peaks which we observed both in the experimental data and in the simulated
absorptance (Fig. 3.5). The resonances of an individual particle are spectrally
broad.66 The amplitude and width of the Fabry -Pérot resonances are determined
by the interface reflectivity and cell thickness respectively. In contrast, the width of
the modal coupling resonances is determined by constructive interference along
the waveguide over the modal absorption length. At long wavelengths, this leads
to sharp coupling peaks due to the low absorption in the i-layer. In the experiment,
local variation in cell parameters (mainly cell thickness) and the use of a light
source with a certain spectral bandwidth (∼10−15 nm) result in smoothening
of the absorptance peaks, leading to broader observed absorptance maxima as
experimentally observed.
Interestingly, it appears that enhanced absorptance in the i-layer of the PSBR
solar cell coincides with enhanced absorptance in the Ag of the PSBR (e.g. see
matching at wavelengths of 800, 838, 895, and 958 nm in Fig. 3.5). This indicates
resonant coupling between the PSBR and guided modes, leading to enhanced
absorptance in the i-layer. Due to the strong resonant interaction with the PSBR,
the absorptance in the PSBR also increases (up to 80%). At some wavelengths the
resonance in the PSBR is so strong that only a small fraction of light is resonantly
scattered into the i-layer. Detailed analysis of the field profiles at the absorptance
peaks showed that over 85% of the absorptance by the PSBR is absorbed in the Ag
due to plasmonic resonances; the ITO and SiO2 show only weak absorption.
Outlook. The PSBR concept is important for light trapping in many thin film
solar cell technologies,83 such as organics,60 CIGS,84 CZTS, perovskite,85 GaAs,86
thin c-Si,87 a-Ge:H,88 and CdTe. The PSBR approach fulfills the need for light
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trapping in flat superstrate cells; other concepts, such as FLiSS, are only suited for
flat substrate cells. The integration of a flat PSBR allows the use of minimal contact
area between the silver and the ITO, which results into low surface recombination.
However, for cells having a high IQE, the plasmonic absorptance losses can render
the PSBR less effective.40,68,89 The PSBR structure scatters the light that reaches
the backside of the solar cell, but it does not facilitate light incoupling at the
front surface of the cell. In this first exploration, we used a periodic pattern
of nano-cylinders. Semi-random patterns exhibit a broader range of spatial
frequencies, which can broaden the absorptance peaks, resulting in a higher
average absorptance59,70,77,90,91 and reduced angular sensitivity.92 Additional
methods, such as external light trapping93,94 and/or (smoothened) front textures,95
can improve the incoupling at the front side of the solar cell.

3.4

Conclusions

A novel method for light trapping in thin film superstrate solar cells was demonstrated. In particular, this method enables the growth of flat nc-Si:H of high material
quality. In contrast to conventional structures for light scattering in solar cells, our
plasmonic scattering back reflector (PSBR) consisting of silica nano-cylinders in a
silver layer does not involve texturization, and thereby prevents growth-induced
material defects. The PSBR is fabricated by soft-imprint lithography, which enables
large-scale fabrication at low costs. The fabrication process does not involve any
mechanical polishing step, and can be applied at the backside of any superstrate
cell. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to determine the optimal
size of the silica nano-cylinder array embedded in Ag. Using simulations, it was
identified that the optical scattering mechanisms give rise to the experimentally
observed sharp absorptance peaks and the enhanced EQE. The PSBR shows an
improved absorptance compared to the flat reference cell, without impacting
the Voc . This renders the PSBR as an effective candidate for light trapping in
superstrate thin film cells.

3.5

Supplementary Information

Cell Fabrication. The nc-Si solar cells are grown on flat Corning glass. The structure
of the superstrate solar cell is: ZnO:Al/p-type nc-Si:H/ intrinsic nc-Si:H/n-type
a-Si:H/Ag/Al. The ZnO:Al and the tin-doped indium oxide (In2 O3 :Sn, ITO) were
sputtered by radio-frequency magnetron sputtering using a target of ZnO:Al2 O3
(1 wt.%) and In2 O3 :Sn2 O3 (10 wt.%), respectively. For the textured cell, the ZnO
was textured by dipping the sample in a solution of diluted hydrochloric acid (0.5%)
for 10 s. Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is used to deposit
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the doped layers at a radio frequency of 13.65 MHz. Silane (SiH4 ) and hydrogen (H2 )
are used as source gases. The 25 nm thick p-layer and 27 nm thick n-doped µc-Si:H
layers were deposited using hydrogen diluted trimethylborane (TMB, 2%) and
hydrogen diluted phosphine (2%) as dopant gases, respectively. Hot-wire chemical
vapor deposition (HWCVD) using tantalum wires is done to deposit a 1 µm thick
i-layer in 75 minutes.96 These two wires have a diameter of 0.3 mm and are spaced
by 3.5 cm, at a distance of 4 cm from the substrate. After the ITO deposition, a short
descum process is done to make the surface of the ITO layer hydrophyilic using
an O2 -plasma. This improves the adhesion between the liquid silica sol-gel and
the ITO surface. The metal back contact was deposited by thermal evaporation
of Ag and a finishing thin layer of Al to prevent oxidation. The solar cells have an
active area of 4×4 mm2 , which is defined by the mask used for deposition of the
metal back contact. Besides the cell area, a manual scribe is done which gives
access to the ZnO:Al front contact. Metal is evaporated on top of this scribe, and
thereby the front ZnO:Al can be contacted via this metal.
Figure 3.8 shows a sample with 24 flat cells (in front) and another sample
with 24 PSBR cells (in back). Due to the periodic pattern of the PSBR the light is
diffracted.

Figure 3.8: Photo of the backside of the flat (in front) and PSBR (in back) solar cell. The
light is scattered by PSBR solar cell resulting in the observed diffraction pattern. The
4×4 mm2 squares define the active cell area. The metal stripes at the sides are used to
access the ZnO:Al front contacts of the solar cell.

3.5.1

Optical Modeling: Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

In the simulation we calculate the absorptance in each layer. To calculate the
electrical current, we assume that only the charge carriers created in the intrinsic
silicon layer are collected at the terminals, and thereby contribute to the Jsc . The
absorption in the doped layers is considered to be lost due to the high defect
density and charge carrier recombination.97,98 By integrating the product of
the AM1.5G spectrum and the absorptance in the i-layer we calculated the effective
photocurrent, which we define as the implied Jsc .
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A particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm99 is used to determine the
optimal height, diameter, and pitch of the square array of silica nanocylinders. The
PSO algorithm scans a defined parameter space, in a similar way as a flock of birds
explore an area to find food. When one bird finds food, other birds will likely swarm
in the direction of this successful bird to search for food in his neighborhood. At
the same time, these exploring birds will plan their flight based on their historical
success for finding food at previously visited spots.
To apply this search technique to optimize the current in solar cells, the
implied Jsc was set as the figure of merit (FoM).100 The PSO algorithm was
terminated after 50 generations, with a generation size of 13 individuals. During
the last 15 generations the FoM did not change significantly, which indicates that
the simulations converged to the optimal geometry. The PSO algorithm saves
significant computational power compared to a brute force scan of the parameter
space.

Chapter 4

3D-Printed External Light Trap
for Solar Cells
Summary. This chapter presents a universally applicable 3D-printed external light
trap for enhanced absorption in solar cells. The macroscopic external light trap is
placed at the sun-facing surface of the solar cell and retro-reflects a large part of the
light that would otherwise escape. The light trap consists of a reflective parabolic
concentrator placed on top of a reflective cage. Upon placement of the light trap an
improvement of 15% of both the photocurrent and the power conversion efficiency
in a thin-film nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) solar cell is measured. The trapped
light traverses the solar cell several times within the reflective cage, resulting
in an increase of the total absorption in the solar cell. Consequently, the trap
reduces optical losses and enhances the absorption over the entire spectrum. The
components of the light trap are 3D-printed and made of smoothened, silver coated
thermoplastic. In contrast to conventional light trapping methods external light
trapping leaves the material quality and the electrical properties of the solar cell
unaffected. To explain the theoretical operation of the external light trap, a model
is introduced that predicts the absorption enhancement in the solar cell by the
external light trap. The corresponding calculated path length enhancement shows
good agreement with the empirically derived value from the optoelectrical data of
the solar cell. Moreover, the influence of the angle of incidence on the parasitic
absorptance is analyzed to improve the understanding of the trap performance.
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4.1

3D-Printed External Light Trap for Solar Cells

Introduction

Light-management concepts that efficiently couple light into solar cells and
enhance the absorption in optically thin absorber layers are essential to achieve
high power conversion efficiencies and low production costs.101–103 To improve the
energy conversion efficiency and reduce the material consumption of crystalline
silicon (c-Si) cells, a continuation of the trend towards thinner wafers is imperative.
However, this reduction in thickness results in a lower absorptance, which can be
compensated by light trapping schemes. It is therefore expected that light trapping
will become increasingly more important for c-Si cells.103 Currently, light trapping
is important in thin film solar cells like thin film nano-crystalline silicon cells, as
they extensively rely on light management to increase the optical path length to
realize a competitive efficiency. At the same time, there is considerable interest for
anti-reflection coatings for the front surface, for example texturing and structures
that resemble nature’s solution for reflection as can be found in moth eyes.104
One of the reasons why the efficiency of commercial modules is lower than
the theoretical efficiency limit is the difficult trade-off between the optical and
electrical cell properties. Internal light trapping schemes, like texturing of the
surface of the absorber, improve the absorption, but at the same time deteriorate
the electrical properties of the solar cell by inducing additional bulk and surface
recombination centers.44, 46, 48, 105 Additionally, nano-textured metallic back reflectors and textured front contacts increase the parasitic absorptance.68, 106–109 It thus
remains a challenge to realize internal light-trapping schemes without affecting
the electrical properties of the solar cell.52, 110, 111
In this chapter, an external light trap is introduced that is of interest for all solar
cell technologies, since the light trap is placed as an add-on on top of the cell and
retro-reflects the light that is reflected and radiatively emitted by the solar cell.
Although the theoretical concept of external light trapping has been wandering in
literature and patents for several decades,112–118 this is the first report on successful
experimental demonstration of the concept. Figure 4.1 illustrates how sunlight
can be externally trapped by “squeezing” the light through a small aperture in the
light trap. This light trap consists of two parts: a parabolic concentrator and a
cage. The cross-sectional area of the aperture is much smaller than that of the
solar cell, thereby the light trap retro-reflects a significant fraction of the light that
would otherwise escape. Consequently, this external light trap reduces the optical
losses and increases the light harvesting over the entire solar spectrum. Most
of the photons that are reflected by the front surface of the solar cell and those
that passed the cell but were not absorbed are retro-reflected by the external light
trap. It should be noted that this method of light trapping differs markedly from
conventional light concentration. Instead of focusing light on a small solar cell
area, we defocus the light after the concentrator aperture. Thereby, the light can
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of the external light trap. By concentration, light is
funneled through a small aperture and is trapped. Also shown in green is the reflection
from a metallic reflective front contact. (b) A rendered 3D CAD model of the light trap.
The front quarter of the light trap is removed for visibility. A concentrator is placed on
top of a square cage with the solar cell at the bottom (cell area shown in red). Most of
the reflected light from the solar cell is recycled within the cage.

be trapped in between the top of the cage and the solar cell. In the experimental
part of this chapter, the external light trap is realized by placing the cage on the
solar cell, on top of which a concentrator is positioned.
The external light trap reduces the need for internal light trapping schemes
and anti-reflection coatings that interfere with the electrical performance of the
cell.97, 119, 120 The light trap targets three major optical loss mechanisms present
in all solar cells: 1. reflection at the cell at its front surface, metal fingers, busbars,
and the reflective area between wafer based solar cells; 2. incomplete absorption,
mainly at long wavelengths (λ); 3. photons emitted by radiative recombination.
For most solar cells, like c-Si, combating the losses due to reflection and poor
absorption is most rewarding. Currently, the recycling of radiatively emitted
photons is mainly interesting for gallium arsenide (GaAs) cells due to its relative
high external radiative efficiency (ERE).121–124 Another benefit of the introduced
concept is that it can help concentrated photovoltaics by reducing the heat load of
the cell compared to conventional concentrated photovoltaics. A combination of
light trapping and concentration can be used to profit from less solar cell material
usage and higher open circuit voltage due to high-injection conditions.112
Internal light trapping schemes theoretically result in a path length enhance-
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ment of maximally 2n 2 × the double cell pass.21 Therefore, low refractive index
(n ∼2) materials, such as organic and perovskite solar cells can only gain a relatively
low path length enhancement. External light trapping is independent of the
refractive index and therefore of special interest for these cells.
The top of the external light trap is a compound parabolic concentrator (CPC).
CPCs are generally applied for concentrated photovoltaics and solar thermal
applications. There are basically three different categories of CPCs: macroscopic,
millimeter, and micrometer sized concentrators. Macroscopic CPCs are commonly
used in evacuated tube thermal collectors and solar thermal applications.125–127
Millimeter sized CPCs were proposed to benefit from the relatively low Joule losses
of small solar cells128 and to realize a low-cost, flat plate like concentrated photovoltaic module,129–131 while others fabricated micro-sized CPCs using two-photon
lithography117, 118 and etching.132
We investigate the performance of the external light trap using a millimeterscaled 3D-printed CPC placed on top of a 1.2 µm thick superstrate hydrogenated
nanocrystalline (nc-Si:H) cell. The light trap is applicable to a wide variety cells.

4.2

Optical Model for External Light Trapping

It is a common misconception that one could make a layer on the solar cell that
only allows light from the sun to be transmitted towards the solar cell, while it
blocks light that travels from the solar cell to the sun. Thermodynamics forbids
the concept of such a one-way-mirror that would allow thermal heat (radiation) to
radiate unidirectionally from a cold to a hot body, since this violates the second law
of thermodynamics.18 The external light trap seems to violate this law since light
can travel unhindered from the hot sun to the cold solar cell, while most radiation
originating from the cold solar cell is retro-reflected by the trap. However, the trap
also restricts the solid angle of light that is accepted, which enforces an equivalent
restriction of the escape area (the aperture in this case) of the light confined in the
trap.133 Therefore, the angular étendue restriction by the CPC enables efficient
retro-reflection of the photons that do not escape through the aperture (on their
way upwards). Since the étendue restriction of radiatively emitted and accepted
photons is identical, the external light trap does not violate the second law of
thermodynamics.
For the external light trap, an absorption gain by light trapping is obtained upon
placement of a cage between the CPC and the cell. The spacing of the cage enables
sufficient divergence of the light beam, such that it does not escape through the
aperture after the first reflection. The height of the cage determines the amount of
divergence, and thereby the homogeneity of the light distribution on the solar cell.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of a CPC and a cage on top of a diffuse scatterer. The CPC has
an opening aperture with a diameter Øo , exit aperture Øe and a certain acceptance
angle θa for the incoming light. The light is scattered at the bottom of the cage. In
the limit for a very tall cage, the probability for a photon to escape equals the area
ratio Øe /Øo .

Figure 4.2 indicates several important parameters of the external light trap.
The trap not only restricts the angular cone of acceptance, but also imposes an
equivalent restriction for the trapped light: the light reflected by the solar cell
outside this acceptance étendue is retro-reflected. Due to this equivalence, the
probability of photons to escape from the trap, P (escape), is in first order inversely
proportional to the concentration factor (C ):
1
1
=C =
,
P (escape)
sin(θa )2

(4.1)

where θa is the half angle of the acceptance cone of the concentrator.133 This
reciprocity dictates that the restriction of the escape area within the light trap, is
inversely correlated to the angular acceptance restriction outside the trap, which
is similar to rugate filters.122, 134
The restriction of the escape probability of photons increases the effective
absorptance in the solar cell. In general, the intrinsic efficiency limit increases
when the cell thickness is reduced while the absorptance stays constant.112 The
improved energy conversion efficiency limit is possible because thin solar cells
have effectively less recombination and thereby a relatively high open circuit
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voltage. According to literature on c-Si solar cells,135 the thickness related Auger and
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) charge carrier recombination restricts the maximum
possible efficiency of an ideal thin (3 µm) c-Si cells under maximum angular
restriction to 33.4%, which is significantly higher than the ∼29.4% of an ideal
thick (105 µm) solar cell without angular restriction.112, 136, 137

The effectiveness of external light trapping is explained by the following optical
model. For simplicity, consider first a hypothetical case in which light is completely
diffused and homogenized inside the cage (or cavity). This condition can be
realized by integrating a diffuser layer or white paint in the cage. Furthermore, we
assume that the solar cell response does not depend on the angle of incidence of the
light. When a random set of photons enters a tall cage and is specularly reflected
by the cell, the photons are homogeneously distributed in the cage. Thereby, once
a photon of this set arrives at the top of the cage its probability to escape via the
aperture is given by the following area ratio:133
P (escape)=

A aperture
A cell

.

(4.2)

In the low absorbing limit, the photons thereby traverse the cell statistically C times
as much as a bare cell (without light trap on top). The statistically averaged path
length enhancement factor due to external light trapping (Πext, low absorbing ), is equal
to the area ratio:


A CPC
A cell
Πext, low absorbing sC =
=
,
(4.3)
A aperture
A aperture
where A CPC , A aperture and A cell are respectively the area of the CPC opening, the CPC
bottom aperture and the illuminated cell area.125, 133 Since in our design A CPC
equals A cell , there is effectively no concentration, and we thus only investigate light
trapping. In the low absorbing limit, the value of Πext of an angular restrictor is
thus equivalent to C.133

The optical model that is used includes the losses originating from the CPC,
cage and cell. Initially, a fraction Tc is transmitted by the CPC and penetrates into
the solar cell with absorptance A sc . A fraction Tc A sc is absorbed by the cell. Most of
the reflected light (Rsc =Tc (1−A cell )) does not escape, but is instead retro-reflected
by the top of the cage with reflectivity Rcage . For homogeneously distributed light
a fraction C −1 escapes from the trap and (1−C −1 )Rcage is reflected backwards by
the cage. The cage absorbs a small fraction (1−C −1 )A cage . This process continues
infinitely and the absorption accumulates. The total absorptance with trap (A trap )
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Figure 4.3: Absorptance enhancement by external light trapping. The four path length
enhancement cases indicate the cell absorptance with light trap (A trap ) as a function of
1
the bare cell absorptance (A sc ) at the indicated concentration factors (C = P (escape)
). Tc is
set to 95% and the Rcage to 95%.
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n t h hit
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+
(1−C −1 )n Rcage
A sc ]

(4.4)

n =2

The sum of this geometric series is given by:
A trap = Tc ·

A sc
.
1−Rsc (1−C −1 )Rcage

(4.5)

All parameters, except C , are wavelength dependent.
Fig. 4.3 shows the total absorptance for the cell with trap as a function of the bare
cell absorptance for four light-trapping cases. For a higher concentration factor the
escape probability is lower and thereby the total absorptance is higher. The quality
of the CPC is relatively more important for cells with a high absorptance, as the
optical loss in the CPC has to be compensated by light trapping. Low values of Πext
(2−10×) do already have a significant impact on the absorptance. For example,
for Πext =10× a cell with an absorptance of just 20% will be enhanced to 60% by the
light trap. When Πext increases, the total absorptance in the cell converges towards
the transmittance of the CPC.
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It is of interest to compare internal and (concentrator based) external light
trapping to identify the optimal method and to investigate how both trapping
mechanisms can be combined. Internal light trapping is realized by scattering
and total internal reflection within the cell. At low absorptivity this results in a
maximum theoretical path length enhancement factor of Πint =2n 2 × with respect
to a double cell pass.21, 138 For silicon cells, this corresponds to a factor of ∼2·3.52 =
24.5×. However, in practice only broadband path length enhancement factors of
at most ∼10× are realized.139
For a perfect light trap, the external path length enhancement (Πext ) is in the
low absorbing limit equal to C (see eq. 4.3). However, as a consequence of the
non-zero absorptance values, Πext ranges from 1× to 6×. From the experimental
data, the effective path length enhancement factor can be derived using (see next
section for the derivation):
log(1−A trap )
.
(4.6)
Πext =
log(1−A sc )
The external light trap thus results in a path length enhancement of Πext , which is
equivalent to an effective thickness of z eff =Πext ·z , with z the solar cell thickness.
Alternatively, one can consider the net effect of light trapping as an effective
enhancement of the absorption coefficient (α) from α to Πext ·α.
The total path length enhancement (Πtotal ) is determined by the product of the
internal and external path length enhancement factor: Πtotal =Πint·Πext , and thus:
Πtotal =

2n2
sin2 (θa )

,

(4.7)

where θa is the half angle of the acceptance cone.112 The sun covers only a very small
part of the sky. The required half angle θsun of only ∼0.266◦ translates to a remarkable maximum path length enhancement factor in the order of 2n 2 ·46.000t106 × for
direct sunlight! For direct sunlight, the theoretically maximum contribution to the
total path length enhancement from external light trapping, is thus considerably
higher than that of internal light trapping.

4.2.1

Determination of the Path Length Enhancement Factor

This section describes the experimental determination of Πext using the implied
absorptance derived from the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and internal
quantum efficiency (IQE). The EQE of a cell with external light trap (EQE trap ) is
defined as the total number of collected charge carriers, divided by the number of
incoming photons (at the top of the CPC). The IQE is defined as total number of
collected charge carriers, divided by the number of absorbed photons. The IQE
describes the internal quality of the solar cell; ideally its value equals 1. The
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conditions at which the solar cell operate (such as the internal voltage) only change
slightly upon placement of the external light trap. Therefore, we can, in first order,
assume that the IQE of the cell without and with light trap (IQE bare and IQE trap ) are
equal.
The path length enhancement can be calculated from the bare cell absorptance (A bare ) and the total absorptance by the cell with the external light trap (A trap ).
However, it is experimentally difficult to measure A trap in a direct manner. The total
absorptance is the sum of the absorptance by the cell and the parasitic absorptance
by the CPC and the cage. Thereby, the absorptance by the cell (A trap ) is in an
experiment optically indistinguishable from the parasitic absorptance by the CPC
and the cage. However, A trap can be indirectly estimated from the EQEtrap using
the IQE bare :
A trap =EQE trap /IQE bare .
(4.8)
After determining the absorptance, the path length enhancement factor can
be calculated. In first order, the absorptance is described by the Beer-Lambert law.
For light that passes the solar cell Πext times, the net reflectance Rtrap as observed
outside the trap, is thus given by (Rsc )Πext . For an idealized light trap Πext can be
estimated from the measured E Q Etrap and A sc according to:
Rtrap = (Rsc )Πext

(4.9)
Πext

1−A trap = (1−A sc )

1−

EQE trap
IQE

(4.10)

= (1−A sc )Πext

∴Πext =

log(1−

EQE trap
IQE )

log(1−A sc )

(4.11)
.

(4.12)

Parasitic Losses. The EQE of the cell with external trap (EQE trap ) is related to
the absorptance according to:
EQE trap =IQE·A trap =(1−IPL)·A trap ,

(4.13)

with IPL the internal (optical and electrical) parasitic losses. These parasitic
losses are ascribed to both the absorption in the non-active layers and the noncollected (recombined) charge carriers. Notice that the IQE is indeed the upper
limit for EQE trap (when A trap=1). A trap converges to 1 at moderate (5−10×) trapping
factors, see Fig. 4.3.
The IQE is related to the carrier collection efficiency (fc ) and to the absorption
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in the active layer (A active ):
IQE=

fc ·A active
fc ·A active
=
,
A sc
A active +A p

(4.14)

with A p the parasitic absorption in non-active layers. A high value of fc and a low A p
are therefore essential for a high I Q E . The parasitic absorptance in textured solar
cells is generally higher than in flat cells.
Path Length Enhancement as Function of the Absorptance. The achievable
path length enhancement factor depends on the cell reflectance. From eq. 4.5
and eq. 4.6 the expected theoretical maximum of Πext was calculated for the used
geometric concentration factor of C =6. Figure 4.4 illustrates that the path length
enhancement factor is inversely related to the absorptance. It can be seen that in
the low absorbing limit (A sc =0) the path length enhancement factor is equal to
the concentration factor. For the case A sc =1, the light is completely absorbed in a
one-cell pass (back and forth), and therefore no path length enhancement can be
realized.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the simulated maximum achievable path length enhancement
factor Πmax for a perfect external light trap, with a concentrator with C =6, as a function
of the absorptance of the bare solar cell (without a light trap).
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Design and Fabrication of the External Light Trap

After introducing this theoretical framework of the efficiency enhancing potential
of the external light trap, we address its design and fabrication. A cross section of the
fabricated light trap is illustrated in Fig. 4.5a. The CPC is designed in such a way that
the angle of incidence at the cell at its front surface is below the Brewster angle of
glass. This design prevents undesirably large Fresnel reflectance at large incidence
angles (more information on page 56). The optimization of the concentration
factor of the light trap is primarily a trade-off between the negative effects of design
inaccuracies on the CPC transmission at high C and the improved absorptance due
to path length enhancement at high C. It was found that, with the used 3D-print
technique and CPC size, it is technically challenging to realize high transmittance
for concentration factors with C >10×. This is mainly due to the need for higher
accuracy with increase of C . Small deviations from the intended optical path will
increasingly result in rejection of the light when the diameter of the exit aperture is
reduced. Low concentration factors (C ∼2×−10×) are already sufficient to make a
significant absorptance change.
Therefore, in this study a CPC is used with a geometrical concentration factor
of C =6, which experimentally showed both high transmittance and a descent
absorption enhancement.
One can engineer the light trap such that the path length enhancement for
specular reflected light in the cage is even higher than the model, which is based
on homogeneously distributed light in the cage, predicts. The intensity (I ) of light
traveling through an absorber drops exponentially according the Beer-Lambert
law:
I =I0 ·e −α·l ,
(4.15)
with α the absorption coefficient and l the distance traveled through the cell.
After one cell pass, the initial intensity dropped to I =I0 ·A. Normally this light
escapes to the outer world. However, once the trap is applied, the power escaping
through the aperture is related to the exponential intensity decay with the number
of cell passes: Iescape =I0 ·A #cell passes . Therefore, the amount of light that comes out
of the cell after one cell pass is exponentially higher than after two cell passes. It
is thus advantageous to force the light to pass the cell several times without any
opportunity to escape, to maximize the absorptance. A cleverly designed external
light trap exploits the exponential intensity decay by preventing the specularly
reflected light from escaping the trap during the first couple of recycle events. This
can be realized by letting the light initially only propagates radially outwards,
see Fig. 4.5b. This opportunity to postpone the first escape occurrence is an
advantage over internal trapping schemes. This escape postponement cannot
be obtained when the cell reflects the light diffusely. The largest path length
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Figure 4.5: (a) A vertical cross section through the symmetry axis of the light trap. The CPC is
rotationally symmetric, the cage is a cuboid. The light incident on the left side (red) of the CPC
is focused on the right focal point (red) and vice versa for the right side(blue). The inset shows
a 3D-model of the design: a circular CPC is placed directly on top of the square cage. (b) Top
view of the square cage. Due to the rotational symmetry of the CPC the focal points form a focal
ring (indicated in green). Two horizontal projections of different light paths are shown. The blue
dots indicate the spots where the light is reflected by the solar cell. Path p1 corresponds with that
shown in Fig. 4.5a. Light following path p2 travels a longer distance and thus hits the cell more often
compared to p1. The distance between the spots depends on the polar angle with the z axis. This in
turn, depends on the radial location where the initial beam hits the paraboloid.
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enhancement is therefore expected for a flat, specular reflective cell, combined
with a specular reflective cage. An additional advantage of a flat cell design is the
superior electrical quality.52 Inhomogeneous cell illumination should be prevented
as this generally negatively affects the cell performance, see also section 6.4.2.

4.3.1

Design Parameters of the Light Trap

Shifted Compound Parabolic Concentrator. The concentration factor is enhanced further by shifting the paraboloid sides radially inwards by ∆r , as shown
in Fig. 4.5a. The focal point is shifted ∆r outward in the radial direction and a
non-imaging focal ring emerges. A shift of ∆r =raperture /2 relocates the focal point
of each CPC side exactly below the edge of the opposite side. Accordingly, A aperture
r2

(=π· aperture
22 ) is reduced by a factor χshift =4. Thereby, the concentration factor is
multiplied by χshift (eq. 4.3). To prevent severe optical loss by inaccuracies in the
printed design χshift is set to 3. Combining this χ with a 2× parabolic shape yields
a trapping factor C =2·3=6×. The corresponding angle of incidence at the cell
ranges from 20◦ to 37◦ .
Shifted Parabolic Concentrator & Acceptance Angle. Please note that Eq. 4.7
cannot be directly applied to the shifted CPC, because a shifted CPC does not have
a well-defined θa : for a certain range of angles of incidence the light is only partially
transmitted to the solar cell. However, this equation gives a useful estimation of
the potential path length enhancement. The inversely proportional relationship
between the acceptance angle (or acceptance chance) and the maximum path
length enhancement holds for all concentrators: it is a fundamental requirement
imposed by entropy considerations.
Choice of Concentration Factor of the CPC. Besides the previously noticed
parasitic absorptance by the metal coating on the CPC there can be more optical
losses. Fabrication defects (such as deformations and scratches) in the CPC translate to escape losses in the CPC, as the light does not follow the intended optical
path. This production related problem becomes more pronounced when the
distance between the point at which the light reflects at the CPC and the aperture
increases. Conventional CPCs become rather tall for high concentration factors125
and thereby the achievable transmission is thus reduced. Low concentration
factors are therefore advantageous. The optimization of the concentration factor
of the light trap is thus primarily a trade-off between the negative effects of design
inaccuracies on the CPC transmission with increase of C and on the other hand
the improved absorption due to path length enhancement with increase of C .
Cage. The inner dimensions of the square cage are 9×9 mm2 to enable proper
alignment on top of the 10×10 mm2 solar cell that was used in this study. For the
measurements of the bare solar cell the cage is used as a mask with an inner area
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of 9×9 mm2 . Thereby, the illuminated active solar cell area is 9×9 mm2 , both for
the measurement with and without the external light trap.
If the cell area would be smaller than the concentrator opening area, there
would be an effect on the cell performance due to concentration. However, in
this research we do not want to investigate an effect of concentration, instead, we
only want to determine light trapping. Therefore, the circular opening area of the
concentrator (A CPC ) and the (horizontal) inner area of the square cage (A cage ) are
both set to 81 mm2 . The effective illuminated area is thus unchanged upon the
placement of the external light trap. By doing so, only the contribution of light
trapping is determined. The CPC radius (rcpc , in millimeters) is therefore set to:
rcpc =

v
tA

 v

t 81 mm2
=
.
π
π

cage

(4.16)

The area and the corresponding incident photon flux is thus equal for the bare
cell (with the cage used as a mask) and the light trap on top (the cage and the CPC).
Cage Height. Suppose a case in which the (upper surface of the) solar cell is
located directly below the exit aperture of the concentrator. In that case the incident
light reflected by the cell propagates to the opposite side of the CPC and escapes
without being trapped. To prevent this direct escape, a certain cage height (hc )
is needed between the aperture of the CPC and the solar cell. This condition is
relaxed in the case of a shifted compound parabolic concentrator, as there the focal
ring is shifted radially outwards with respect to the central axis which prevents a
direct escape of the light. The cage height is set to 5 mm which enables the beam
to expand to an area larger than A aperture at the solar cell. In this way, the reflected
light will hit the reflective cage wall, instead of escaping through the aperture. To
prevent this direct escape the cage height has to be sufficiently larger than the focal
length of the parabola.
CPC Design Parameters. Here, we discuss several design considerations of the
light trap. The formula for the height (z ) of a parabola is:
z (r )=

1 2
r ,
4f

(4.17)

with r the radius, and f the focal distance with respect to z =r =0. So, a parallel
beam of light will be focused at (x , z )=(0, f ).
In case z tr = f the paraboloid will make a 45◦ angle with the horizontal at the
truncated paraboloid bottom side (see bottom of Fig. 4.5a) and the light is thus
reflected horizontally. The large angle of incidence at the cell results in higher
reflectance on the cell interface according to the Fresnel equations (see Fig. 4.7).
Thereby, the light that escapes via the aperture increases, so more light is lost. A
similar problem is known in image sensors as pixel vignetting. This reflection
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problem can be mitigated by truncating the paraboloid higher, at z tr = f +∆z .
Moreover, ∆z is set such that the distribution of the angle of incidence shifts
towards the surface normal at which the cell has a relative low reflectance. To find
a proper f and z tr we use the following equation:
(z tr =)

1 rtop 2
( p ) = f +∆z .
4f
C

(4.18)

Solving this equation for f gives two solutions: a positive and a negative f . The
positive solution is:
q
∴f =

2
C 2 ·∆z 2 +C ·rtop
−C ·∆z

2·C

(4.19)

Error Propagation in the Focal Point due to Deformations. During the
production of the CPC, several design deformations can arise compared to the
intended design. For example, a temperature change can deform the CPC. For the
proper functioning of the CPC it is important to examine the effect of deformations
from the intended shape (see Eq. 4.17) on the optical properties. Here, the effect of
two deformations on the focal point is analyzed.
A linear deformation of the parabolic concentrator in the z -direction results
in z deformed =z original ·þ, with þ the deformation factor. The focus shifts accordingly:
1
r 2 ·þ
4 foriginal
1
∴z vertically deformed =
r2
4 (foriginal /þ)
z vertically deformed =

(4.20)
(4.21)

For a deformation þ>1 the new shape of the deformed CPC corresponds to a CPC
with a downward shifted focal point (fnew = foriginal /þ).
Now, consider a linear expansion of a factor þ in the radial direction. This
transforms the radial coordinate according to rnew =roriginal ·þ. The original radial
coordinate is thus given by: roriginal = rnew /þ. We can substitute this relation
in Eq. 4.17 and determine the new position of the focal point:
1

(rnew /þ)2
4 foriginal
1
∴z radially deformed =
r2
4 (foriginal ·þ2 ) new
z radially deformed =

(4.22)
(4.23)

By comparing this equation and Eq. 4.17 it can be seen that a radial deformation þ>
1 corresponds to a parabola with an upwards shifted focal point: fnew = foriginal ·þ2 .
It can be concluded that a deformation in the z direction propagates
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Figure 4.6: (a) A 3D-printed CPC before and after chemical smoothening, the insets
show a zoom-in of surface. (b) The silver coated CPC with a focal ring of sunlight
at the center. (c) The separated cage and CPC that can be combined to an external
light trap. (d) View of the CPC from the entrance side, showing the reflection in the
parabolic curve. Two wrinkles in the concentrator are encircled in red.

as foriginal /þ to the height of the focal point, while this is foriginal ·þ2 for radial
expansion. For the 3D-printed CPC the deformation is expected to be a few
percent at maximum. This error propagates inversely proportionally to vertical
deformation. From a Taylor series it can be seen that this error roughly doubles for
a radial expansion, which is well acceptable.

4.3.2

Fabrication: 3D-Printing & Silver Coating

Chemical Smoothening. The solubility of ABS thus allows the printed objects to
be vapor smoothened according to the procedure described on page 21, the results
are shown in Fig. 4.6a. After smoothening, the cage and the CPC were silver coated,
which results in focusing of sunlight, as can be seen in Fig. 4.6b. Figure 4.6c shows
the square cage and the circular concentrator that are stacked to form the light
trap. The opening area of both the CPC and the cage is 81 mm2 . We used a square
cage to match the usual shape of the solar cell. Moreover, the square cage design is
an interesting candidate for large area module integration: by arranging multiple
square cages into a square array, a large area can be efficiently covered by light
traps as will be discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the design of the hydrogenated nanocrystalline solar cell.
The arrows indicate a light trace. Some interface reflections are shown in gray.

Some undesired unevenness of the parabolic shape can be observed by eye
from the small distortion in the projected image inside of the CPC, see Fig. 4.6d.
The formation of wrinkles might be prevented by using a more accurate fused
deposition modeling (FDM) printer and by improving the acetone treatment. As
an alternative, one could use a different 3D-printer, such as a stereo-lithography
printer (based on optical curing of a resin).
The finished light trap was placed on top of a flat square thin-film nc-Si:H solar
cell prepared in superstrate configuration, see Fig. 4.7. The light trap changes the
angle of incidence to non-normal angles. According to Snell’s law, the path length
thereby increases (relatively) more in the low refractive index ZnO than in the high
index Si. This results in a relative increase of the parasitic losses.
Irradiance Distribution and External Light Trapping. Depending on the
exact geometry of the light trap, the illumination distribution at the solar cell
can become inhomogeneous, which negatively affects the cell performance.140, 141
Thereby, the current generation in the cell also becomes inhomogeneous, which
leads to an elevated impact of the series resistance. The impact of this problem can
be reduced by using an optimized trap design. When a tall cage is used, the light
diverges significantly and illuminates a larger cell area (when it reaches the solar
cell for the first time). Another solution that enables uniform and near normal
illumination has been described earlier.121 Here, two CPCs are directly connected
at their short aperture; the bottom CPC has its small aperture on top, directly
connected to the small aperture of the top CPC. The upper CPC focuses the light
and the bottom CPC forms a cage that redistributes the light evenly on the solar
cell. This design can be beneficial due to the more normal incidence at the cell
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level. A disadvantage is that the light generally is reflected more often at the cage
compared to other designs,133, 142 thereby the parasitic absorptance in the cage
increases.

4.3.3

Cell Design: Considerations & Fabrication

For solar cells made in a substrate configuration, the placement of the electrical
probes at the sun-facing side of the cell interferes with the placement of the external
light trap. The external light trap is tested on a 1.2 µm thick superstrate (p-i-n)
nc-Si:H solar cell (see Fig. 4.7). The 10×10 mm2 cell is electrically contacted from
the back side, such that it does not conflict with the placement of the light trap.
For cells that do have reflective front contacts the shadow loss is reduced as a
consequence of the optical recycling of the light trap. Thereby, an additional energy
conversion efficiency enhancement (typically around 5 to 10%) can be expected.
As a superstrate cell configuration is used, without any metal fingers on top of the
cell, no reduction of the shadow loss could be demonstrated.
The cell is deposited on a Corning-glass (Corning Eagle 2000) superstrate. A 700 nm thick ZnO:1%Al layer is sputtered at ∼ 430 ◦ C by a radiofrequency magnetron sputtering. The silicon material is deposited at a radiofrequency of 13.56 MHz using PECVD: p-layer (∼20 nm); i-layer (∼1200 nm);
n-layer (∼20 nm).143 The back contact consists a 80 nm RF-sputtered ZnO:0.5%Al
and 700 nm of thermally evaporated Ag. The cell area is defined by 10 mm×10 mm
deposited silver back contact. The light trap was placed on top of the unprocessed
side of the glass while the cell was contacted from the backside of the glass.

4.4

Results and Discussion

The square cage was placed on top of the square solar cell and used as a mask
to determine the current density versus voltage (J-V ) characteristics of the bare
solar cell. The illuminated cell area was thus 81 mm2 (see page 56). Subsequently,
the CPC (with equal opening area) is placed on top of the cage to determine the
opto-electrical improvement by the external light trapping. Figure 4.8 shows the
J-V characteristics at AM1.5G illumination of the bare (masked) solar cell and the
cell with the external light trap (cage and concentrator). Due to the light trapping,
the short circuit current density (Jsc ) and the current at the maximum power
point (Jmpp ) improved by 14% and 15% respectively. No significant change in the fill
factor (FF) and open circuit voltage (Voc ) was measured. To understand the origin
of this enhancement the IQE, the absorptance, and the EQE were determined.
EQE
The internal quantum efficiency (IQE = A sc ) of the bare cell was determined
by measuring the absorptance (A sc =1−Rsc ) and the EQE, see Fig. 4.9. For short
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Figure 4.8: JV -characteristic of the bare (blue) solar cell (with the cage used as a
mask) and the solar cell with the external light trap (red).

wavelengths (λ<400 nm), the absorptance of the bare cell is high (∼80−90%).
The relative high parasitic absorptance in the ZnO front contact and the (not
photovoltaically active) p-layer results in a low EQE and IQE. This implies that there
is only small potential for improvement (∼10 to 20%relative ) in this short wavelength
regime. For wavelengths around 600 nm the reflectance is 10 to 40%, while at
the same time the IQE is high. This provides significant room for improvement
by external light trapping. For longer wavelengths (λ>700 nm) there is 40-60%
reflection. With further increase of the wavelength, the absorptance in the nc-Si
reduces compared to the parasitic absorptance and therefore the IQE drops to zero.
In first order, the achievable EQE improvement is given by EQE ↑ =Rsc ·IQE. Thus,
the light trap mainly improves the response when both Rsc and IQE are high, this
is the case for ∼400<λ<∼900 nm. The observed optical interference patterns are
mainly due to the Fabry-Pérot modes in the 1.2 µm thick Si layer.
Figure 4.10 shows the EQE of the bare cell (EQE), the EQE of the cell with
trap (EQE trap ) and the EQE as calculated using the model (EQE model ). There is
a significant external quantum efficiency improvement from EQE bare to EQE trap
over the full spectrum. At short wavelengths, the improvement is mostly due to
retro-reflection of light that is reflected at the front interface of the cell. For long
wavelengths, there is also retro-reflection of light that passed the solar cell but was
not absorbed. The enhancement demonstrates that indeed the external light trap
effectively prolongs the optical path length in the cell.
The curve of EQE trap is smoother than that of EQE bare , which can be explained
by two effects. First, in the extreme limit of external light trapping the light is
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the total absorptance (orange), the EQE (blue) and the derived
IQE (gray) of the bare solar cell.

completely absorbed (A sc =1). In this case the corresponding EQE is given by: EQE=
IQE·A sc =IQE. Because EQE trap converges towards the smooth IQE the interference
fringes are reduced. Or, to state it differently, for some wavelengths at which
the EQE has a dip there is relatively a high reflectance. By external light trapping,
these EQE dips are improved more than the maxima, which smoothens the curve.
Secondly, the trap offers a range of non-normal angles of incidence resulting in
a range of different overlapping Fabry-Pérot resonances with a more continuous
average; the interference conditions disappear. A distribution of the path length in
the cell with a small dispersion of just a few per cent significantly smoothens the
absorptance and EQE.
From the introduced model (eq. 4.5) the achievable EQE was calculated using EQE bare and the IQE, see EQE model in Fig. 4.10. The following parameter values
were used: Tc =0.95, C =6, Rcage =0.93. The overall trend of EQE model corresponds
well with the measured EQE trap . There is excellent agreement at short wavelengths
between the model and the experimental data. The observed decrease of the
interference fringes of EQE trap corresponds with the trend of the model. Although
the EQE trap approaches EQE model , there is a discrepancy which is attributed to
several losses that were not included in the model:  The glass between the light
trap and the solar cell enables some light to escape sideways.  The printed cage
and the CPC are not perfectly smooth, resulting in unwanted parasitic absorption
and reflection in unintended directions.  Imperfect interconnection of the cell,
the 3D-printed cage and the CPC causes small cavities (around a few hundred µm)
that gives rise to a small escape loss (estimated to be a few percent).  The
wavelength dependence of some of the parameters (Tc and Rcage ) was not taken into
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Figure 4.10: Plot of the EQE bare and IQE of the bare solar cell (without light trap).
Also shown is the EQE of the solar cell with external light trap (EQE trap ) and the
expected EQE of the cell with light trap based on the optical model (E Q Emodel ).
The external path length enhancement factor (top of figure) shows that there is
an improved optical path length for all wavelengths. As expected, there is an
anti-correlation of Πext with the interference pattern as indicated by the red and
blue bars.

account.  Because IQE trap cannot be determined experimentally, we assumed
for the model that IQE bare equals IQE trap . Based on the model, the Jsc of the cell
with light trap could be ideally 19.9 mA/cm2 . Therefore, by reducing the indicated
loss mechanisms one could gain another 2.9 mA/cm2 .
External path length enhancement. The realized and expected external path
length enhancement (Πexperimental and Πmodel ) were calculated by evaluating eq. 4.6
on the implied absorptivity as described in section 4.2.1, see top of Fig. 4.10. The
external path length enhancement ranges from 1.5−2.5× in the long wavelength
regime, where light trapping is mostly needed. The pattern of Πexperimental agrees
with the expected Πmodel .
The path length enhancement is anti-correlated to the EQE, as can be seen
from the vertical red and blue background bars in Fig. 4.10. This agrees with the
optical model which indicates that the achievable path length enhancement is
roughly inversely related to the bare cell absorptance (see Fig. 4.4). Besides that,
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the before mentioned smoothening of EQE trap also results in an anti-correlation of
the Πext and EQE data as the interference minima of the EQE trap relatively increase,
while the maxima relatively decrease.
A high quality external light trap with a moderate (e.g. ∼10×) path length
enhancement factor and low parasitic absorption losses results in an EQE trap just
below the IQE. In the design process of solar cells that are to be combined with a
light trap, one has to optimize the IQE. This can be done by preventing undesirable
parasitic absorption, for example in the back reflector.89
Concentrated photovoltaics vs. External light trapping. The question now
arises how external light trapping differs from conventional light concentration.
Concentrators are commonly used to concentrate light directly on a solar cell to
benefit from reduced, relatively expensive, cell usage and the higher open circuit
voltage. For a cell under concentrated light (without internal light trapping) light
traverses the cell just back and forth, after which the non-absorbed light escapes
through the front surface. However, for a cell with an external light trap the light
is forced to traverse the cell many times which allows the use of thinner and
untextured cells, resulting in less bulk and surface recombination.
Improvements. Several improvements for external light trapping can be
envisaged. The (individual) external light trap can be scaled to a larger area
by designing a CPC array. Large trapping arrays can be made from ABS plastic
by injection molding at low cost. The material costs of ABS are in the order of
1 €/dm3 . Depending on the exact design parameters such as the height of array,
the fabrication cost can be as low as several €/m2 . It has been shown that the
thickness of CPC arrays can be scaled down to the micrometer range, which benefits
module integration.117, 118 The need of sun-tracking can be eliminated by matching
the acceptance cone of the CPC to the path of the sun. Finally, the positive effects
of an enhanced Voc due to light concentration can be combined with light trapping.
For example, when a CPC with a concentration factor of 6× is combined with a solar
cell with a smaller area of A cell =A CPC /2 there is both concentration (effectively 2×)
and light trapping (Πext =3×). This also enables mitigation of the high shading
losses of the metal grid in concentrator cells of 10-20%.139 Moreover, the reduced
flux will help to mitigate heat problems at cell level compared to full concentration.
The design of the cage is another aspect of the light trap that can be improved.
It has been shown that an oblate hemi-ellipsoidal cavity with a specular reflective
coating would be an interesting candidate.123, 133, 142, 144, 145 In this design the solar
cell is located in between the focal circle of the ellipsoid and thereby all the light
reflecting from the solar cell is reflected backwards to the cell in just one reflection.
This enables efficient recycling as it keeps the parasitic absorptance by the cage
low.
Sensitivity for diffuse light. For isotropically distributed incident diffuse light
a fraction 1/C is transmitted by the parabolic concentrator.126 Therefore, the
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use of low concentration factors (C ∼2−10×) enables transmitting ∼10-50% of
the diffuse light. There is an inevitable trade-off between loss of diffuse light and
reduced escape probability (within the light trap) with increase of C. The geographic
location of the solar module determines the fraction of diffusely incoming photons.
Geographic regions with a high time-average of clear sky conditions are in favor
of external light trapping. Also, it is advantageous to have a short optical path
length through the atmosphere to reduce Rayleigh scattering. This implies that the
local “AirMass” (AM) spectrum is AMx.x, with x.x, close to 1. Geographic locations
at a high elevation, that are close to the equator, and having only few clouds are
therefore best suited for external light trapping.
Further research should be performed to determine an optimal concentration
factor. Alternatively, it is worthwhile to model and realize an earlier proposed
concept in which both the diffuse and direct component of the sunlight are
harvested by geometric separation.146

4.5

Conclusions

A combination of a 3D-printed parabolic concentrator and a light cage is used
to demonstrate external light trapping for a thin film nc-Si:H solar cell. A 15%
enhancement of the energy conversion efficiency in this cell was measured with
respect to the same cell without an external light trap. The external light trap
recycled both the unwanted reflection from the front side of the cell and enhanced
the poor absorptance in the long wavelength regime. The measured absorptance
enhancement at short wavelengths demonstrated the anti-reflection effect of the
trap. An absorptance model for external light trapping was introduced, which
showed good correspondence with the experimental data. As a result of light
trapping a path length enhancement factor up to 2.5× was observed. Several
optical loss mechanisms were found and described that can be targeted in future
research to obtain better trapping than this initial result. For further research, we
recommend to focus on the accuracy and the related transmittance of the CPC.
The parasitic absorption losses of this first prototype of the compound parabolic
concentrator are more than compensated by the gain in the cell absorptance. The
efficiency improvement is caused by an unprecedented broadband absorption
enhancement by the external light trap,147–149 which is universally applicable to all
solar cell technologies. Higher gains can be expected upon further optimization of
the reflections in the trapping system. Reducing the cell thickness combined with
the external light trap is a promising way for further efficiency improvement.
The trap enables decoupling of the optical and electric optimization which
yields new perspectives for the design of solar cells. In the current solar cell market,
revolutionary light trapping architectures are needed to obtain higher efficiencies.
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The demonstrated 3D-printed external light trap is an attractive candidate to
accomplish this target.

Chapter 5

3D-Printed Concentrator
Arrays for External Light
Trapping on Thin-Film Solar
Cells

Summary. In the previous chapter, a 3D-printed external light trap on a small solar
cell was demonstrated. In this chapter, the potential of this trap for large scale
solar panels is analyzed. The light trap is tested on organic solar cells, which have a
major need for proper light trapping and could therefore significantly benefit from
external light trapping. An external light trap consists of a parabolic concentrator
and a spacer that redirects the photons that are reflected by the solar cell, back
towards the solar cell. These retro-reflections enable higher absorptance and
improved power conversion efficiency. Scaling a single external light trap such that
it covers a large solar panel has disadvantages in terms of the height and cost. These
disadvantages can be overcome by deploying an array of concentrators as the top
part of the external light trap. In this chapter, we present an optimization study of
concentrator arrays for external light trapping. We fabricated 3D-printed external
light traps with a square, hexagonal, and circular compound parabolic concentrator
in order to test their suitability for concentrator arrays. The 3D-printed traps
were placed on top of an organic solar cell, which significantly enhanced the
external quantum efficiency. The required transmittance of these concentrator
arrays is calculated as a function of the parameters of both the concentrator and
the solar cell. We compare the theoretical and experimentally determined optical
67
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performance of the different concentrators. Finally, we analyze the prospects of
external light trapping and offer guidelines for improving the external light trap
design.

5.1

Introduction

Thin solar cells benefit from low bulk recombination of excited charge carriers.
Hence the performance of a thick solar cell generally improves by reducing its thickness provided that the absorptance stays constant. Therefore, significant efforts
have been conducted to obtain high absorptance in thin solar cells by modifications
of the solar cell surface to obtain internal light trapping.150, 151 However, these
internal cell modifications often have a negative impact on the material quality and
the electrical performance of the solar cell. For example, by texturing the surface of
crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells the surface recombination velocity increases due
to the enlarged surface area.152, 153 For other cells like nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si)
the growth of a high quality solar cell on top of a textured scattering surfaces is
difficult36, 44, 46 while for organic solar cells texturing is less effective.154 Generally, it
is thus challenging to realize the full theoretical potential of internal light trapping
for solar cells, so there is a need for supplemental light trapping methods.102 We
demonstrate an external light trapping method that can complement or even
replace internal light trapping. Conveniently, it can be directly applied on all solar
cells.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the concept of an external light trap: a concentrator focuses
the sunlight through a small aperture before the light reaches the photovoltaic
device. Most of the reflected (and radiatively emitted) light by the solar cell is
reflected back to the solar cell by the reflective coating of the cage. Therefore,
there is a higher probability for a photon to be absorbed. This photon recycling
enables higher power conversion efficiency.94, 122, 123, 134, 135 Moreover, external
light trapping enables new photovoltaic devices that, for example, can facilitate
spectrum splitting.115, 155
By external light trapping one can realize a smaller escape probability than
the internal escape probability determined by the internal escape angle (which
is determined by the refractive index of the active absorber layer). Thereby, the
theoretical energy conversion efficiency limit of external light trapping surpasses
that of conventional internal light trapping.112, 121, 135 This is mainly due to the
improved electrical quality of thin solar cells and the potential recycling of radiative
emission. In chapter 4, we demonstrated a broadband absorption enhancement
by applying one external light trap on a ∼1 cm2 nanocrystalline silicon solar cell. A
light trap that covers a larger solar cell area can be made of a single tall concentrator,
but this translates to high material costs and weight, and moreover it is esthet-
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of a parabolic concentrator array for external
light trapping. Light is focused through a small aperture. The spacing between
the concentrator and the solar cell allows the light beam to expand. Most of the
light that is reflected by the solar cell is reflected back to the solar cell. A small
fraction (determined by the aperture area) of the light can escape out of the cage.

ically unattractive. The use of an array of small concentrators overcomes these
disadvantages. We present an optimization study of the design of concentrator
arrays suited for external light trapping. Furthermore, we compare the theoretical
and experimental transmittance of a square, hexagonal and circular 3D-printed
parabolic concentrator. Previously, a light trap incorporating a micro-lens array
has been shown to be successful on an organic solar cell.147, 156 Here, a low
cost fabrication method is presented that requires less fabrication steps and is
industrially scalable.
To test the performance of the external light traps we use an organic solar
cell (OSC), because these cells strongly require light management to realize
sufficient absorptance. For organic solar cells there are currently no adequate
light trapping methods. The absorptance of thin organic solar cells is relatively low.
Although a thick cell has high absorptance, a thick cell design is not desirable as it
exhibits a high bulk recombination loss.157, 158
Internal light trapping schemes based on Lambertian scattering can realize
a significant path length enhancement factor for high refractive index (n ) solar
cells as the escape probability scales as139 Pescape = n12 . However, they are less
effective for low refractive index solar cells like organic solar cell materials (with
n∼2).21, 138, 154, 159
Moreover, it is difficult to scatter the broadband sunlight effectively in OSCs.
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Macroscopic surface textures efficiently scatter the light in relative thick crystalline
silicon solar cells. However, this method cannot be directly applied to thin OSCs
as scattering by geometric features smaller than the wavelength of light is not
effective.160
Due to the lack of a sufficient light trapping method there has been interest
for alternative light trapping methods like arranging solar cells in a macroscopic
V-shape in which incoming light hits both flanks of a V-shaped solar cell several
times.149, 158, 161 This is an effective method to enhance the total absorption, but
it complicates the fabrication considerably. Due to the enlarged area the light is
effectively diluted which reduces the injection level and the corresponding open
circuit voltage of the solar cell. Moreover, the enlarged surface area will increase
surface recombination and deteriorate the dark current. These disadvantages are
absent for external light trapping where the optical path is prolonged without using
more solar cell material.

5.2

Experimental

Design of the Concentrators. Metallic parabolic concentrators with a square
and a hexagonal top shape can be arranged in an array. Figure 5.2a and 5.2d
show a square concentrator that is composed of four parabolic segments. These
square concentrators can be arranged in a square array as shown in Fig. 5.2g. In
a similar way a hexagonal array can be made as shown in Fig. 5.2b, 5.2e and 5.2h.
Circular concentrators cannot completely fill a plane. To overcome this filling
problem the circular concentrators can be truncated at four sides to enable the
formation of a square array as illustrated in Fig. 5.2c, 5.2f and 5.2i. In a similar way a
hexagonal array of circular concentrators can be made. In between the neighboring
concentrators there are sharp peaks which are fragile and challenging to fabricate.
The transmittance of the concentrator is a key parameter for the performance
of the external light trap. Incoming light that travels in a straight line towards
the aperture of the concentrator is transmitted without being reflected by the
concentrator. The main part of the light is reflected one or more times at the
reflective concentrator surface before going through the aperture to enter the
cage. The exact number of reflections depends on the geometry of the parabolic
concentrator. At each reflection a small fraction of the light is absorbed by parasitic
losses at the reflective surface of the concentrator. The averaged transmittance
of a concentrator therefore decreases with increasing geometric concentration
factor (C ), where C is defined as the following area ratio:
C=

A cell
A aperture

.

(5.1)
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To determine the optimal concentrator geometry we calculated the average
transmittance of incoming light propagating parallel to the central axis of the
concentrator. The transmittance of light originating from other angles depends on
the parabolic shape of the concentrator.125 Diffuse light is only partly transmitted
by the concentrator as rays with a large angle of incidence are reflected out
of the concentrator. The maximum transmitted power (Ptrans ) of isotropically
distributed diffused light (Pdiff ) is Ptrans = C1 ·Pdiff .162 Sun tracking will yield the
best averaged transmittance of the concentrator as all rays of the direct sunlight
will be transmitted through the aperture. However, external light trapping can
be more cost effective without diurnal sun tracking which is possible: at low
concentration factors (C <10×) a static concentrator can still accept the direct
sunlight for around 8 hours per day.113
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Figure 5.2: Illustrations of several concentrators and their corresponding arrays.
Left. Top view of (a) a square, (b) a hexagonal and (c) a vertically truncated circular
parabolic concentrator. The white areas in the middle represent the bottom
aperture of the concentrator. The hexagonal concentrator has six kite-shaped
red colored corners. At paraxial light incidence, a photon that hits a blue area is
reflected once before being transmitted through the aperture; for the red areas
light is reflected at least once. Middle. Perspective and side view of (d) a square
(4 parabola segments), (e) a hexagonal (6 segments) and (f ) a truncated circular
(rotational symmetric) concentrator. Right. Top view of (g) a square array and (h) a
hexagonal array. (i) Perspective view of a square array made of truncated circular
concentrators.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Propagation of three paraxial rays through a hexagonal concentrator (C =15×). The green dots mark the starting position of the rays; the blue dots
represent a reflection at the parabolic surface. Ray A and B are transmitted with
zero and one reflection respectively. Ray C shows an extreme example of a ray
that is reflected 13 times before it is transmitted. (b) Number of reflections per ray
before transmittance for 3000 rays of the hexagonal concentrator. The position of
each dot corresponds to the initial position (x,y) of each ray. The hue of the dots
indicates the number of reflections (ranging from 0-13×): the orange dots hit the
concentrator once and the yellow dots twice. The figure is not exactly symmetric
due to the meshing of the incoming rays.

It is difficult to determine the transmittance of a hexagonal concentrator
analytically and therefore we performed ray tracing. Figure 5.3a shows three
different rays at paraxial incidence with a different number of reflections at
the concentrator surface. Depending on the origin, a ray hits the hexagonal
concentrator a certain number of times. Figure 5.3b indicates the number of
reflections for a large number of rays. The average number of reflections for
this concentrator with C =15× is 1.43. From this ray tracing the transmittance
is approximated by the average transmittance of all rays assuming a wavelength
and angle-independent reflection coefficient of 95%.
Fig. 5.4 shows the calculated transmittance of the concentrators as a function
of the concentration factor and a fixed reflectance (R ). The right inset depicts the
average number of reflections at the concentrators before a ray is transmitted. For
the circular and square concentrator this average converges to 1 and 2 reflections(s)
respectively. Therefore, the transmittance of these concentrators converges
to R and R 2 respectively. There is no convergence for the hexagonal concentrator.
Rounded ridges in between neighboring concentrators will inevitably form
during fabrication due to e.g. limited fabrication accuracy and limited material
strength. We assume that these limitations translate to ridges having a width ∆.
The fraction of the total area covered by ridges (fridge ) is shown in Fig. 5.5. Light
hitting a rounded ridge is not transmitted to the solar cell but is instead reflected
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Figure 5.4: Plot of the transmittance of a circular, square and hexagonal concentrator as a function of the concentration factor (C ) at a reflectance (R ) of
the concentrator surface set to 95%. The average number of reflections at the
concentrators increases with C . At the bottom of the figure some top views of
the circular concentrator are illustrated. The left inset of the square concentrator
illustrates how the different areas (of 0×, 1× and 2× reflections) change with C :
with increase of C the green joined corner of the four different segments moves
towards the left top along the dashed diagonal. The right inset shows the average
number of reflections at the concentrator as a function of the concentration factor.

to another direction which limits the transmittance to 1− fridge . It can be seen that
a hexagonal array has the lowest ridge fraction. The horizontal dimensions of an
individual concentrator in an array should be roughly 200 times larger than the
smallest ridge width that can be fabricated to realize a ridge loss below 1%. For
the fabrication of a concentrator array, a trade-off has to be made between the
ridge area fraction, the material consumption, the height of the array, and the
transmittance.
To optimize the performance of the external light trap we use an optical
statistical model to determine the key parameters for the performance. We consider
a bare solar cell with an absorptance A sc and a concentrator transmittance Tc . We
assume the light to be scattered such that it is uniformly distributed and the escape
probability is given by the area fraction of the aperture. According to the model,
the total absorptance in the cell with an external light trap (A trap ) is given by:
A trap =Tc ·

A sc
,
1−Rsc (1−C −1 )Rcage

(5.2)
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Figure 5.5: The ridge area fraction ( fridge ) is plotted as a function of the crosssectional area of different single concentrators. The inset illustrates a ridge having
a width (∆). At the top of the graph the length of the sides of the square concentrator

is shown. For comparison, the area and the dimension (d = concentrator area)
are expressed in units of ∆.

where Rsc and Rcage are respectively the reflectance of the bare solar cell and the
cage. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the cell with light trap EQEtrap is
given by:
EQE trap =A trap ·IQE,
(5.3)
with IQE the internal quantum efficiency of the cell.
With this statistical model we can derive the equivalent optical thickness of a
solar cell with an external light trap. Therefore, we introduce the optical path length
enhancement factor (Πext ) which indicates how many times a photon statistically
passes the solar cell. In other words, the effective optical thickness is given by Πext
multiplied by the thickness of the cell. From absorption measurement with and
without the external light trap applied we can calculate the effective external path
length enhancement factor according to (see eq. 4.12 for derivation):
Πext =

log(1−A trap )
log(1−A sc )

=

log(1−A trap )
log(Rsc )

.

(5.4)

In the low absorbing limit (Tc =Rcage =Rsc =1) the value of Πext interestingly equals C .
By substituting A trap (from eq. 5.2) into eq. 5.4 it is found that Πext gradually drops
to 1 with decrease of cell reflectance, see also Section 4.2.1.
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Figure 5.6: Overview of the relation between the path length enhancement factor
of an external light trap, the concentrator transmittance (Tc ), and the solar cell
reflectance (Rsc ) at several concentration factors. (a-d) The solid lines depict the Tc
required to obtain the indicated path length enhancement (Πext ) as a function of Rsc
at different concentration values (C) and cage reflectance (Rcage ). In the light red
area the cell performance is reduced in the presence of the light trap. The blue
shaded area in (a) indicates the range in which our experiment is performed.

This theoretical framework enables us to determine the critical design parameters of the external light trap. A reduction of the aperture diameter (which
is equivalent to an increase of the concentration factor) results in significantly
enhanced light trapping as the escape probability becomes more restricted.
However, at a certain aperture diameter, the device performance does not improve
any further as its performance will become most significantly limited by other
device parameters such as the reflectivity of the cage, see eq. 5.2.
We calculated the achievable path length enhancement factor from the concentrator transmittance, the reflectance of the solar cell and the concentration
factor of the external light trap. By reversing this procedure, we determined the
concentrator transmittance required for a desired path length enhancement factor.
Fig. 5.6a illustrates the concentrator transmittance at C=6× and Rcage =0.95
required to obtain an effective path length enhancement factor of 1× to 4× as
a function of the cell reflectance. When Πext =1, the gain due to light trapping
equals the transmittance losses. The net absorptance is reduced by the light trap
when Πext <1 as indicated by the light red zone in the parameter space.
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For solar cells with a high reflectance the external trap enables the highest
degree of light trapping and efficiency improvement, even at a relatively low concentrator transmittance. On the other hand, for solar cells with a low reflectivity a
relatively high concentrator transmittance is required for a significant performance
boost.
External light trapping is thus of less direct interest for highly absorbing solar
cells. In the end, however, external light trapping can enable more efficient solar
cell designs. For example, the combination of a thin, non-textured solar cell of
high electrical quality and a high optical quality external light trap that has the
potential to outperform conventional light trapping methods.112, 135
Figure 5.6b and 5.6c show the same scan of the parameter space at C =10× and
C =20× which improves the light trapping. At a concentration factor of 20× and a
cage reflectance of Rcage =0.95 the escape loss via the aperture and the absorptance
in the cage are both 5% per cycle. Interestingly, the loss at the concentrator
is a one-time event, while the loss at the reflective cage accumulates for each
recycle event. The absolute optical loss at the cage depends on the intensity of
the (multiple times) reflected beam and is thus related to the reflectivity of the
solar cell. The net optical absorptance loss is mainly determined by the dominant
loss mechanism. Therefore, only diminishing returns are obtained upon a further
increase of the concentration factor: the loss by the cage becomes dominant. For
a further improvement it is rewarding to improve the reflectance of the cage as
shown for Rcage =0.99 in Fig. 5.6d. This reduction of the parasitic cage absorption
can be realized by using a highly reflective white paint.163, 164
Absolute Absorptance Gain. The path length enhancement factor is a useful
and wavelength independent parameter. However, it does not quantify the total
absorption enhancement. The Πext values plotted in Fig. 5.6 are calculated by
substituting Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.4, which is solved to Tc (Rsc , C , Πext , Rcage ). Figure 5.7
shows the corresponding absolute absorptance gain as a function of the cell
absorptance for a concentration factor of C=6× and a transmittance and cage
reflectivity of both 95%. At very high absorptance values the absolute gain can be
negative as the loss in the concentrator is larger than the gain due to light trapping.

5.2.1

Transmittance of the Concentrators

For a circular parabolic concentrator with a concentration factor of C , a fraction c1
of the light is transmitted without being reflected. The remaining part (1− c1 ) of the
light is reflected just once. The average transmittance of the circular concentrator
thereby converges to the reflectivity of the concentrator area (R ).
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Figure 5.7: Plot of the absolute absorptance gain (A trap −A sc ) as a function of the cell
absorptance for a C =6× concentrator assuming TC =R sc =0.95. The absolute gain
is highest when the cell absorptance is roughly 10-60% (equivalent to a reflectance
of 40-90%).

The average transmittance of a square concentrator is:
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4 side segments
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Tsquare (C , R )=
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C

(5.5)

where C1 is the area fraction of the aperture. The last term increases with increase
of C and thereby Tsquare converges to R 2 .
The average transmittance of a hexagonal concentrator depends on several
design parameters like the truncation height. Figure 5.8 shows the transmittance
of four hexagonal concentrators with a different concentration factor. As seen from
top, there are six areas at which light is reflected only once. In the six intermediate
corners segments the light is reflected at least twice depending on the incidence
spot, concentration factor and the parabolic shape. For each image around 3000
rays were traced to obtain a reasonably low numerical error. With increase of the
concentration factor the number of reflections at the concentrator increases as
well resulting in a lower averaged transmittance.

5.2.2

Ridge Fraction of an Array

The ridge area scales linearly with both the ridge width and the characteristic concentrator dimension e.g. the diameter or the length (l ). The total concentrator area
scales as l 2 . The ridge area fraction (fridge ) does not depend on the concentration
factor and decreases with the ridge width ∆ according to:
fridge =

A ridge
A concentrator

∝

∆
.
l

(5.6)
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the number of reflections for different areas of the
hexagonal concentrator as seen from top. The position of each dot corresponds
to the initial position (x,y) of each ray. In the middle light travels unhindered
through the hexagonal aperture. At the six orange marked areas light hits the
concentrator once. For the more or less kite-shaped intermediate corners a photon
hits the concentrator at least twice. For a very small number of rays that hit the
concentrator very close to a boundary of two segments the number of reflections
can be up to 15× (for C =20×).

In order to enhance the transmittance, it is thus rewarding to make l relatively large
compared to ∆. (See Fig. 5.5 for the calculated ridge fraction of a trough-shaped,
square and hexagonal infinitely large array.)
The ridge width of the 3D-printed concentrator arrays is around 0.4 mm. A
ridge fraction below 1% requires horizontal concentrator dimensions of at least
80 mm. Other fabrication techniques, like injection molding, can achieve much
higher accuracy which enables smaller designs with less optical losses.
The sharp edge at the bottom of the concentrator will also become rounded
in most fabrication processes. This will slightly affect the transmittance of the
concentrator, but this effect is expected to be much smaller than that of the ridge
between the concentrators.
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Figure 5.9: Photo of (a) the front and (b) the back of nine organic solar cells.

5.2.3

Fabrication Details of the Organic Solar Cell

Soda-lime glass substrates (152×152 mm2 ) pre-patterned with nine ITO
(22×23 mm2 ) pixels were cleaned as described elsewhere.165 PEDOT:PSS
(CleviosTM P VP AI4083) was purchased (from Heraeus Clevios GmbH, Leverkusen,
Germany) and filtered before use. P3HT (Plexcore® OS 2100) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. PCBM was purchased from Solenne B.V.,
the Netherlands and also used as received. P3HT:PCBM blends were prepared
by dissolving P3HT and PCBM in 1,2-dichlorobenzene at a 1:1 ratio by weight
at 80 °C. P3HT:PCBM solutions were filtered and allowed to cool down to room
temperature prior to use.
The organic solar cells with an active area of 19×20.4 mm2 were prepared as
follows. A thin layer of PEDOT:PSS (100 nm) was spin-coated on the substrates and
annealed for 6 minutes at 130 °C. P3HT:PCBM was spin-coated on the PEDOT:PSScovered substrates and dried at room temperature, resulting in thin layers with
an average thickness of 90 nm. The substrates were transferred to a nitrogen
atmosphere, and subsequently annealed for 10 minutes at 130 °C. Cathodes (LiF/Al)
were applied by thermal evaporation of 1 nm lithium fluoride followed by 100 nm
aluminum under vacuum conditions (P <5×10−7 mbar). The separate cells were
encapsulated with a metal lid to prevent degradation of the cathode, see Fig. 5.9.

5.2.4

Design Specifications of the Light Trap

Cage. A square cage, shown in Fig. 5.10, was fabricated in the same way as the
concentrators. For the measurements with a light trap, the cage is first aligned
on top of the solar cell. Subsequently one of the concentrators is aligned on top
of the cage. The cross-sectional area of the cage is equal to that of the top of the
concentrator. The height of the cage is 4 mm. Due to the vertical spacing of the
cage the light diverges away from the central axis before it penetrates into the solar
cell. After its first reflection the non-absorbed (specular reflected) light is reflected
back to the solar cell. It is trapped in the cage until it is being absorbed in the solar
cell, cage or escapes via the aperture.
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Figure 5.10: Photo of 3D-printed cage with a 10 eurocent coin for reference.

Concentrator. The fabricated concentrators have a concentration factor
of C =6×. Light would thereby travel effectively 6× through the solar cell in the
low absorbing limit. The sides of the parabola are shifted inwards by 0.35 mm to
enhance the concentration factor and limit the height of the concentrator, see also
page 53. The parabolic shapes have a focal distance of 0.7 mm.

5.3

Results and Discussion

Figure 5.11 shows the fabricated concentrators with a concentration factor
of C =6×, which experimentally showed both high transmittance and thereby
a decent absorptance enhancement. They were 3D-printed, chemically polished
with acetone vapor and metalized. The cage and concentrators were coated with
silver, which is also used in optical telescopes because of its high reflectance.166
The flat, reflective bottom side of the concentrator forms the top of the cage which
reflects the light back to the solar cell. The light traps were placed on top of an
organic solar cell which is illustrated in Fig. 5.12a.
The effectiveness of the light trap is largely determined by the concentrator
transmittance, which in our experiment is limited by the reflectance of the sputter
coated silver. Figure 5.12b shows the reflectance of silver (Rsilver ) measured at
2
normal incidence. Also shown is Rsilver
which represents the two reflection at the
corner areas of the square concentrator. Close to the plasma wavelength (λ∼310
nm) the parasitic absorptance in the silver is extremely high, resulting in a low
concentrator transmittance.167 Because of the higher average number of reflections
at the square concentrator compared to the circular concentrator, a significant
transmittance difference is expected between both concentrators for wavelengths
shorter than ∼500 nm. At longer wavelengths the silver reflectance gradually
improves to 95%.
In addition to the transmittance of the concentrator the reflectance of the
solar cell affects the light trap performance. Figure 5.12c shows the reflectance,
absorptance, EQE and IQE of the organic solar cell. Most of the light is absorbed
in the poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT):phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) blended layer. At wavelengths of ∼300 nm PCBM absorbs strongly,
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a

b

Figure 5.11: (a) Silver coated square, hexagonal and circular parabolic concentrator. For reference a 10 eurocent coin is shown on the right. (b) A 3D-printed 2×2
square array of concentrators that can be used as a top part of an external light
trap. The coin is shown as reference.

while P3HT peaks at around 500 nm.168 In the wavelength range of 300-600 nm
there is significant potential for recycling as the reflectance varies from 5 to 55%.
The EQE curves of the solar cell with the external light traps on top are shown
in Fig. 5.13a-d. For each concentrator three EQE measurements were performed,
their spread is indicated by the colored areas. The light trap was re-aligned for each
measurement which translates to this spread of a few percent. For the hexagonal
and the circular concentrators an improvement at almost all wavelengths > 380 nm
is observed. The IQE and Rsc are relatively high at wavelengths around 400
and 620 nm, this combination translates to a high absolute gain of the EQE at
these wavelengths. The EQE of the hexagonal light trap improved by 9%abs at
620 nm and by 69%rel at 660 nm. The circular concentrator shows the best
performance below ∼500 nm because the absorptance loss in the silver of this
concentrator is relatively small as there is only 1 reflection. The hexagonal and
circular concentrator show the best performance: the implied short circuit current
improved from 6.5 to 7.3 mA/cm2 .
From the difference in EQE of the cell with and without light trap the external
path length enhancement factor was calculated using eq. 5.4, see Fig. 5.13e. At
short wavelengths (λ<400 nm) the external path length enhancement is less than 1
due to the relative low concentrator transmittance. At 400 nm the transmittance
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Figure 5.12: (a) Illustration of the layer stack of the organic solar cell. (b) Reflectance of silver at normal incidence for one and two consecutive reflec2
tions (Rsilver and Rsilver
). (c) Plot of the experimentally determined absorptance (A),
the reflectance (Rsc ), the external quantum efficiency (EQE), and the internal
quantum efficiency (IQE= EQE
A ) of the organic solar cell without external light trap.

losses are roughly compensated by the gain due to light trapping. At 500 nm
the cell reflectance is low, which slightly reduces the gain of light trapping and
therefore Πext is ∼1. In the long wavelength regime (λ>600 nm ) the optical path
length is effectively doubled.
The path length enhancements caused by the different concentrators do not
all follow the exact same trend. This is partly caused by the different optical paths
of the light within the cage due to the different concentrator shapes. Furthermore,
there are small variations in the smoothness and the reflectance of the bottom side
of the concentrator (which forms the top reflector of the cage). Light is reflected
only once in the circular concentrator, therefore it has a higher transmittance and
a higher Πext at short wavelengths than the square and hexagonal concentrator.
We made a fit to the experimental EQE data by inserting the parameters of the
solar cell and the concentrator into our optical model (see dashed black lines in
Fig. 5.13a-d). The formula for the fit is obtained by substituting eq. 5.2 into eq. 5.3
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Figure 5.13: The external quantum efficiency of the bare solar cell and the cell combined with an external light trap with (a) the square concentrator, (b) hexagonal
concentrator, (c) circular concentrator and (d) an individual concentrator in the 2x2
square array. The gray line shows the solar cell response for the cell without a light
trap (bare). For each concentrator a best fit to the averaged experimental data is
shown (black dashed line). The EQE of the bare cell corresponds to an implied
short circuit current (Jsc ) of 6.5 mA/cm2 . (e) Illustrates the corresponding path
length enhancement factor for the external light traps. The vertical line at ΠExt =1
is shown as reference.
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from which EQE External light trap (TC , Rsc , C , Rcage , IQE, λ) is derived. The concentrator
transmittance (TC ) was set variable. There is an excellent agreement between the
fitted curves and the experimental EQE data.
When the light trap is applied, there is a range of angles of incidence (AOI) at
the solar cell, while without the light trap the light comes in at normal incidence.
In order to keep the optical model universal the IQE is assumed to be independent
of the AOI and to be the same for the cell with and without external light trap.
However, depending on the type of solar cell, this non-normal AOI can have several
effects on the cell performance: an increased AOI can reduce the IQE especially
at short wavelengths due to the relative high absorption in electrically dead top
layers149, 169 as was also observed in chapter 4. For this reason we presume that the
experimental data at short wavelengths (λ<350 nm) is a few percent lower than
the fit.
The theoretical and measured average transmittance of the fabricated concentrators (C =6×) are listed in Table 5.1. At least 4% of the light is lost due to the
absorptance in the concentrator. The theoretical transmittance of the concentrator
is calculated at a reflectance of 95% at the concentrator surface. The transmittance
of the square array is significantly lower than the single square concentrator due
to the ridge fraction.

Square
Hexagonal
Circular
Square Array

Theoretical TC
94%
94%
96%
86%

Fitted TC
89-91%
92-95%
93-94%
80-84%

Table 5.1: Theoretical and fitted concentrator transmittance (TC ) for several
concentrators

The theoretical and experimental values of TC differ by a few percent for
which we can indicate several causes. First, the 3D-printing process results in
small contour errors with respect to the intended 3D-model. Secondly, the vapor
smoothing of the concentrator does not lead to a perfectly smooth surface. These
errors are expected to be most severe at the sharp corners of the square and
hexagonal concentrators.

5.4

Conclusions

We demonstrated that external light trapping is of interest for all solar cells as its
effectiveness does not depend on the refractive index or texture of the solar cell
and it is easy to apply. As the device is an add-on, it guarantees that there is no
negative impact on the electrical properties of the solar cell. We proposed several
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possible designs for an array of concentrators that can be integrated in an external
light trap that covers a large solar cell area. The use of 3D-printed light traps with
a square, hexagonal, or circular parabolic concentrator resulted in a significantly
improved EQE of an organic solar cell. Excellent agreement was found between
the fit based on our model and the experimental data, which shows the predictive
power of the model. Moreover, an effective path length enhancement factor larger
than 2 is observed while the EQE improved by up to 69%rel , corresponding to
an increase of the short circuit current of 13%. This indicates that external light
trapping is an interesting alternative or supplement for internal light trapping.
To determine the critical design parameters of the light trap we calculated the
achievable path length enhancement as a function of several parameters of the light
trap and the solar cell. The transmittance loss in the concentrator has to be fully
compensated by light trapping, and therefore a high concentrator transmittance is
essential for a high device performance. For further optimization we indicated how
the achievable concentrator transmittance depends on the concentration factor,
fabrication accuracy, cage reflectivity, concentrator shape and concentrator size.
Our theoretical analysis shows that a hexagonal array of circular concentrators has
the best optical performance.
High fabrication accuracy is essential to realize a high transmittance and
performance. Once a sufficiently high concentrator transmittance has been
realized the concentration factor and the cage reflectance become more critical. We
thus demonstrated how an external light trap made from an array of concentrators
can effective improve the efficiency of solar cells and we showed a clear pathway
for further optimization.
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Chapter 6

Universal External Light Trap
for Photovoltaic Modules
Summary. The reflection of incident sunlight by photovoltaic modules prevents
them from reaching their full energy conversion potential. In this chapter, we
present a universal external light trap that tackles this reflection loss. A unique
feature of external light traps is their capability to simultaneously recycle various
broadband sources of reflection on the module level, such as the reflection from
the metal front grid, the front interfaces, the reflective backside of the cell, and
the white back sheet in between the cells. The reflected light is recycled in a cage
between the solar cell and a mirror above the solar cell. A concentrator funnels
the light into this cage through a small aperture in the mirror. A 64% reflectance
reduction of a bare crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell is demonstrated. In contrast
to conventional light trapping methods, external light trapping does not induce
any damage to the active cell material. Moreover, this is a universally applicable
technology that enables the use of thin and planar solar cells of superior electrical
quality that were so far hindered by limited optical absorption. We milled a series
of prototype millimeter-scale external metal light traps and applied these on a c-Si
solar cell. We determined the concentrator transmittance and analyzed the effect
of both the concentration factor and cage height on the absorptance and spatial
intensity distribution on the surface of the solar cell. This relatively simple and
comprehensive light management solution is a promising candidate for highly
efficient solar modules.
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6.1

Universal External Light Trap for Photovoltaic Modules

Introduction

All solar cell technologies exhibit optical reflection losses that limit the power
conversion efficiency. For example, industrial crystalline silicon (c-Si) based solar
modules are hindered by reflection from the metal front grid (fingers and busbars),
front interfaces, and incomplete fill factor of the module area (“optically dead
area”). Long wavelengths are reflected out of the module due imperfect absorption.
Highly efficient solar modules thus require a general solution that simultaneously
recycles the light from these four broadband reflection sources on the module
level.
The surface coverage by the grid of industrial modules is typically 5-10%.97, 170, 171 The optical absorption of c-Si modules is generally
enhanced by texturing the cell surface, which results in both improved light
incoupling and internal light trapping. However, even for textured cells, the
reflection at normal incidence from the front interfaces (air-glass-ethylene-vinyl
acetate (EVA)-cell) ranges from 5.5%-6% for encapsulated textured monoc-Si (mono-Si) modules;172 ∼6-13% for multi-c-Si (multi-Si) modules;153, 173 and
less than 6% for heterojunction (HITTM ) cells.170 For larger angles of incidence, the
reflectance is significantly larger.173, 174 Around 2-6% percent of the light escapes
the cell due to imperfect absorption,112, 170 mainly caused by wavelengths near
the band-edge. Finally, ∼2-10% of the total module area is covered by an inactive
back-sheet.171, 175 For white back-sheets, around 80% of the reflected light escapes
from the module.176 Although the sum of these four reflection losses varies by
manufacturer, typically more than 13% of the potential short circuit current is lost
due to reflection.177
Generally, the optical absorptance of a cell is enhanced by increasing the cell
thickness and by texturization of the front surface.111 However, increasing the
thickness results in an increase of Auger and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination.178
Texturing results in a larger surface area and thereby higher surface recombination.152, 179, 180 The probability for charge carriers to recombine can therefore be
reduced by using a thin and planar c-Si solar cell that benefit from a high Voc .
Theoretically, it has been shown that thin c-Si cells with angular restriction can have
a Voc close to 800 mV.135, 181 Over the past decades, the thickness of commercial c-Si
solar cells has been reduced from roughly 300 µm to 175 µm. It is expected that the
average wafer thickness will drop further to 100 µm in 2024.11 This trend is driven
by significant advantages of thin cells, such as their low material cost, weight, and
low bulk recombination. Moreover, once the cell thickness drops below 50 µm,
texturing cannot easily be applied as the texture dimensions become similar to
the cell thickness. Several companies are already producing such thin wafers by
kerfless methods.182, 183 Due to their thin absorber, these cells require even more
efficient light trapping methods than today’s available options.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of a cross section of an external light trap on top of a
specularly reflective solar cell. Light is focused through an aperture and is trapped
within a cage. The reflectivity of the concentrator (Rc ) and that of the cage are
important parameters of the light trap. The cage height determines the optical
path within the cage and the intensity distribution on the solar cell. Light reflecting
from the front interfaces (), back interfaces (), metal grid (), and white back
sheet () is recycled.

There exist many light trapping solutions that resolve one of the four aforementioned reflection losses. For example, prismatic covers, SmartWire,184 contact
cloaking,185 and interdigitated back contact technologies186 have been used to
reduce or eliminate reflection loss from the front contacts. One can improve the
absorption within the c-Si by limiting the escape probability of photons inside the
cell using angular restriction. This restriction can be realized by multilayer stacks
and Rugate filters.122, 134, 187, 188 However, these solutions have in common that
they only resolve one of the four indicated reflection sources and/or are limited to
narrowband improvements as a result of their resonant nature. Moreover, many of
these solutions suffer from significant parasitic absorptance.
Here, we demonstrate the effectiveness of a universal external light trap for c-Si
solar modules. The key concept of external light trapping is illustrated in figure 6.1.
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Incident sunlight is focused through a small aperture by a parabolic mirror. The
light enters a cage and diverges before it reaches the cell. Most of the light that
reflects from the solar module is retro-reflected and recycled in this optical cavity.
External light trapping addresses the four indicated reflection losses at once. At the
same time, the trap enables the use of thinner cells with higher power conversion
efficiency112, 133, 141, 189 and can supplement or take over the anti-reflection role of
the front texture and enable planar front textures. Most internal light trapping
solutions behave antagonistic: while they improve the optical properties they
deteriorate the electrical properties. Interestingly, the external light trapping
concept decouples the optical properties from the electronic properties. Thereby,
it is able to improve the absorptance without inducing any damage to the active
cell material.
The conceptual idea of external light trapping recently draws significant
attention due to its advantages.93, 94, 123, 141, 142 As the trap is universally applicable,
it is of special interest for multi-Si, because multi-Si cannot be textured as effectively
as mono-Si.97 The external light trap works over the full solar spectrum and can be
integrated industrially at low costs. Moreover, by external light trapping one can
surpass the 4n 2 path length enhancement limit as the trap acts as a multiplier of
the internal path length enhancement (see eq. 4.7). External light trapping is based
on relatively simple reflective geometric optics and thereby virtually wavelength
independent. Furthermore, external light trapping could be of interest for a wide
variety of other solar applications, such as luminescent solar concentrators,190
concentrated solar and up-conversion.191
We stress that the use of a concentrator in an external light trap differs from
its use in concentrated photovoltaics (CPV). In CPV the photon flux is increased
to allow a reduction of the cell area, while for external light trapping the goal is
to improve the cell absorptance. Interestingly, CPV and external light trapping
light can be combined by making the cell area larger than the aperture area but
smaller than the concentrator opening to realize both concentration and light
trapping (see also page 64).
In the previous chapters we demonstrated the effectiveness of 3D-printed
external light traps for thin film nanocrystalline Si and organic solar cells. In this
chapter, we fabricated several millimeter-scale concentrators using an industrial
milling process. This method offers higher contour accuracy and the strong metal
parts can be used as a mold for cheap, large area fabrication of thermoplastic
concentrators. Similar designs have been fabricated on micro-scale,117 but for
commercial application a millimeter scale design is expected to have lower
fabrication costs and to yield higher performance as shown in chapter 5. We analyze
several fabrication aspects that determine the transmittance of the concentrator
of the external light trap.
We demonstrate a 64% reflectance reduction of a bare c-Si solar cell due to an
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Figure 6.2: (a) Design of the 3× concentrator. (b) Photo of the milled concentrators
and the cages. The milled concentrators have a concentration factor of 3×, 6×,
and 9×. The cages make a vertical spacing between the cell and the reflective
bottom of the concentrator of 2, 3, and 4 mm. (c-e) Photos of the top view of
the concentrators with different concentration factor: (c) C =3×, (d) C =6×, and
(e) C =9×. The concentrators are placed ∼3 cm from a sheet of squared graph paper.
The camera is focused on the concentrator surface. The center (white dashed ring)
shows a direct view of the squared graph paper (out of focus) through the aperture.
Outside the center, a distorted image is formed of the straight lines of the graph
paper due to the curvature of the concentrator.

external light trap. The performance of the concentrator is analyzed by comparing
the theoretical and experimental polarization dependent transmittance maps.
Previous optical analytic external light trapping models where based on complete
randomization of light within the cage.94, 189, 192 We demonstrate the accuracy of
this analytic model for our external light trap by ray tracing. Also, we determine
the effect of both the geometric concentration factor and cage height on the total
cell absorptance and spatial intensity distribution on the cell. We show that the
use of a tall cage results in sufficiently homogeneous cell illumination.

6.2

Materials and Methods

Fabricated Light Traps. We fabricated concentrators with different concentration
factors (3–9×) and cages with different heights (1–4 mm) out of aluminum using an
industrial milling machine. To improve the reflectivity, the parts were thoroughly
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Figure 6.3: Plot of the EQE for various trap configurations. The red solid line shows
the EQE of the bare, flat, and untextured c-Si solar cell. The yellow, green, and blue
solid line are the best measured EQE of the c-Si cell with a cage height of 4 mm
external light traps with respectively C =3, 6, and 9×. The red dashed line shows
the measured absorptance of the bare cell (bareA ). The blue dashed line shows
the calculated absorptance of the cell with the 9× concentrator applied. The gray
dashed line is the measured reflectance of polished silver coated aluminum.

cleaned and sputter-coated with a 400 nm thick layer of silver. Figure 6.2 shows
three milled concentrators with different geometric concentration factor (C ) and
three cages with a different height.
Solar Cell Specifications. We use a 1 cm2 c-Si Hamamatsu photodiode as
a model system to study the effect of concentration factor and cage height.
The surface of the diode is untextured and does not have an anti-reflection
coating (ARC). The reflection of this c-Si photodiode is higher than that of solar
modules, but in the near-infrared it resembles that of a thin c-Si cell with an ARC. As
the external light trap is indifferent with respect to the origin of the reflected light,
this photodiode is a reasonable model for a module with thin c-Si solar cells; we
refer to it as the solar cell. See Supplementary Section 6.6.3 for more background
information.

6.3
6.3.1

Results and Discussion
EQE for Several Concentration Factors

The spectral response of the cell was measured for different trap configurations.
Figure 6.3 shows the absorptance (A =1−R , dashed) and the external quantum
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efficiency (EQE, solid) of the bare solar cell and of the cell with light traps with
different concentration factors (3–9×).
Overall, the bare cell has an EQE (bareE Q E ) of ∼58-64%, and an absorptance
(bareA ) of ∼60-66%. The dip in the absorptance of the bare cell around ∼380 nm is
a result of strong reflection from the c-Si front interface. For wavelengths longer
than 950 nm, bareE Q E drops significantly as there is only little absorption in the c-Si
close to the band gap (λ∼1120 nm). Due to the parasitically absorbing back contact,
most of the light that goes into the cell is absorbed. Therefore, bareA reduces only
slightly in this wavelength range.
To measure the spectral response of the cell in the presence of a light trap,
a 4 mm tall cage was placed on top of the solar cell, onto which a concentrator
with different concentration factors (C =3×, 6×, or 9×) was mounted. It was found
that the optical transmittance of each concentrator varies significantly with the
location of the incident (collimated) beam (diameter ∼2.5 mm), as we show later.
The reported EQE are the best measured data of the same cell (with and without
light trap). A significant broadband enhancement of the EQE is observed for all
configurations of the light trap. The trap with a 6× and 9× concentrator show higher
improvement than the trap with a 3× concentrator due to enhanced external light
trapping. The analytical model and the simulations explain how the concentration
factor affects the EQE and absorptance.
The absorptance of a solar cell with an external light trap on top (A t ) cannot
be easily measured. However, it can be extracted from the EQE and the internal
EQE bare
quantum efficiency (IQE= A bare
) according to:
At =

EQE trap
IQE

=

EQE trap
EQE bare

·A bare .

(6.1)

Using this formula we calculated the absorptance of the 9× concentrator (9×A ,
dashed blue line). It can be seen that the overall absorptance improved by
almost 20%abs .
The transmittance of a concentrator is linearly related to the performance of the
cell in the presence of the external light trap and is determined by the reflectivity of
the silver surface (AgR ). The gray dashed curve shows the measured reflectivity of a
flat, polished part of silver over-coated aluminum. The strong decrease in the EQE
around ∼310 nm (see arrow) is due to parasitic absorptance in the silver and this
absorption loss gradually decreases towards longer wavelengths. This corresponds
to our observations in Section 5.3 and does not represent a large absolute loss since
there is only a small number of photons in this range of the solar spectrum.
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Figure 6.4: Plot of the EQE for different cage heights measured using the C =6× concentrator. The red line shows the EQE of the bare solar cell. The light-red shaded area
indicates the drop in EQE when the concentrator is placed directly on top of the cell
due to parasitic absorption in the concentrator (see ). Integration of a cage below the
concentrator results in external light trapping. Thereby, the EQE of cell with external
light trap exceeds the EQE of the bare cell (see ). The upper blue line (E Q Eaperture )
shows the EQE for a slightly tilted beam of light that passed the aperture without hitting
the concentrator, for a cage height of 4 mm. E Q Eaperture closely approximates the black
dashed statistical absorptance limit. The inset shows the top view of the concentrator
and roughly indicates the size of the monochromatic beam in yellow.

6.3.2

EQE for Several Cage Heights

In the external light trap a fraction of the reflected photons is reflected back to the
solar cell by the reflective bottom of the concentrator. The size of this fraction is
partly determined by the cage height. When the concentrator is placed directly on
top of the concentrator (so there is no cage) there is no light trapping. Due to the
parasitic absorptance by the concentrator the absorptance in the cell drops. Upon
insertion of a (sufficiently tall) cage, a fraction of the reflected light is recycled.
Therefore, by changing the cage height, the optical recycling efficiency is altered.
We measured the cell performance for several trap configurations with different
cage height (Fig. 6.4).
First, a concentrator with C =6× is placed directly above the solar cell. The EQE
drops due to the non-unity transmittance of the concentrator as a result of parasitic
absorptance in the silver. There is a spread in the data due to the spatial variation
in the transmittance of the concentrator.
Light Trapping Gain. The EQE improves significantly when a cage is inserted
between the concentrator and the solar cell. The best measured EQE for a 2, 3,
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and 4 mm high cage are shown in green, purple, and orange respectively. A
broadband EQE enhancement over the entire spectral range is observed. The EQE
decreased for wavelengths shorter than ∼350 nm (as was also observed in Fig 6.3).
Due to the strong variations in the transmittance of the concentrator for different
positions of the illumination spot, we cannot determine a clear relation between
the EQE and the cage height.
Potential. To indicate the potential improvement of the EQE when the
concentrator has unity transmittance, we positioned the beam under a small
angle, directly through the aperture without the light hitting the concentrator. The
corresponding EQE is shown as the blue curve. This illustrates the potential for an
ultimate external light trap. The EQE improved from ∼64% to ∼88% (=+23%abs ), see
Fig. 6.4. The reflectance of the cell was reduced from ∼36% to 12%. The observed
reflectance reduction is very close to the statistical absorptance limit of 8.6% as was
calculated using our statistical model (eq. 6.3). A similar reduction in reflectance
can be expected for a thin, planar cell with an anti-reflection coating.
Comparing EQE bare and EQE aperture , it is notable that EQE bare has a horizontal
plateau, while EQE aperture has a slope (see both dashed lines). For a perfect light
trap (in which all wavelengths are retro-reflected with equal reflectivity) the EQE
improvement should not be wavelength dependent. The small improvement
from ∼600 nm onwards is due to decreasing parasitic absorptance (with increase
of wavelength) in the silver coating of the cage (indicated A cage ).

6.3.3

The Transmittance of the Parabolic Concentrators

The performance of an external light trap is proportional to the transmittance
of the concentrator.94 We measured the transmittance of the concentrators and
compared it to the theoretical transmittance calculated from the optical constants
of silver. The optical constants (n and κ) of a freshly sputtered silver layer on a
flat glass plate were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry. We calculated
the spectral reflectance using the Fresnel equations with the measured n and κ.
Figure 6.5a shows the calculated reflectance at a wavelength of 532 nm as a function
the angle of incidence (θi ) for different polarizations. The reflectance of such a flat
layer is ∼96-100%, and is highest for s-polarized light. Based on these reflectance
values and the curvature of the concentrator we calculated the transmittance of
each position of the concentrator.
Besides this calculated transmittance, we measured the spatially resolved
transmittance of the concentrators by raster scanning the illumination position
of a collimated laser beam over the surface of the concentrator. An optical single
mode polarization-maintaining optical fiber is connected to the laser and is fixed
to a 2D-automated stage. The concentrator is mounted in front of an integrating
sphere with a photodiode. The integrating sphere collects the total transmittance
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental transmittance of the
concentrators. (a) Reflectance as a function of the angle of incidence (θi ) of a smooth
silver surface, for s-, p-, and un-polarized (∗) light, at a wavelength of 532 nm. This data
is used to calculate the following transmittance maps. (b-d) Calculated transmittance
maps according to the Fresnel equations based on the polarization and incidence angle
of the three silver coated concentrators (C =3×, 6×, and 9×) for incoming light (532 nm),
traveling parallel to the concentrator axis. The maps (top view of concentrator) show
the transmittance as a function of the incidence (x , y ) position. Due to the geometry
of the concentrator, the light can be p-polarized and s-polarized with respect to the
plane of incidence depending on the incident spot. (e-g) Experimental transmittance
maps for light with a wavelength of 532 nm. Note that the color bars of the theoretical
and experimental maps differ. The measured transmittance at the outer edge is faded
out, to indicate that the laser beam slightly overlaps with the rim of the concentrator.

such that the photodetector is homogeneously illuminated, without collecting any
direct reflection. The spot size of the 532 nm diode laser is less than 1 mm and the
beam is vertically polarized, and propagates parallel to the central concentrator
axis, see Supplemental Section 6.6.2 for the experimental setup.
Figure 6.5 shows the calculated (b-d) and measured (e-g) transmittance maps
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of the concentrators for vertically polarized light. Light traveling through the
center of the concentrator is fully transmitted. Light hitting the concentrator
is reflected once before it reaches the bottom aperture. The transmittance was
calculated using the calculated Fresnel reflection coefficients (Fig. 6.5a). A notable
difference between the reflections of the two polarization directions is observed.
For a vertically polarized source, the light at the top and bottom of the concentrator
is p-polarized, while at the left and right side it is s-polarized, which gives rise
to a lower transmittance for light incident on the top and bottom part of the
concentrator.
Figure 6.5 e-g show the measured transmittance of the parabolic mirrors, which
is significantly lower than the values based on theoretical Fresnel reflection (note
the different colorbar range). The 3× concentrator has higher transmittance (7493%) than the 6×, and 9× concentrator (31-93%). Especially the transmittance
of p-polarized light is significantly lower than expected. We will analyze the origin
of this reduced transmittance in the next section.

6.3.4

Surface Quality of the Concentrators: Reduced Transmittance due to Roughness

The track of the milling cutter leaves small grooves on the surface of the concentrator. Figure 6.6a shows a schematic top view of the 6× concentrator and
it illustrates the milling tracks. The size of these scratches is determined by the
material hardness and several settings of the milling machine, like the overlap
between consecutive drill paths and the shape and size of the milling cutter. The
surface was polished using abrasives to improve its smoothness. To remove all
residuals of the milling process, we did extensive cleaning with soap followed by
ultrasonic cleaning in anisole (8 min) and ethanol (60 min).
The reflectivity and surface quality of the concentrator surface affects its
transmittance. By visual inspection of the concentrator surface some haze is observed, which indicates scattering due to surface imperfections. Due to the strong
curvature of the surface it is not possible to scan the surface by conventional AFM
and surface profilers. However, we can get an indication of the surface roughness
from SEM images.
The figures 6.6b-d show several SEM images of the surface. Figure 6.6b shows
a milled concentrator directly after fabrication. The milling lines can be clearly
observed. The deposition of silver slightly improves the surface quality, but still
some artifacts remain, as shown in Fig. 6.6b. The visible metal blobs have a feature
size in the order of microns. After silver deposition on these rough blobs, small
silver grains are observed. There are thus several origins of surface roughness with
each a typical feature size. Although the surface roughness cannot be quantified
based on this images, we do observe that typical feature sizes in the order of
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Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic top view of a concentrator. The concentric circles
illustrate a few milling lines. Polarized light hitting the concentrator induces
oscillating electrical currents on the surface of the concentrator. At the top and
bottom these currents are orthogonal to the milled circles, while at the left and right
side these currents are parallel to the milled lines. This difference in orientation has
a major impact on the observed reflectance. (b-d) SEM images of the concentrator
surface. (b) A 3× aluminum concentrator before deposition of silver. The regular
stripes are caused by the milling process. (c) A 6× concentrator after polishing and
evaporation of Ag. (d) Zoom-in of a metal blob on which different metal grains can
be seen.

hundred nanometers. This is the origin of the observed reduced transmittance.
Smoother surfaces can be produced by diamond turning on a lathe.

6.4

Modeling & Theory of External Light Trapping

To obtain a detailed understanding of the effect of the concentration factor and
cage height on the absorptance by the solar cell, we introduce a generic analytic
model based on statistical ray optics. We compare the results of this statistical
model with the results obtained by ray tracing. The ray tracing also gives detailed
understanding of the effect of the cage height and concentration factor on the cell
illumination.

6.4.1

Statistical Model with Lambertian Scattering

In this statistical model we first determine the probability for a photon that is
inside the reflective cage to escape via the aperture. After determining this escape
probability we can calculate a well-defined statistically averaged absorptance
for the large ensemble of photons in the solar spectrum. An upwards moving
photon in the cage with an arbitrary position and orientation has an escape
probability (Pescape ) which is given by the following area ratio:
Pescape =

A aperture
A concentrator

(=

1
).
C

(6.2)
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This statistical average is valid for isotropically distributed (randomized) light in
an integrating sphere, but is not necessarily true for other trap geometries such as
our trap.192 For eq. 6.2 to be true it has to be proven that there is a well-defined
statistical escape probability for an ensemble of upward moving photons. Although
the light is not randomized in our external light trap, eq. 6.2 can still be valid . For
example, when the light intensity is homogenized when it reaches the aperture
plane after being reflected by the solar cell. As will become clear from the ray
tracing, this condition is approximately fulfilled for several geometries of the light
trap. The cage height is one of the parameters that determines the degree of this
homogeneity and thereby the accuracy of the following analytical model.
If the statistic condition for eq. (6.2) is fulfilled then the (integrated) absorptance (A trap ) of the solar cell with a light trap is given by (for derivation see eq. 4.5):
A trap =Tc ·

A sc
,
1−Rsc (1−C −1 )Rcage

(6.3)

with Tc the transmittance of the parabolic mirror, A sc the absorptance of the solar
cell and Rcage the reflectance of the top of the cage (the reflectance of the four sides
is assumed to be 1).
This model is valid for incoming light within the acceptance angle. The
acceptance angle determines the amount of diffuse light that can enter the cage.
The optimal value for C is therefore a trade-off between the degree of light trapping
and the acceptance of light. From this statistical model we can determine the
following two limits.
Limits. In the limit of high cell absorptance (A sc ∼0.8−1) it can be seen (e.g. by
making a Taylor series) that the reflectance of the cell with trap (Rt ) reduces
R
according to Rt ∼ Csc . As a rule of thumb, the effective reflectance of a cell with
trap is thus reduced by a factor C .
In the limit of infinite light trapping (C →∞, Tc =1) the absorptance (Eq. 6.3)
A
becomes A t = 1−Rscsc·Rcage . So, A t is given by the ratio of light absorbed in the
cell (A sc =1−Rsc ) and the total light absorbed per double pass (1−Rsc ·Rcage ). The
ratio between the parasitic cage absorptance and cell absorptance is thus of even
greater importance.
For specular reflection of light, the entropy is preserved. Interestingly, it has
been shown that the escape probability can be reduced below the statistical escape
probability of randomized light by deterministic light trapping,103 thereby the 4n 2
internal path length enhancement limit can be surpassed. Due to the conservation
of etendue and entropy upon specular reflection in the external light trap there are
certain cases in which the statistical absorptance limit is exceeded.
From a thermodynamic point of view, the effective emitting area of a cage with
a small aperture is reduced to only the aperture area. The radiation coming from
the aperture equals that of a (perfect) black body with an emissivity of 1 as shown
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Figure 6.7: (a) Illustration of the setup used for the ray tracing. A light source with
a collimated beam (I =100 mW/cm2 ) is aimed at the C =6× concentrator with a
cage and solar cell behind. A series of simulations was performed with different
cage height. The simulations are performed at normal incidence. (b) Effective
absorptance by a cell within an external light trap with C =6×. The reflectivity
represents that of our cell (36%) and that of a typical solar module (13%). For a
short cage the light is not trapped. The absorptance increases initially, and levels off
at ∼6 mm. The dashed lines show the statistical absorptance limit. (c-e) Simulated
intensity distribution on the solar cell with increase of cage height (0-10 mm) for R =
36%, and C =6×. The absorptance becomes more homogeneous with increase of
the cage height. For pixels with a white color the absorptance exceeds 250 mW/cm2 .
(f-h) Intensity maps for hcage =50 mm, R =36% at C =3×, 6×, and 9×. The central
ring is illuminated stronger due to direct and reflected illumination.

by Planck.193 Here, it is assumed that the walls do not transmit any radiation to
the exterior. Due to reciprocity, the effective absorptivity of light entering the cage
via aperture is thus 1. Thereby, the thermodynamic energy conversion efficiency
limit of this system is higher than that of bare solar cells.18 For a cell in an external
light trap this elevated efficiency limit is caused by a net reduction of the radiative
recombination current due to recycling which results in a larger splitting of the
quasi Fermi-levels and thus a higher Voc .
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Ray Tracing of External Light Trap & Effect of Cage Height

The conditions for the statistical model are not necessarily satisfied for all configurations of the external light trap. To analyze the effect of the cage height and the
concentration factor on the cell absorptance and spatial intensity distribution on
the cell, we set up a series of light traps with different cage height and performed
ray tracing. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.7a. A collimated beam of light,
consisting of 1 million rays, is directed to a C =6× reflective compound parabolic
concentrator (CPC),125 which funnels the rays through a small aperture, via a
perfectly specular reflective cage, towards the solar cell. A non-sequential ray-tracer
was used,194 see Supplementary Section 6.6.5 for the used simulation settings.
Figure 6.7b shows the total absorptance in the solar cell, as a function of the
cage height for two reflectance levels. The reflectance of 36% represents the overall
reflectance of our cell, and 13% represents that of a typical industrial solar module.
For a very short cage (hcage <1 mm), the light is concentrated on a small spot in the
center of the cell and the reflected light will escape. Once the cage becomes higher
than ∼1 mm there is a sudden increase in the absorptance as an increasing amount
of light retro-reflected by the top of the cage just next to the aperture. This fraction
steadily increases up to hcage ∼6 mm. There is an optimum absorptance around
this cage height because the escape probability at this cage height is low (so high
recycling efficiency) during the first couple of recycling events. These first recycle
events are most important as the intensity is highest.94, 103
When a light trap with a 6 mm cage is applied on our solar cell (with R =36%)
the reflectance at normal incidence is reduced to 12%; for a typical industrial
solar module the reflectance drops from 13% to 4%. At normal incidence the
light that reflects from the center of the cell is not trapped; it escapes directly
through the aperture. At other angles of incidence, this “central light” can be totally
retro-reflected to the cell. Interestingly, the statistical absorptance limit is exceeded
in these cases, because the escape probability of photons becomes lower than the
statistical escape probability as given by eq. 6.2.
The dashed lines indicate the statistical limit calculated using eq. 6.3 at C =6×.
For R =36% and R =13% the reflectance is reduced to 8.6% and 2.4% respectively.
R
The derived reflection reduction of Rt ∼ Csc yields Rt =2.1 for R =13%, so this is
a reasonable approximation. For larger cage heights (hcage >6 mm) and normal
incidence, the light distribution becomes more and more homogeneous. Thereby,
the absorptance determined by the ray tracing approximates that of the statistical
limit (dashed line) within a few percent. The small absorptance difference between
the ray tracing and analytical model is caused by the direct escape of the specular
reflection of the center of the cell. This fraction (Rsc ·1/C ) is thus not trapped
at normal incidence. At different incoming angles, the direct reflection of the
cell can be completely reflected, and thereby the statistical limit is surpassed.
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Averaged over all incoming angles (θi ) within the acceptance angle of the CPC, the
escape probability is only defined by the ratio A aperture /A sc , and A t is therefore given
by the statistical limit (see eq.6.3). The statistical model thus gives an excellent
approximation of the absorptance of a cell with an external light trap.
Figures 6.7c-e, and g show the intensity distribution on the cell for different cage
heights (hcage =0−50 mm) at C =6×. In absence of a cage (hcage =0, Fig. 6.7c), the
center is illuminated by ∼6× concentrated light. For a 2 mm cage (Fig. 6.7d) most of
the light hits the cell and is reflected without being trapped and the cell illumination
is still rather inhomogeneous. The rays enter the cage with a distribution of
propagation angles. Therefore, the spread of the beam becomes more and more
homogeneous as light travels through the cage. For taller cages (Fig 6.7 e and g),
most of the reflected light gets trapped; most of the reflected light hits the top of
the cage and is reflected back to the cell. The circular white spot in the center is
caused by the light that went straight through the aperture (without being reflected
by the CPC). Due to the divergence of the beam after the CPC and the light trapping
the illumination of the outer area of the solar cell is very homogeneous.
Spatial Intensity Distribution. Figures 6.7f-h show the intensity distribution
for a tall cage at C =3×, 6×, and 9×. The cage height determines the intensity
distribution on the cell. The emitted power of the beam is 0.1 W and its area
is 1 cm2 , equivalent to AM1.5G irradiance of 1000 W/m2 . The intensity is thus
100 mW/cm2 . Due to the external light trapping, the effective intensity at the cell
is higher (130-230 mW/cm2 in Fig. 6.7h) than the intensity of the beam (above the
concentrator). It can be seen that the cell on average operates at a higher irradiance
level due to the light trapping. For a tall cage, the light distributes homogeneously
over the cell, except on the center. The intensity in the center of the solar cell is
roughly twice as high as the outer area, which matches to our expectations based
on the statistical model, see Supplementary Section 6.6.6.
Inhomogeneous cell illumination can be detrimental for the cell response
because of Ohmic losses and local heating.140, 141 Mild intensity fluctuations do
not impact the performance of most solar cells as long as the maximum-to-average
intensity ratio is less than ∼3.141 The observed intensity difference of a factor ∼2 is
therefore acceptable. If improved homogeneity is needed this can be realized by
integrating a diffuser in the cage. By downsizing the dimensions of the external light
trap to ∼100 µm (order of magnitude of the thickness of the solar cell) the impact
of inhomogeneity can be further reduced as the electrical current will redistributed
evenly over the cell after a short (∼100 µm) lateral distance.
Considerations regarding diffuse and direct components of solar illumination
and the effect of solar tracking versus stationary modules are presented in Supplemental Section 7.2. Due to the cos(θi ) relation of the incident flux, we presume
that there can be a gain in total energy efficiency by designing the trap such that it
has a higher degree of light trapping when the sun is at normal incidence (noon)
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and lower at other moments.

6.5

Conclusions

We demonstrated that external light trapping is a universal solution for light
management on a module level. We showed improved performance of a crystalline
silicon solar cell due to optical confinement by an external light trap over the full
solar spectrum. The light trap is effective for all types of solar cells, including
multi-crystalline Si cells that are difficult to texture. Using our thick prototype c-Si
solar cell without an AR coating, our proof-of-principle demonstrator showed an
absorptance enhancement from 64 to 87% by external light trapping. A similar
improvement can be expected for very thin c-Si solar cells. We compared the results
of our statistical model and that of ray tracing for our trap design. It was found that
the model gives a good approximation of the total absorptance. Our optical model
shows that on module level a reflectance reduction from 13% to 2.4% is feasible.
Our simulations show how the absorptance and the cell illumination change with
the cage height. We found that there can be a factor two difference in intensity on
cell level due to the external light trap. This intensity distribution is acceptable
since such a difference does not reduce the cell performance significantly.140, 141
It was found that imperfections of the surface of the concentrator result in
strong polarization-dependent transmittance. There are many lens fabrication
technologies available that offer major improvements to the concentrator transmittance.
Due to external light trapping, the cell thickness can be reduced by a factor of
at least 2, without reducing absorptance. The use of an external light trap with thin,
planar c-Si cells does not only result in higher short circuit currents, but also in
increased Voc due to reduced bulk and surface recombination.
We have shown that external light trapping offers a simple and effective overall
light management solution. Therefore, it deserves serious attention as a new
candidate for highly-efficient solar modules of the foreseeable future.
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6.6

Supplementary Information

Silver reflectance, “Flat” vs. Polished Silver. Figure 6.8 shows the reflectance at
normal incidence of Ag deposited on glass and that of a flat, polished surface of
aluminum coated by Ag. This piece is expected to be smoother than the surface of
the concentrator. The reflectance of Ag on polished Al is significantly lower than the
reflectance of Ag on flat glass surface mainly from 340−800 nm. For wavelengths
up to ∼600 nm there is still >5% absorptance in the silver.
Plasmonic Absorptance. Generally, sharp metal features result in parasitic
plasmonic absorptance and scattering of light.76–78, 195 The reflectance of polished
silver steadily improves with wavelength, as shown in Fig. 6.8. This can partly be
caused due a thin tarnish layer. A tarnished surface of ∼5 nm roughly corresponds
to the observed reflectance.27 Furthermore, the effect of roughness of the film
might be less for long wavelengths as surface features become relatively smaller
for long wavelengths.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of reflectance by Ag on flat glass and on polished Al. Mainly
a drop from 340 to 600 nm.

Surface Requirements. The surface quality plays an important role in the
reflectivity of mirrors. The surface quality can be defined in terms of planarity and
roughness. Planarity refers to the long range (tens of microns) flatness and should
typically be less than λ/10. Roughness is defined on a smaller area (ten to hundreds
of nanometers) and should also be less than λ/10.80 Light that hits a rough surface
will diverge due to diffraction. With an increase of the surface roughness the angular
distribution of the specular lobe becomes wider.196, 197 External light trapping is
part of a less stringent branch of non-imaging optics: a small deviation of the
optical path still contributes to light reaching the exit aperture. The relatively low
transmittance of the high C concentrators is partially attributed to the tighter
cutoff of the diverging reflected beam.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Plot of the JV response of the photodiode at different illumination
levels. (b) Short circuit current ( Jsc ) of the photodiode at several illumination
levels (0-1 sun).

Smoother Surface of 3D-Printed Concentrators. The transmittance values
for 3D-printed concentrators that were determined in the previous chapter (Section 5.3) are higher than that of the milled concentrators. Although the form
accuracy of these 3D-printed surfaces is worse than that of the milled concentrators,
the surface smoothness of these concentrators is better. This is due to the
excellent smoothening procedure of the 3D-printed parts, that results in very
smooth surfaces. A smoothening procedure or additional smoothening coating
can improve the transmittance of the milled concentrators. Smoother concentrator
surfaces can also be achieved using a diamond milling cutter without any polishing.
Intensity. The transmittance of the concentrator (Tc ) is determined by the direct
silver reflectance and the amount of scattered stray light (SL) according to: Tc (λ)=
RAg, direct =1−AAg −S L . Some stray light (i.e. the light not reflected specularly) can
still be transmitted by the exit aperture of the concentrator, but this is only a small
fraction. Presumably, there is a difference in amount and direction of the stray
light for both polarizations.
Intensity of Scattering/Diffraction. Rayleigh criterion for surface smoothness
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197
dictates that k ·σ2 1, with k = 2π
This indicates
λ and σ the rms surface roughness.
that the surface roughness should be much smaller than the wavelength of light.
Clearly, this is not the case for our concentrator which limits the transmittance.

6.6.1 JV-Measurements
As the photodiode does not have a metal front grid for the electrical current, it is
significantly hindered by Ohmic losses at 1 sun illumination. Figure 6.9a shows
the JV data of the photodiode under different illumination levels. Figure 6.9b
shows the short circuit current as a function of the illumination. It can be seen
that the short circuit current does not scale linearly with the illumination power,
which indicates significant Ohmic losses. Besides, the photodiode is more sensitive
to inhomogeneous illumination than solar cells. This cell is therefore not suited
for JV -measurements, so we limited ourselves to EQE measurements in which the
generated electric currents are sufficiently low to operate in the linear response
regime of the photodiode.

6.6.2

Setup for Transmission Measurements

When a collimated beam of light hits the concentrator, the light exits the concentrator with a certain angular distribution.198 The transmittance cannot be measured
directly from a photodiode placed at the exit aperture of the concentrator, as
its response function is angular sensitive.169 Moreover, the reflection from the
photodiode is recycled by the light trap, and therefore there is no (easily) resolvable
correlation between the concentrator transmittance and the photodiode signal.
As a solution, we placed the concentrator in front of a port opening in an
integrating sphere to collect the transmitted light.199 At another port opening of
the sphere a photodiode is placed to measure the integrated transmittance. This
setup enables collection of the transmitted light and is not sensitive to the angle
at which the light exits the concentrator. By raster scanning a laser beam over the
surface of the concentrator, we measured a spatially resolved transmittance map.
The spot size of the 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser is less than 1 mm and
the beam is vertically polarized, and parallel to the central concentrator axis.
The laser is coupled into a fiber which is connected to a translational stage.
A (x , y ) raster scan is performed by scanning the glass fiber over the surface of the
fixed concentrator. Each pixel takes a few seconds to measure, so measuring an
area of 100 by 100 pixels takes a few hours.
The measured transmittance maps represents the average transmittance of the
area of the laser beam (diameter less than 1 mm). Therefore, the observed values
within 1 mm from the edge of the concentrator gradually drop to zero (as indicated
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Figure 6.10: x z −translation stage used to determine the transmittance of the
concentrators.

by the outer ring) as a part of the beam hits the flat top of the concentrator and is
reflected back to the laser.

6.6.3

Solar Cell Specifications

The reflectance of the solar cell comes mostly from its front side. Due to the
thickness (300 µm) of the solar cell that was used (Hamamatsu photodiode
S1337-1010BQ200 ) the light that goes into the cell is almost completely absorbed.
As the external light trap is ignorant about the origin of the reflected light (front
or back-side) a demonstration of trapping of light reflecting at the front side of
the cell, also shows the potential for recycling of light reflected at the backside of
a (thin) solar cell. Indeed, the wavelength-dependent reflectance of a thin cell is
different from that of the cell used in this experiment, however, the optics involved
is equivalent. The solar cell has a photosensitive area of 10×10 mm2 . The cell does
not have an anti-reflection layer nor electrical front grid. The electrical current is
collected outside the optically sensitive area.

6.6.4

Advantage of Planar Solar Cells

The textured front surface is the most defective part of the solar cell. Due to the
exponentially decaying absorption profile, there is strong generation of charge
carriers close to the surface. The surface recombination rate is partly determined by
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the distance (and the diffusion velocity) of the generated minority carriers towards
the surface. Therefore, it is beneficial to (i) have low surface recombination and
(ii) create the electrons and holes not too close to the defective surface. Both aspects
are better for a cell with a planar front surface than for a textured front surface; a
planar front surface thus reduce the absolute surface recombination rate. As the
external light trap facilitates improved in-coupling of light, it becomes interesting
to have a planar front surface and only texture the backside of the solar cell to
scatter the light for internal light trapping. This enables less surface recombination
and thus higher cell efficiency.201

6.6.5

Ray Tracing Settings

In each simulation 1 million rays (or photons) are sent towards the concentrator.
Each time a ray hits the solar cell, a defined fraction is absorbed. The total
absorptance in the cell is obtained by integration over all absorption events of
all rays. The simulation of a ray continuous until the ray escapes out of the
concentrator or until the energy of the ray dropped to less than 1% of its initial
energy. The accuracy of the simulated results is thus within 1%. The reflectance of
the cage and the CPC are both set to 100%. The total emitted power by the source
is 100 mW.

6.6.6

Intensity Distribution

Intensity Distribution and Cell Performance. When light is concentrated on
a small spot of the solar cell, several electrical and optical conditions change.
Especially the effect of series resistance becomes more pronounced.140, 141 At
concentration, the current has to be transported laterally by a smaller surface area
and less fingers compared to homogeneous illumination. Therefore, the local
current (I ) is relatively high and thus more energy is dissipated (Pdissipated ) due to
the (effective area) series resistance (R ). This Ohmic loss is in first order given
by Pdissipated =I 2 ·R .
The intensity distribution depends on several design parameters such as the
cage height and concentration factor. Mild intensity distributions can be tolerated
for most cells as long as the maximum-to-average flux ratio is around 3.141 If
needed, the light can be more randomized by using a secondary optical component,
such as a prism, or diffuser at the exit of the concentrator.
Wavelength Difference. Long, poorly absorbed wavelengths will propagate
longer through the cage. Due to this recycling the effective illumination contains
more long-wavelength light than the solar spectrum. A benefit of a tall cage is
the light is geometric mixed such that the cell is homogeneously illuminated, also
known as the “Kaleidoscope effect”.202
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Figure 6.11: Intensity contrast between center and outer area of cell as a function
of the concentration factor.

For a conventional compound parabolic concentrator, the light that reaches the
exit aperture via a reflection on the concentrator surface makes an angle θacceptance −
90◦ w.r.t. the plane of the exit aperture.125, 203 This angular spread determines the
divergence of light within the cage. As the beam moves downwards, the beam width
increases. When the beam diameter is sufficiently larger than the dimensions of
the cell, the light becomes homogeneously spread.
The absorptance in the central region of the cell consists of three contributions:
(1) direct illumination (light that went directly through the aperture without hitting
the concentrator); (2) the (homogenized) light reflected via the concentrator;
and (3) retro-reflected light. In the limit of a “tall cage” the intensity of (2)
and (3) is homogeneously distributed on the cell. However, the intensity of (1) only
illuminates the center at normal incidence. The illumination intensity in the center
of the cell is therefore higher by an amount equal to the intensity of the irradiance
beam (Ibeam ). If we neglect the recycled light, we can quantify the intensity at
the center Icenter according to: Icenter =Ibeam +(1− C1 )Ibeam . The second term equals
the intensity of the area outside the central ring Iout . The ratio between both
illumination is now given by:
Icontrast =
=

Icenter Ibeam +(1− C1 )Ibeam
=
Iout
(1− C1 )Ibeam
1+(1− C1 )

1− C1
2C −1
=
C −1

(6.4)

The retro-reflected light also distributes equally on the cell. If we would include
this term both the nominator and denominator would increase, and thereby Icontrast
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decreases depending on the amount of reflection.
Figure 6.11 shows Icontrast (C ) based on eq. 6.4. This function move asymptotically to 2. If we neglect the retro-reflected light, the intensity in the center is
thus often more than a factor 2 more intense than the outer part of the cell. The
three dots in figure 6.11 indicate the observed intensity contrast on the intensity
maps (Fig. 6.7). The observed Icontrast is slightly lower due to the contribution of
retro-reflection (which is not included in eq. 6.4).

Chapter 7

Valorization Approaches for
External Light Trapping for
Solar Modules
The three previous chapters presented promising results on external light trapping
for various solar cells. In this utilization chapter we present a more rigorous
technology assessment and address the commercial potential of external light
trapping. We introduce a light trapping module that can be realized relatively
easily. We illustrate several modifications of this light trapping module that lead to
some interesting additional features which cannot be realized (or not effectively)
using conventional module designs. For example, we will show a design of an
arbitrarily colored module that can be integrated into buildings.
In the previous chapters we showed several hollow, metalized parabolic
concentrators that guide the light through a small aperture. However, parabolic
concentrators cannot be directly sandwiched into a conventional module. For
example, the concentrator needs a glass cover sheet for protection. At normal
incidence, the air-to-glass and glass-to-air interfaces bring a cumulative reflection
loss of ∼8%. In a conventional module the refractive index gradually increases
towards that of silicon (n ∼3.5). However, when a sheet of glass is placed on top of
hollow (air filled) metalized parabola the refractive index decreases. This decrease
is unwanted as it brings additional reflection losses, especially at higher angles of
incidence. As this significant loss is not acceptable for module integration we have
to develop an alternative design. To eliminate the contrast of the refractive indices,
one can fill the parabola with e.g. index matching oil. However, this is technically
difficult to realize. Texturing the front glass to control the flow of light is expected
to be a better option, as shown in the next section. This design keeps the number
111
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Figure 7.1: Basic concept of a light trapping module. Light is focused by lenses
on the front side of the glass through openings in a reflector at the backside of the
glass. The reflector can be made of a metal (e.g. Ag or Al) or of white paint. The
light gets trapped in the space between the reflector and the white back sheet. Four
different sources of reflection can be reflected back to the solar cell.

of additionally required layers to a minimum and tries to stay as closely as possible
to the conventional module design.

7.1
7.1.1

The Light Trapping Module
Design 1: The Basic Design for Enhanced Efficiency

Figure 7.1 shows a light trapping module, in which an external light trap is
integrated into a conventional solar module. An array of lenses is applied on the
front side of the glass which generally has a thickness of around 2 to 5 mm. At the
inner side of the glass a reflector is applied with openings through which the light
is funneled towards the solar cell. The focal distance of the lens should be roughly
equal to the thickness of the glass to have the focal point (of a normal incoming
parallel beam of light) between the reflective areas to funnel the incoming light
through the openings (as indicated at the left side of Fig. 7.1).
Each type of lens has a specific acceptance angle.204 An ideal lens (e.g. a CPC,
see Fig 7.6) gives the maximal theoretically possible concentration factor for light
entering within a certain acceptance angle (θa ). The acceptance angle is measured
with respect to the concentrator axis (or normal); the total acceptance angle is
thus 2·θa . For an ideal linear concentrator (also known as “parabolic trough” and
“2D geometry”), the concentration factor (C ) is related to the acceptance semiangle (θmax ) and the refractive index of the glass (nglass ) according to the following
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equation:125
C=

nglass
sin(θa )

.
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(7.1)

To give an example, when nglass =1.5 and θmax =30◦ we obtain a concentration factor
of 3×. For an ideal 3D concentrator the concentration factor is given according to:
C=



nglass
sin(θa )

2

.

(7.2)

In the first part of the chapter we only consider normal incoming parallel beam
of light; later we consider the consequences for (sun)light coming from different
angles.
The light that falls between the reflective areas is transmitted to the (commonly
used) ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) encapsulation layer. The space between the
reflector and the white back sheet forms a cavity (or cage) in which the light is
trapped. Due to the light trapping, the efficiency of the module increases. As
indicated in Fig. 7.1, four different sources of reflection are recycled. It also enables
a different cell design; for example, the series resistance can be reduced using a
larger electrical grid at the front side of the cell without effectively increasing the
shadow losses.
Design of Lens Array. There are several options for the configuration of the
lenses. For example, one can use a square or hexagonal array (similar as shown
in chapter 5) or rows of lenses. Incoming sunlight is either accepted or rejected:
accepted light reaches the solar cell via the aperture; rejected light reflects on the
top side of the reflector out of the module without hitting the solar cell. The shape
of the lens determines the geometrical area of the sky from which the sunlight
is accepted. The sun moves on a well-defined path through the sky for a fixed
geographical location during the year. The lens shape can be tuned to match the
daily and yearly path of the sun. In section 7.2 we illustrate how this matching can
be realized.
The best shape of the lens has not been fully developed yet. Its optimal shape
depends on, among others, the thickness of the glass, the achievable curvature
of the glass (without getting problems with dust and high reflectance), and the
preferred acceptance angle (which also determines the concentration factor and
thus light trapping efficiency). The optimal lateral dimension of the lenses is
expected to be in the same order of magnitude as the thickness of the glass (2
to 5 mm). The associated dimension of the openings would be in the order of ∼1
to 2.5 mm
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Figure 7.2: Two different integrations of a tandem solar cell. (a) Design 2A
Illustration of “conventional” 2-terminal tandem cell integration inside an external
light trap. (b) Design 2B Illustration of two physically separated, independently
operating, solar cells (4-terminal) in a light trapping module. The light first
propagates through openings in the top cell before it reaches the (high band gap)
bottom cell. A large fraction of the reflected light reaches the low band gap cell
located directly below the reflector. A shortpass filter can be integrated between
both cells for spectrum splitting. This design allows for 4-terminal contacting and
the reflective metal layer can be used both as a conductor and a reflector.

7.1.2

Design 2: Tandem Cell Integration

In a conventional tandem solar cell, two cells with a different band gap are stacked
on top of each other to use the energy of each photon more efficiently. The
integration of two cells with a different band gap in the light trapping module
can have several advantages over the conventional design.205 We present two
options to realize tandem cell integration.
DESIGN 2A: Conventional Tandem. A stacked tandem cell can be placed at the
bottom of the cage, as shown in Fig. 7.2a. This design has the same light trapping
benefits as those of the basic light trapping module of the previous section. The
potential gain of this design is in the same order of magnitude as that of the basic
light trapping module.
DESIGN 2B: Two Facing (Different-Bandgap) Solar Cells. Figure 7.2b shows
an alternative integration design of two solar cells. Here, the physical order of the
low and high band gap cell is inverted compared to a normal tandem cell. This
design can be realized by placing a low band gap cell (like c-Si) at the top of the
cage and a high band gap cell (like a-Si or Perovskite) at the bottom of the cage.
In conventional tandem solar cells, the light travels not much more than a single
path through the high band gap cell, while in this design with two facing cells the
light makes at least a double path through the high band gap cell before it reaches
the low band gap cell (or opening).
The reflector and low band gap cell are processed on the inner side of the glass
sheet. Openings are made in the reflector to enable the light to enter the cavity.
A laser can be used to drill openings in a c-Si solar cell. This drilling process is
commonly used for c-Si metal wrap through (MWT) solar cells.206 Below the top
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cell (low band gap) there are the EVA layer and the high band gap cell. Incoming
light propagates through the holes in the low band gap cell and reaches the bottom
cell. Inside this bottom cell it makes a double pass before it travels towards the low
band gap cell. This forms an advantage over normal monolithically interconnected
tandem cells in which the light (in first order) makes only a single pass through the
high band gap cell.
Separate Cell Fabrication and Contacting. Another advantage of the two facing cells design is the potential to contact the two cells separately by four electrical
terminals. Moreover, the two individual cells can be fabricated (and optimized)
separately, which thereby circumvents restrictions (such as temperature, lattice
matching and chemical compatibility) that occur when one cell is processed on
top of another cell. The advantage over two terminal contacted cells is that current
matching of the two cells is not required.
Spectrum Splitting. Long wavelength light that travels through a high band
gap bottom cell is subject to a certain degree of parasitic absorptance in the
active cell material, contacting electrodes, and/or encapsulation layers. This
can be prevented by integrating an optical filter (also known as dichroic mirror)
that is transparent for short wavelengths, while reflective for long wavelengths.
The use of such a shortpass filter can thus split the solar spectrum and send
different spectral components to the appropriate cell. This can reduce the overall
parasitic absorptance of sub-bandgap wavelengths in the high band gap cell. This
is mostly interesting when the high band gap cell exhibits significant sub-bandgap
absorptance. Such filters are also used in “cool-beam halogen” light bulbs to
retro-reflect the infrared radiation (IR, “heat”), thereby improving their energy
efficiency.
Comparison. Other concentrated solar module concepts in which multiple
cells are used are often based on one of the following concepts: 1) one of the cells is
placed vertically or 2) small stripes of cells of alternating band gap cells are placed
next to one another.207 This complicates the fabrication of a large module as many
individual components are involved. An advantage of the two facing cells design
is that a large area top cell can be fabricated on a single large surface, thereby
lowering the fabrication cost.

7.1.3

Design 3: Diffuse Light Harvesting

An inevitable consequence of external light trapping is the restriction of incoming
photons from certain angles. Photons entering the concentrator from an angle
larger than the acceptance angle are reflected outwards at the reflective areas. A
certain fraction of the diffuse light therefore does not reach the solar cell. This
optical loss reduces the power output of the module. However, this problem can
be solved by geometrically separating the diffuse and direct light, after which
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Figure 7.3: Design 3: Diffuse Light Harvesting. By integration of a solar cell on
top of the reflector the “rejected” diffuse light can be harvested by the top cell.

both components are sent so a separate cell. A diffuse light harvesting design is
illustrated in figure 7.3.
In the light trapping module, the path of the light is determined by the position
and angle of incidence. When light is incident under a large angle it may not reach
the aperture, instead it is reflected out of the module by the reflector. This problem
can be resolved by placing a cell on top of the reflector to capture this part of
the incoming light. A dedicated cell may be chosen that operates well under low
irradiance conditions, e.g. a dye-sensitized solar cell.208 The cell receives the diffuse
light that did not travel through one of the apertures, which has a relative high
amount of blue light due to the strong scattering of blue light by the atmosphere.
Market Potential. This diffuse light harvesting design increases the complexity
and cost of the light trapping module. It can be an interesting option for geographical areas with a high amount of diffuse irradiance, which in a very rough
approximation corresponds to areas with a low GHI as shown in Fig. 1.3. Once the
basic light trapping module is developed it can be an interesting feature.

7.1.4

Design 4: Solar Panels with a Color, Logo or Image

Colored Solar Panel. Figure 7.4 shows a module design of a colored module.
Here, the top side of the reflector is painted by the desired color. This can be a
homogeneous color or a colored drawing. The light that does not pass the aperture
reaches the painted area and is reflected out of the module. The simplest form to
realize a colored light trapping module is by using a highly reflective white paint
for the reflector. This enables a white solar module, while at the same time the
design reflects the light coming from the backside of the module (e.g. contacts and
back sheet) back to the solar cell. Other colors can be displayed by applying paint
on top of the white or metallic reflector.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Design 4A. The top side area of the reflector can be painted.
This gives the module a color when it is viewed from a “sufficiently large” angle
while it has a dark color as seen from the normal direction. (b) Lenticular
lens as is commonly used for lenticular 3D postcards. When the postcard with
lenticular lens is viewed from an arbitrary direction, only one of the two colored
stripes (orange or purple) can be seen. Light reflecting at one of these two stripes
is directed to different angular directions. Different images can be displayed in
different directions by replacing the colored stripes by (properly adapted stripes
of) images. © Scenix3D

Image Displaying Solar Panel. Instead of painting the module in a single color
one can also visualize a colored pattern (e.g. a simple logo) or even a detailed
photo/painting by the light trapping solar module.
Lenticular Lenses. Several types of lenses can be used for the light trapping
module. The simplest and most well-known lens that can be used is a lenticular
lens. An example of this type of lens is shown in Fig. 7.4b. Incoming light is refracted
to one of the interlaced images. Thereby, this design shows different images when
viewed from different directions. This technique is applied for ‘Quasi-holographic’
posters and postcards to show different images from different angles, an example
is shown in Fig 7.5. These more or less semi-cylindrical lenses have also been used
for developing (glasses-free) 3D-displays.209 This lens design can be adapted such
that light coming from the normal direction is guided towards the opening. Light
from oblique angles reaches the colored areas and is reflected. When this image
displaying solar panel is viewed from an oblique angle an image will be visible,
while the module will look very black when seen within the acceptance angle (±30◦
from the normal). The technique to fabricating the lenses for posters, bill boards,
and 3D-displays can be easily adapted to be suited for the light trapping module.
Alternatively, one can integrate LEDs into the module to convert light to electricity
during the day and to give light when desired. Potential applications are the areas
besides airstrips for airplanes and (tall) buildings.
Alternatives. Recently, an alternative approach for colored modules was
developed by CSEM, and is now further developed by Solaxess210 . Here, the visible
light is completely reflected out of the module, resulting in a white solar module.
As a consequence of the solar cell receiving a reduced amount of light, its efficiency
drops by ∼40%rel .211 Our module concept can also show detailed images and
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Figure 7.5: Example of a lenticular lens applied for advertisement posters.
© Snapily

can have significantly higher efficiency. SunpartnerTechnologies212 developed
a billboard that produces solar electricity, under the name Wysips® Cameleon.
This module has a power rating of 90 Wp /m2 . The non-disclosed technology of
this billboard is expected to be similar to the technology presented in this chapter,
except that the Cameleon module (presumably) does not include light trapping.
Market Potential. The feature of showing detailed images is unique. As the
material and processing costs of the module are low, the fabrication costs are
expected to be reasonable. Due to the unique displaying feature, this design is
expected to have the best market potential.
Alternative Lens Design. Figure 7.6 shows an alternative module design based
on solid glass compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs). An advantage of CPCs
is their ideal optical response; they have a very sharp acceptance angle as given
by eq. 7.1. These lenses are based on geometrical optics and their size can thus be
reduced as long as the artifacts remains sufficiently small, in a similar manner as
we discussed in chapter 5.
Additional Option: Integration of Up or Down-converter. To improve the
efficiency of the module it can be interesting to integrate an up or down-converter
in the module, for example in the reflector. Figure 7.7 shows the use of concentrator
combined with an up-converter191 that can be adapted to fit within the light
trapping module. The efficiency of up-converters strongly increases with intensity,
so the best option is to place the up-convertor in an area with high intensity.

7.2

Incoupling of Diffuse Light when Using External
Light Trapping

In nature, many plants (like sunflowers) orient their flowers or leaves towards
the sun to collect more light, this motion is called Heliotropism. In concentrated
photovoltaics (CPV) one also tracks the sun by aligning the concentrator axis
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Figure 7.6: Design 4B. (a) Illustration of a colored light trapping module based
on compound parabolic concentrators (CPC). Instead of using curved lenses on
the front side of the glass, an array of CPCs can be applied at the inner-side of
the glass front sheet. Light originating from angles larger than the acceptance
angle will illuminate the areas in between the exit apertures. Light is specularly
reflected from these painted areas resulting in a seeing a color for an observer
that views the module from an angle larger than the acceptance angle. The CPCs
can be of arbitrary size as long as ray optics applies (the illustration is not drawn
to scale). The gray line illustrates an incoming ray that enters the module at an
angle larger than the acceptance angle. This ray can for example originate from
diffuse irradiance or reflection from the ground. Also indicated are the acceptance
angle θa , the diameter of the opening (Øo ) and that of the exit (Øe ) of the CPC.
The images on the right illustrate (b) the view of the module from the normal
direction (black) and from an (c) oblique direction (red color). (d) By applying a
picture on the red colored areas an image can be displayed by the module.

Figure 7.7: The solar cell is placed in front of the concentrator array.191 Used
under c license.

towards the (apparent) position of the sun. The concentration factors for CPV are
generally in the order of 10-2 000×, and thus significantly higher than we suggest
to use for the light trapping module (2-10×). The acceptance angle decreases
with concentration factor according to eq. 4.1. At low concentration factors the
acceptance angle is thus much larger.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Polar plot of the path of the sun during one year for a location on
the equator. The concentric rings indicate the zenith angle of the sun and the
position on the ring is the compass direction. The marked angles indicate angle
to the zenith (the zenith marks the point in the sky directly above an observer).
If the sun is directly overhead, it is in the center of this polar plot. During the
summer and winter solstice, the sun moves along the top most curve and bottom
most (thin) curve, respectively. The bold red curve marks the boundary of the
acceptance angles for a static, horizontal module with a linear concentrator with
an acceptance (half-)angle of 30◦ . When the sun is within this angular range the
light is accepted and outside the angular region the light is rejected. (b) Same type
of polar plot, but now at a latitude of 52 degrees North, which roughly represent the
latitude of The Netherlands. The red area marks the acceptance angular region for
a linear concentrator with an acceptance (half-)angle of 30◦ , that is tilted 52◦ South.

Currently, tracking is not widely deployed in non-concentrated photovoltaics.
A single-axis tracker can improve the efficiency (per module area) by ∼15−20%,
and a double-axis tracker lead to an enhancement of ∼25−40%.97 Tracking
systems are mostly used in utility scale ground mounted arrays. As the cost of
modules decreased enormously during last decades, the costs of installation and
maintenance of the tracking system makes the cost effectiveness of such systems
less attractive than in the past. This trade-off changes when the efficiency of
modules increases significantly.
Static Module. Because tracking the sun brings additional cost it is of interest
to make a static, fixed mount, module that still accepts most of the incoming
light. Here, we analyze some potential static designs for the light trapping module.
The path of the sun covers only a small geometric area of the sky. Therefore, it is
interesting to see whether it is possible to design a (static) concentrator that only
collects the light from the part of the sky in which the sun moves.
Path of the Sun. Figure 7.8a shows a polar plot with the yearly path of the sun,
as seen from a location on the equator. This position is calculated using the local
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time, equation of time and some correction factors.213–215 At the equator, the sun
rises from a direction close to the East and sets at a direction close to the West.
The tilt of the earth axis with respect to its orbital plane is ∼23.45 degree. Due to
the axial tilt of the earth, the path of the sun varies during the year. The axial tilt
equals the zenith angle at noon of the summer and winters solstice for a geographic
location on the equator. Figure 7.8b shows the yearly path of the sun for a latitude
of 52 degrees North.
Matching of Sun Path and Acceptance Region. Most of the direct sunlight can
be accepted by using a linear concentrator that is orientated along the East-West
direction. For example, the bold red curve Figure 7.8a shows the outer boundary
of the geometric acceptance angles for a horizontally orientated module with a
linear compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) with an acceptance angle of 30◦ .
This angle corresponds to a hollow concentrator with C =2× or a glass (n =1.5)
concentrator with C =3× (see eq. 7.1). When the orientation of the sun is within
this red border the light is completely accepted, otherwise it is rejected (reflected
without hitting the solar cell). It can be seen that the matching of this linear
concentrator is perfect at noon. However, at the hours just after sunrise and just
before sunset the matching is poor. Alternative concentrator designs can improve
this matching.
When the acceptance angle of the concentrator is equal to the axial tilt, the
direct light is completely collected during each noon of the year. For other times
during the day, the light will not be completely collected. By using an acceptance
angle that is larger than the axial tilt of the earth, the sunlight can be collected
during almost the complete day. As this acceptance angle of 30◦ is larger than the
axial tilt, all light is accepted during noon (sun on direct North or South). During
the equinox (sun on East-West line), the direct light of the sun is accepted from
sunrise (east) to sunset (west). For other days of the year there is a small cut-off
just after sunrise and just before sunset. However, this is only a small fraction of
the daytime and moreover the intensity at low elevation (sun close to horizon) on
the solar module is low due the long path length through the atmosphere as well
as the decrease of the effective intensity on the module due an area projection173
according to I =Isun ·cos(θi ), with θi the angle of incidence.

7.2.1

Acceptance of Diffuse and Direct Light

To estimate the performance of the external light trapping module we analyze
which fraction of the direct and diffuse light is transmitted through the openings
in the reflector (see Fig. 7.1). For isotropically distributed incident diffuse light, a
fraction 1/C is transmitted by the CPC;113, 162 for example, a C =2× concentrator
thus transmits 50% of the diffuse light. The geographic location of the solar module
determines the fraction of diffusely incoming photons. Geographic regions with a
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high time-average of clear sky conditions are favorable for external light trapping.
Also, it is advantageous to have a geographical location with a short (averaged)
optical path length through the atmosphere to reduce Rayleigh scattering to
minimize diffuse irradiance. Geographic locations at high elevation that are close
to the equator and have only few clouds have therefore the lowest fraction of diffuse
light and are thereby best suited for the basic light trapping modules. If the amount
of transmitted light is too low, then more advanced designs like that shown in
Fig. 7.3 can be used to capture both the direct and diffuse light completely.
For areas around the equator, the fraction of diffuse incoming photons is
relatively low. For example, for Tamanrasset, Algeria the diffuse irradiance is ∼10%
,216 and a fraction of 10·1/C of the total incoming light cannot be transmitted
via the openings of the light trapping module. So, when a C =2× concentrator is
used ∼5% of the total light falls on top of the reflector. For other geographic areas
this loss can be too high and therefore require using the design shown in Fig. 7.3.
Optimal Acceptance Angle. A remaining question is whether there exists an
optimal concentration factor depending on the amount of diffuse light. To address
this question we first assume that the direct light is accepted completely. When the
concentration factor is changed this alters both the trapping performance (of both
diffuse and direct accepted light) and the acceptance of diffuse light. In chapter 4
the following formula was derived for direct illumination:
A trap =Tc ·

A sc
.
1−Rsc (1−C −1 )Rcage

(7.3)

This equation can be adapted to include both the direct and diffuse component. For
this first order approximation we again assume that the diffuse light is isotropically
distributed. However, in reality the intensity (and spectrum) of the diffuse light (in
first order) decreases with increase of the angle with respect to the zenith angle (or
surface normal), because the path length through the atmosphere increases with
this zenith angle.
A fraction fd of the intensity of the incoming light is diffuse and the remaining
intensity (1-fd ) is direct. A fraction C1 of the diffuse light is transmitted. In that
case eq. 7.3 becomes:
Accepted Diffuse
direct

z}|{
A trap =(1− fd +

z}|{
1
fd
C

)·Tc ·

A sc
.
1−Rsc (1−C −1 )Rcage

(7.4)

This equation is expected to be fairly accurate for a measurement in a laboratory
environment. However, due to the assumptions (such as isotropically distributed
diffuse light and complete acceptance of the direct light), this equation only gives a
rough estimate of the total yearly absorptance of an external light trapping module
in the field. Figure 7.9 shows the total absorptance (A trap ) of the diffuse, direct

7.2. Incoupling of Diffuse Light when Using External Light Trapping
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Figure 7.9: Plots of the absorptance by the solar cell with an external light trap
for several components of the sunlight as a function of the concentration factor.
The absorptance for isotropically distributed diffused light is shown in red, for
direct light in green and for the total (diffuse + direct) light in blue. The curves are
shown for various fractions of the diffuse light ( fd = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5). Please
note that these values depend on many parameters of the irradiance that are not
included, and therefore only give a rough indication for the “real” response at “field
conditions”.

and total irradiance as a function of the concentration factor (C ) at a solar cell
absorptance (A sc ) of 0.5 (Fig 7.9a) and 0.87 (Fig. 7.9b). The value A sc =0.87 represents
a typical module absorptance as shown in chapter 6. The different lines indicate
the four different fractions (fd ) of diffuse irradiance. Figure 7.9a shows that the
absorptance of a module with an absorptance of 0.5 (which is very low) without
light trap increases when fd <0.5 for different concentration factors of the external
light trap. The total absorptance increases with concentration factor; so there is no
optimal concentration factor as might be expected. Sun tracking is not required at
low concentration factors (C <∼2.5×) as we discussed in section 7.2.
To realize a significant improvement in absorptance for a more realistic module
with an absorptance of A sc =0.87 is more challenging. In this case an efficiency gain
is obtained when the diffuse irradiance is less than 10%. Based on our assumption
we can therefore conclude that the basic light trapping module has an efficiency
enhancing potential in geographical regions with a diffuse irradiance of around 10%
and lower. If the diffuse light is not isotropically distributed, but a relative large
fraction of the diffuse light comes from the acceptance angle this conclusion
is wrong. The basic external light trapping module has commercial potential
if it enables the use of solar cells that are for example cheaper (as they can be
thinner) and/or have a higher Voc and efficiency (due to less bulk recombination
due to reduced thickness and/or less surface recombination of a flat surface, see
chapter 6). Alternatively, one can increase the spacing between the solar cells
which brings down the c-Si material cost (per unit area) and increase the power
output of the module. This inter-cell spacing is increased in some solar modules
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fabricated by Trina Solar to improve the module power output.217
As the absorption of conventional c-Si solar modules is already fairly good, a
larger commercial value of the light trapping module can be generated by its additional features, such as color and/or suitability for integration of tandem solar cells.
The use of color for solar modules is certainly interesting for building integrated
photovoltaics. However, it is difficult to estimate what price end-customers are
willing to pay for such aesthetic modules.
For a good business case of integration of a tandem cell in the light trapping
module, the availability of a stable, low-cost, high band gap solar cell is essential.
Recently, a high band gap GaInP cell and a c-Si cell were mechanically stacked
resulting in an efficiency of 29.8%.218 Moreover, there is a high potential as high
band gap cell coming from perovskite materials.219, 220 The main benefits provided
by the external light trapping module for tandem integration are the 4-terminal
contacting, separate cell fabrication and improved light management. These
significant advantages can render the external light trapping module as the superior
technology for modules with tandem cells.

7.2.2

Suitability of External Light Trapping for Several Solar Cells

Table 7.1 (next page) indicates the suitability of external light trapping for several
solar cell technologies. For cells with lower refractive index, a steeper texture is
required and thereby it is more difficult to realize internal light trapping. Besides,
the internal light trapping limit is relatively low due to the 4n 2 limit for internal
light trapping.21 The light trapping module can also be used as a hybrid system
by integrating (C)PV and solar thermal (heat), similar to previously published
concepts.19 Others demonstrated a hybrid concentrator photovoltaic architecture
of CPV and PV for optimal use of the direct and diffuse sunlight.221 This design
might be combined with the light trapping module.

7.3

Fabrication

Type of Concentrator: Lens versus Parabola and their Optical Response. There
are several options for the concentrator of the light trap: (Fresnel-) lenses, (compound) parabolic concentrators etc. Microlens arrays, as used in CMOS imaging
and wavefront sensors,222 are not expected to be optimal for the light trapping
module due to their relative low transmittance, relative long focal length ( f ) and
low numerical aperture (NA). Small lenses are commonly used in optical cameras,
and there is high interest for relatively small lenses for camera integration in mobile
phones. The technology developed for fabricating these lenses can be interesting
for the fabrication of the lens array of the external light trapping module.
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Table 7.1: Overview of several parameters of several solar cells that determine
the applicability of external light trapping. The question marks indicate that the
applicability of external light trapping depends on a certain aspect of the solar cell.
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There is a significant difference between metalized CPCs and dielectric lenses
regarding the angular distribution of the light coming out of the lens. A lens refracts
the light to a centric cone with a relative small angle around the concentrator axis,
indicated by the blue area in Fig. 7.10. In contrast, the light exiting a CPC makes a
large angle with respect to the concentrator axis, as indicated by the yellow area.
Due to the relatively long focal distance (or low NA) of dielectric lenses, a relatively
tall cage is needed to prevent light from escaping. This can be illustrated using
the f -number of a lens (well known in photography). The f -number (f #) is defined
as:
f
(7.5)
f #= ,
D
with f the focal length and D the diameter of the lens, see also Fig. 7.10.
Many lenses are not ideal. For these lenses equation 7.1 only gives an upper
bound for the obtainable concentration factor (or acceptance angle). Conventional
lenses have a less sharp defined acceptance angle than ideal lenses: above at a
certain angle the optical efficiency (or transmittance) slowly drops from 100%
to e.g. 0%.125, 204
Common objective lenses that are used in photography can have an f -number
of 1.8 and they consist of a set of several lenses. The focal length is thus 1.8× larger
than the diameter of the lens. A ray that travels through the middle of the lens will
virtually propagate without being refracted, as shown in Fig. 7.11. For a simple
curved lens with focal length f , the dimension of the image (S2 ) that is formed of
an object extending an angle of 2θ is S2 =2· f ·θ , see Fig. 7.11. From this optical ray
it can be seen that the associated concentration area (S2 ) of the lens is related to the
acceptance angle (θa ) by S2 = f ·2·tan(θa ). This concentration area determines the
D

Lens
f

θa

CPC

∅e=1/C
Figure 7.10: Illustration for comparison of a dielectric lens and a parabolic
concentrator.
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2·f· tan(θ)

f
Figure 7.11: An object at infinity spans an angle of 2θ . A lens of focal length f
forms an image of this object of size 2 f θ .

exit diameter that should be used. The maximum concentration factor is related
to the f -number according to:
C=

D
D
1
=
=
.
S2 f ·2·tan(θa ) f #·2·tan(θa )

(7.6)

To realize a high concentration factor, the lens needs to have a low f -number. In
practice, this means that the lens will be strongly curved (as can be calculated using
the lensmaker equation). This equation cannot be directly applied to the lenses
described in this chapter as they only have a curvature on the top side of the glass,
instead of two curved sides. Besides, the light propagates in glass (instead of air as
considered for the above equation). More research is needed to design dedicated
lenses that (better) matches to the path of the sun and to determine their optical
performance in terms of concentration factor and acceptance angle. As relatively
low concentration factors are required for external light trapping, dielectric lenses
are suitable. Fresnel lenses can be used to realize higher concentration factors, but
they are hindered by lower transmittance.
Large Area Fabrication. An external light trap for large area applications will
not be made by direct milling. Injection molding is a better fabrication option
for large areas and large volumes. Generally, the precision molds that are used
as master in injection molding processes are fabricated by milling and diamond
turning. These highly precise parts are rather expensive (hundreds of thousands of
dollars), but as each mold can be used to fabricate millions of items, the costs per
item are still relatively low compared to other fabrication techniques. The accuracy
of the mold is of extreme importance as this determines the accuracy of the final
parts. As we demonstrated in chapter 6, the milling process results in significant
artifacts and therefore the use of diamond turning for fabrication of the mold is
expected to yield higher accuracy.197 Alternatively, one can improve the polishing
method and/or apply a smoothening coating to realize a smooth surface of the
mold and/or the fabricated injection molded parts.
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Figure 7.12: Photo of a compound parabolic concentrator.28 © Edmund Optics

Fabrication Alternatives. There are various alternative types and fabricating
methods and sizes for the concentrator.129, 223–225 Alternatively, dielectric CPCs are
interesting as they offer a higher degree of light trapping for a fixed acceptance
angle.28 The geometric concentration factor of a linear (2D) concentrator is given
by:
n
,
(7.7)
C=
sin(θi )
with θi the acceptance angle.125

7.3.1

Fabrication & Materials

There are several companies that can be involved in the fabrication of a prototype
module and develop mass scale fabrication equipment. For example: LuxExcel,
Anterion, Isuzu Glass, VDL, LuxExel, Phillips, Docter Optics, and DSM.
Ultra-Precision Glass Pressing for Lens. The lenses can be made from many
materials by several fabrication processes. One option is to use ultra-precision glass
pressing (also known as precision glass moulding), a process used for fabricating
lenses in e.g. photo cameras. The costs of a mold process are much lower than
the costs of mechanically processed (e.g. by diamond turning) glass. This process
is commonly used for fabricating automotive headlight lenses. In this process
(fire-)polished preforms are molded in their final shape such that the surface quality
of the preform is preserved. A commonly used mold material is SCHOTT B270
superwite, which has an internal transmission of close to 100%. The only reflection
losses occur at the interfaces, and can be minimized using anti-reflection coatings.
A lens with an AR-coating still bends the light in (roughly) the same way as a lens
without an AR-coating, so this improves the optical efficiency of the lens. The
costs of this process are not expected to become sufficiently low; however, the
process can be highly suited to fabricate a prototype. Figure 7.12 shows a photo of
a commercially available CPC. This type of CPC lenses can be fabricated by UltraPrecision Glass Pressing at relatively low cost. The transmittance of these CPCs can
be more than 99.5% by using a proper AR coating. The optical efficiency of the lens
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129

plays a crucial role. The knowledge of concentrators that was developed for CPV226
can be used for the relatively low concentration factors used in the light trapping
module. The polymer Zeonex® is used in many optical instruments and can be an
interesting alternative material. It gives the design freedom of molded plastic and
the optical properties of glass. One of the challenges of applying the polymer on
top of glass sheet can be de-lamination due to the difference in physical properties
of the two materials.
Reflector. The reflector can be fabricated from a highly specular reflective metal
or diffuse reflective white paint (e.g. TiO2 ). The diffuse or specular reflectivity can
have important consequences on the homogeneity of the cell illumination and
the light trapping efficiency (Section 6.4.2). The reflector needs to be reflective,
but can be less reflective than the concentrator surface while still leading to good
results.
Spacer. EVA is normally used as an encapsulation layer. In the light trapping
module, the light needs to diverge over a sufficiently large distance after it passes
the aperture to assure a certain degree of homogeneity. Moreover, a minimum
amount of spacing is needed to assure the light is reflected by the reflector on its
upwards path instead of a direct escape that happens if the cage is too short. As we
discussed before, the lens should have a focal distance in the order of the thickness
of the glass to assure the light is concentrated in the openings of the reflector at the
backside of the glass. This condition implies that the required thickness of the EVA
coating should be in the order of the thickness of the glass, if a (conventional) lens
is used. When a CPC is used instead of a lens, a shorter spacing can be sufficient
because the light exits a CPC at much larger outcoupling angles with respect to a
lens, see Fig. 7.10.
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Summary
Renewable energy resources such as wind and solar energy are essential to realize
a sustainable society and a clean environment. In virtually all energy prognoses,
solar energy will supply a significant fraction of the world energy demand within a
few decades. This transition from polluting fossil fuels towards renewable energy
will be significantly accelerated when the power conversion efficiency of solar cells
further increases. A higher efficiency brings down the costs per delivered unit of
energy, and thereby solar cells become even more economically competitive with
fossil fuels. The efficiency of solar cells is related to their absorptance. Conventional
solar modules do not absorb the incoming sunlight completely; instead they reflect
a fraction to outer space. Solar modules therefore require light management to
improve their absorptance. This thesis focuses on two solutions for improved
absorptance of light in solar modules: internal and external light trapping. Internal
light trapping is realized by internal cell modifications that lead to light guiding
through the active layer of the solar cell. External light trapping is realized by
applying optical elements on top of the solar cell.
Chapter 3 demonstrates enhanced internal light trapping in a thin film hydrogenated nano-crystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) solar cell. We introduce a novel
scattering back reflector for flat nc-Si:H solar cells which consists of an array of
silica nano-cylinders in a metal sheet. Typically, nc-Si:H solar cells are grown
on textured substrates that scatter the incoming light. However, it is challenging
to grow defect-free nc-Si:H layers on top of such (nano)-structured substrates.
Instead of growing the solar cell on a textured substrate, we first deposited a
flat high-quality nc-Si:H semi-cell on a flat piece of glass. This is called the
superstrate configuration. On top of the nc-Si:H semi-cell, we applied a plasmonic
scattering structure composed of a periodic array of dielectric nano-cylinders,
which was overcoated by silver. This flat plasmonic scattering back reflector (PSBR)
circumvents silicon growth defects and prevents the associated reduction of the
open circuit voltage. At the same time, the geometry and the contrast of the
dielectric index of the silicon, glass, and silver enable scattering of light when
it interacts with this back reflector. By total internal reflection in the silicon,
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most of the scattered light travels back and forth through the cell, similar to light
propagating through an optical fiber. The light thereby travels a longer distance
through the nano-patterned solar cell compared to a flat solar cell. This leads to
an increase of the absorptance and thereby an increase in the short circuit current
and efficiency of the solar cell. The PSBR can be fabricated over a large area using
substrate conformal imprint lithography. Optical modeling was performed using
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to determine the absorptance
in the active layer of the cell. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is used
to optimize the PSBR geometry, such that the photocurrent is maximized. We
fabricated a 1 micrometer thick nc-Si:H cell and experimentally demonstrate a
current improvement of 32% compared to the flat reference cell, without affecting
the open circuit voltage. The PSBR structure is not only effective for nc-Si solar
cells, but can also be applied to a wide range of thin film superstrate solar cells.
The second part of this thesis describes various aspects of external light
trapping. In an external light trap, a lens (or concentrator) is used to funnel the
light through a small aperture in a mirror. This mirror is located above the solar
cell. The light that reflects from the solar cell is reflected back to the solar cell by
the mirror. Thereby, the light travels a longer distance through the solar cell, which
leads to an enhanced efficiency.
Chapter 4 presents the first demonstration of a universally applicable
3D-printed external light trap. The required optical components were not offthe-shelf available and therefore we had to fabricate them. 3D-printing turned
out to be excellent for prototyping. The light trap consists of a reflective parabolic
concentrator that is placed on top of a reflective cage. The components of the light
trap are 3D-printed and made of smoothened, silver coated thermoplastic. Due to
the external light trap, the efficiency of a thin-film nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H)
solar cell improved by 15%. The trapped light traverses the solar cell several times
within the reflective cage, and thereby the total absorption in the cell increases.
Consequently, the trap reduces optical losses and enhances the absorption over the
entire spectrum. In contrast to conventional light trapping methods external light
trapping leaves the material quality and the electrical properties of the solar cell
unaffected. To explain the theoretical operation of the external light trap, a model
is introduced that predicts the absorption enhancement in a solar cell with an
external light trap. The corresponding calculated path length enhancement shows
good agreement with the empirically derived value from the opto-electrical data
of the solar cell. Moreover, the influence of the angle of incidence on the parasitic
absorptance is analyzed to improve the understanding of the trap performance.
Chapter 5 explores the potential of external light trapping for larger solar cell
areas. The light trap is tested on organic solar cells, which have a major need for
proper light trapping and can therefore significantly benefit from external light
trapping. Scaling a single external light trap such that it covers a large solar panel
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has disadvantages in terms of the height and cost. These disadvantages can be
overcome by deploying an array of concentrators as the top part of the external light
trap. We presented an optimization study of concentrator arrays for external light
trapping. We fabricated 3D-printed external light traps with a square, hexagonal,
and circular compound parabolic concentrator and tested their suitability for
concentrator arrays. The 3D-printed traps were placed on top of an organic solar
cell, which significantly enhanced the external quantum efficiency. The theoretical
and experimentally determined optical performance of the different concentrators
is compared and design guidelines for large scale concentrator arrays are given.
Chapter 6 moves one step beyond the realm of the previous chapters by
considering the potential of external light trap on module level. A unique feature
of using external light trapping on module level is the capability to simultaneously
recycle the broadband reflection from the metal front grid, the front interfaces, the
reflective backside of the cell, and the white back sheet in between the cells. A 64%
reflectance reduction of a bare crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell is demonstrated.
In contrast to conventional light trapping methods, external light trapping does not
induce any damage to the active solar cell material. Moreover, this is a universally
applicable technology that enables the use of thin and planar solar cells of superior
electrical quality that were so far hindered by limited optical absorption. We milled
a series of prototype millimeter-scale external metal light traps and applied these
on a c-Si solar cell. We determined the concentrator transmittance and analyzed
the effect of both the concentration factor and cage height on the absorptance and
spatial intensity distribution on the surface of the solar cell.
Chapter 7 completes this thesis by considering several applications of external
light trapping. We illustrate a basic design of a light trapping module that has a
higher absorptance and higher power conversion efficiency. This module design
is angular selective, which means that light coming from some angles does not
make it to the solar cell. For some solar applications, the module has to track the
sun to work efficiently and this brings additional cost. We show a configuration
of the lenses that enables the module to be placed in a fixed position, while it
captures most of the direct light during the each day of the year. Diffuse light
comes from all angles and can therefore not completely be absorbed. We showed
how the ratio of diffuse light (determined by the geographical position) affects the
final module performance. After introducing this basic design, we show several
potential upgrades for the light trapping module. For example, we show how two
different solar cells can be integrated in the light trapping module. This allows
the individual cells to be separately fabricated and contacted, leading to various
fabrication and efficiency advantages. Also, we show how a layer of paint can be
integrated in the light trapping module to show an arbitrary color, and even a
picture can be shown. Depending on various cell properties and the geographical
location of the solar module this can be realized while the efficiency of the module
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is still enhanced. For geographical locations with a high degree of diffuse light the
module performance will decrease slightly, but less severe than for other colored
module concepts.
This thesis explored some designs that can be used to improve the efficiency of
solar panels. Internal light trapping was shown to improve the efficiency of a thin
film solar cell. Besides, we demonstrated the universal applicability of external
light trapping by showing significant efficiency enhancement for several types of
solar cells. Furthermore, the introduced light trapping module enables several new
features for solar modules. External light trapping is therefore a serious candidate
for a new generation of solar modules.

Samenvatting
Onuitputtelijke energiebronnen zoals wind- en zonne-energie spelen een essentiële rol bij de totstandkoming van een duurzame inrichting van onze samenleving.
In bijna alle voorspellingen over de levering van energie in de toekomst zal zonneenergie in een aanzienlijk deel van de wereldwijde energiebehoefte voorzien
binnen enkele tientallen jaren. De transitie van vervuilende fossiele brandstoffen
naar duurzame bronnen kan aanzienlijk versneld worden wanneer de omzetting
van licht naar elektriciteit (nog) verder toeneemt. Een hogere omzettingsefficiëntie
verlaagt immers de kosten per geleverde energie-eenheid, waardoor zonnepanelen
sterker concurreren met fossiele brandstoffen. De efficiëntie van een zonnepaneel
is gerelateerd aan de hoeveelheid licht die het absorbeert. Zonnepanelen absorberen het zonlicht niet helemaal, een deel van het licht komt daardoor weer de
module uit en gaat verloren. Het is daarom belangrijk om het pad van het licht
zodanig te manipuleren dat het een zo lang mogelijke afstand door het actieve
materiaal aflegt. In dit proefschrift worden hiervoor twee methodes gepresenteerd:
interne en externe lichtopsluiting.
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een demonstratie van interne lichtopsluiting in een dunne
film waterstofhoudende nano-kristallijn silicium (nc-Si:H) zonnecel. We laten
zien hoe een vierkant rooster van glazen nano-cilinders in een metalen film als
een verstrooiende achterreflector in een vlakke nc-Si:H zonnecel gebruikt kan
worden. Vaak groeit men nc-Si:H zonnecellen bovenop een getextureerd substraat.
De textuur zorgt voor goede verstrooiing van het licht, maar het verslechtert
de elektronische kwaliteit van het nc-Si:H. Daarom hebben we de fabricage
omgedraaid en zijn met de bovenkant (de glaszijde) van de zonnecel begonnen, dit
wordt de “superstraat configuratie” genoemd. Hiervoor hebben we eerst een vlakke,
hoogkwalitatieve nc-Si:H (semi-)cel op glas gegroeid. Boven deze laag hebben
we een vierkant rooster van glazen nano-cilinders aangebracht en deze met een
laag zilver gecoat. Deze vlakke, verstrooiende achterreflector (PSBR) voorkomt
groeifouten in het nc-Si:H en voorkomt daardoor dat de open-klemspanning van
de cel verslechtert. De geometrie en het brekingsindexcontrast van het silicium,
glas en zilver zorgen ervoor dat het inkomende licht in vele richtingen verstrooid
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wordt door deze structuur. Door totale interne reflectie in het silicium zal een
groot gedeelte van het verstrooide licht heen en weer door de cel reizen, net zoals
in een glasvezel. Door deze lichtopsluiting legt het licht een langere afstand af. Dit
heeft als gevolg dat de absorptie toeneemt en daarmee nemen ook de opgewekte
stroomdichtheid en efficiëntie toe. De nanostructuur kan gefabriceerd worden op
een groot oppervlak door gebruik te maken van een rubber stempel.
Met behulp van computersimulaties konden we een model van de absorptie
in de zonnecel maken. Met het zwervende-deeltjes (ZD) algoritme konden we de
geometrie van de nano-structuur efficiënt optimaliseren. Een eenvoudig algoritme,
zoals het “brute kracht algoritme”, probeert alle mogelijkheden en selecteert de
beste geometrie. De rekentijd hiervoor kan echter vele dagen in beslag nemen op
een supercomputer. Het ZD algoritme kan dit veel sneller doen. Eerst berekent
het ZD algoritme de absorptie van een aantal random gekozen geometrieën. In
de volgende stap selecteert het algoritme de beste geometrie en past de overige
geometrieën aan zodat ze steeds meer gaan lijken op de (tot dan toe) beste
geometrie. Dit voorkomt het doorrekenen van onnodig veel structuren en gaat dus
veel sneller dan andere algoritmes. Een zonnecel met een dikte van 1 micrometer
werd gefabriceerd. Door de aangebrachte nano-structuur op deze cel was de
stroomdichtheid 32% hoger dan dat van de vlakke referentiecel. Bovendien werd
er geen (nadelig) effect op de open-klemspanning gemeten. De ontwikkelde nanostructuur is niet alleen toepasbaar voor nc-Si:H cellen maar ook voor andere dunne
film superstraat cellen.
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift behandelt diverse aspecten van externe
lichtopsluiting. In een externe lichtval wordt het licht dat uit de zonnecel komt
en dreigt te ontsnappen teruggezonden naar de zonnecel. Dit wordt bereikt
door een spiegelende kooi met een klein gaatje aan de bovenkant bovenop de
zonnecel te plaatsen. Het zonlicht wordt met een lens (zoals een vergrootglas of
een parabolische spiegel) gebundeld zodat het licht, via het gaatje in de kooi, de
zonnecel bereikt. Doordat het grootste gedeelte van het gereflecteerde licht hierna
nogmaals door de zonnecel gaat krijgt de zonnecel effectief een hogere efficiëntie.
Een groot voordeel van deze manier van lichtopsluiting is dat het de werking van
de zonnecel niet aantast, terwijl dit voor veel andere opsluit methodes wel het
geval is. Bovendien worden de diverse bronnen van reflectie van een zonnecel in
slechts één stap aangepakt en is de methode geschikt voor alle type zonnecellen.
Hoofdstuk 4 toont de eerste succesvolle demonstratie van een lichtval op een
nc-Si:H zonnecel. Aangezien de benodigde parabolische spiegel en lichtkooi
niet standaard verkrijgbaar zijn, hebben we de onderdelen met behulp van
een 3D-printer gefabriceerd. Deze printer verhit een thermoplastic dat vervolgens
vloeibaar wordt en een object laagje-voor-laagje opbouwt. Na het printen is het
oppervlak nog ruw. Door het oppervlak kortstondig met een oplosmiddel vloeibaar
te maken worden de kleine oneffenheden verwijderd. Na het verdampen van het
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oplosmiddel blijft een spiegelglad oppervlak over. Daarna werd een dunne laag
zilver aangebracht. Door de lichtval verbeterde de efficiëntie van de zonnecel
met 15%. Met behulp van een theoretisch model hebben we uitgerekend hoeveel
verbetering te verwachten was, en dit bleek zeer goed te kloppen met de metingen.
Daarnaast is het effect van de hoek van inval op de zonnecel geanalyseerd om zo
een beter begrip van de externe lichtval te krijgen.
Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien hoe deze technologie opgeschaald kan worden. Het
gebruik van één enkele grote lichtval is onpraktisch en vereist bovendien veel
materiaal. Deze problemen kunnen worden opgelost door een rooster van
concentratoren te gebruiken. Dit hebben we gedemonstreerd met een organische
zonnecel. We hebben onderzocht hoe dit zo optimaal mogelijk gerealiseerd kan
worden. Hiervoor hebben we vierkante, hexagonale en ronde concentratoren
gemaakt en hun prestatie gemeten. Daarnaast hebben we uitgerekend wat de
minimale transmissie van de parabolische spiegel moet zijn om een gewenste
efficiëntieverbetering te behalen.
Hoofdstuk 6 gaat een stap verder door te kijken naar de mogelijkheden voor
lichtopsluiting op het niveau van het zonnepaneel. In een c-Si zonnepaneel
reflecteert er licht op het metalen netwerk aan de voorkant van de cel (voor de
elektrische geleiding), de materiaalovergangen, de achterkant van de zonnecel
en het witte vlak tussen de zonnecellen (herkenbaar aan de witte strepen op
een zonnepaneel). Het gebruik van de lichtval maakt het mogelijk om al deze
reflecties in één stap terug naar de cel te sturen. Tevens wordt het mogelijk om
dunnere c-Si cellen te gebruiken die betere elektrische eigenschappen hebben.
Een goedkope manier om op grote schaal plastic voorwerpen te fabriceren is
door ze te gieten in een mal, dit wordt spuitgieten genoemd en wordt industrieel
toegepast voor de fabricage van bijna alle dagelijkse plastic voorwerpen. Deze
techniek wordt bijvoorbeeld gebruikt voor het maken van optische componenten
zoals lenzen voor brilglazen en lenzen op autokoplampen en zou tevens voor de
fabricage van de externe lichtval gebruikt kunnen worden. De nauwkeurigheid
van de metalen mal is van groot belang voor de gefabriceerde plastic onderdelen.
Met een industrieel freesproces hebben we verschillende metalen concentrators
gemaakt die aangepast zouden kunnen worden om als mal te gebruiken. Door
het freesproces ontstonden kleine groeven in het oppervlak van de concentrator
die de reflectie behoorlijk nadelig bleken te beïnvloeden. Daarnaast hebben we
onderzocht wat het effect is van de concentratiefactor (de grootte van de opening in
de kooi) en de hoogte van de kooi op de mate van lichtopsluiting en op de verdeling
van het licht op de zonnecel.
Tot slot beschrijft hoofdstuk 7 diverse opties voor het commercieel toepassen
van externe lichtopsluiting. De tot nu toe beschreven lichtvallen moeten worden
aangepast om ze eenvoudig en goedkoop te kunnen integreren in een zonnepaneel.
Aan de voorkant van een (standaard) zonnepaneel zit een glazen ruit. Op het
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oppervlak van deze ruit kunnen we (op diverse manieren) lenzen aanbrengen. Aan
de achterkant van de ruit maken we een reflecterende laag van bijvoorbeeld witte
verf of een metaal zoals zilver of aluminium. In deze reflecterende laag maken we
gaatjes waardoor de lens het licht kan focusseren. Hierna zit het licht gevangen
tussen deze reflecterende laag en de zonnecel en daardoor verbetert de efficiëntie.
Dit basisontwerp kan relatief eenvoudig in een zonnepaneel geïntegreerd worden
omdat het maar weinig afwijkt van het standaard ontwerp van een zonnepaneel.
Het basisontwerp brengt veel nieuwe mogelijkheden met zich mee. Zo kunnen
twee verschillende zonnecellen worden ingebouwd waardoor het zonnespectrum
beter benut kan worden. De individuele zonnecellen kunnen los van elkaar worden
geproduceerd en gecontacteerd, wat de fabricage vergemakkelijkt en een hogere
efficiëntie in het vooruitzicht stelt. Daarnaast laten we zien dat een gekleurd
zonnepaneel gemaakt kan worden door een laag verf aan de bovenkant van de
reflecterende laag aan te brengen. Dit maakt het zelfs mogelijk om een afbeelding
weer te geven. De techniek die we hiervoor bedacht hebben lijkt op die van
lenticulaire ansichtkaarten, ook bekend als 3D-ansichtkaarten. Op deze kaarten
zitten lijnvormige lenzen met daaronder verschillende afbeeldingen die in dunne
stroken afgewisseld worden. Onder elke lens zit een geheel aantal stroken. Elke
lens buigt het licht naar één focuslijn op de kaart. Als de kijkhoek verandert, dan
verschuift de positie van de focuslijn. Indien het licht op een andere strook valt
dan zal een andere afbeelding worden weergegeven. Op een zonnepaneel kunnen
ook lijnvormige lenzen aangebracht worden. Hierdoor kan het (meeste) zonlicht
via de gaten in de reflector naar binnen gaan en opgesloten worden en gelijktijdig
kan het zonnepaneel één (of zelfs meerdere) afbeeldingen naar keuze laten zien
voor verschillende kijkhoeken. In geografische gebieden met veel direct zonlicht
kan deze afbeeldingstechniek gelijktijdig voor lichtopsluiting zorgen waardoor
het zonnepaneel ook efficiënter wordt. In gebieden met veel diffuus licht zal
de efficiëntie van het zonnepaneel iets afnemen. Elders in ontwikkeling zijnde
concepten voor gekleurde of afbeelding vertonende zonnepanelen hebben een
grotere negatieve impact op de omzettingsefficiëntie.
Samenvattend heeft dit proefschrift een aantal grensverleggende mogelijkheden verkend waardoor de efficiëntie van zonnepanelen nog beter kan worden.
Door gebruik te maken van interne lichtopsluiting werd een hogere efficiëntie
gemeten. Daarnaast hebben we laten zien hoe externe lichtopsluiting voor elk type
zonnepaneel gebruikt kan worden en bovendien een voor een hogere theoretische
efficiëntie zorgt. Bovendien maakt externe lichtopsluiting het mogelijk om het
inkomende zonlicht beter te manipuleren, waardoor het zonnepaneel bijvoorbeeld
een kleur of zelfs een afbeelding kan vertonen. Externe lichtopsluiting is daarmee
een kanshebber voor een nieuwe generatie zonnepanelen.
___________________
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